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PerÐlhyh

'Ena nèo monodi�stato upologistikì montèlo to opoÐo sundèei th di�dosh thc
aktinobolÐac, th fwtoqhmeÐa kai th mikrofusik  se mia planhtik  atmìsfaira,
kataskeu�sthke kai efarmìsthke gia th melèth twn qwrik¸n kai qronik¸n meta-
bol¸n thc atmìsfairac tou Tit�na, kai eidikìtera th fwtoqhmik  paragwg  twn
aerolum�twn thc atmìsfair�c tou. Oi qwrikèc metabolèc aforoÔn thn kaj' Ôyoc
dom  thc atmìsfairac ìpwc aut  kajorÐzetai apì tic diaforetikèc fusikèc kai
qhmikèc diergasÐec kaj¸c kai th di�dosh thc aktinobolÐac pou lamb�noun q¸ra.
Oi qronikèc metabolèc aforoÔn thn epÐdrash tou 11-etoÔc hliakoÔ kÔklou sthn
kaj' Ôyoc dom  thc atmìsfairac.

To montèlo perilamb�nei leptomereÐc upologismoÔc gia ton upologismì thc
ro c thc aktinobolÐac gia ta mikr� (uperi¸dec, oratì kai kontinì upèrujro) kai
meg�la (upèrujro) m kh kÔmatoc, pou parèqoun thn kaj' Ôyoc dom  tou pedÐou
thc aktinobolÐac kai kajorÐzoun th dom  thc jermokrasÐac. Autèc qrhsimo-
poioÔntai gia th perigraf  thc dhmiourgÐac thc fwtoqhmik c sÔstashc kai thc
dom c twn aerolum�twn oi opoÐec xekinoÔn me th fwtìlush twn kÔriwn susta-
tik¸n thc atmìsfairac tou Tit�na, tou az¸tou kai tou mejanÐou. Ta qhmik�
stoiqeÐa pou dhmiourgoÔntai qrhsimopoioÔntai gia thn paragwg  twn domik¸n
dom¸n twn aerolum�twn, h exèlixh twn opoÐwn perigr�fetai apì to mikrofusikì
tm ma tou montèlou. Oi upologismènec domèc thc qhmik c sÔstashc kai aut 
twn aerolum�twn sth sunèqeia, eisèrqontai stouc upologismoÔc thc di�doshc
thc aktinobolÐac ètsi ¸ste na elegqjeÐ h epÐdras  touc sth dom  thc aktinobo-
lÐac kai sth gewmetrik  an�klash thc atmìsfairac. O basikìc stìqoc autoÔ tou
upologistikoÔ montèlou eÐnai h katanìhsh tou �gnwstou mèqri stigm c krÐkou
metaxÔ thc paragwg c twn aèriwn stoiqeÐwn sthn atmìsfaira tou Tit�na kai thc
metatrop c touc sta parathroÔmena aerolÔmata.

To montèlo dhmiourgeÐ th dom  twn aerolum�twn apì thn aèria fwtoqhmeÐa.
Ta apotelèsmata tou montèlou gia thn kaj' Ôyoc sugkèntrwsh tou k�je stoi-
qeÐou, th dhmiourgÐa twn aerolum�twn kai tic optikèc touc idiìthtec, thn kaj'
Ôyoc dom  thc jermokrasÐac kai thc atmosfairik c puknìthtac kai th gewmetri-
k  an�klash parousi�zontai kai sugkrÐnontai me ta teleutaÐa apotelèsmata apì
th diasthmik  apostol  Cassini/Huygens kaj¸c kai me prohgoÔmenec epÐgeiec
kai diasthmikèc parathr seic. To montèlo katafèrnei na anapar�gei swst� tic
perissìterec apì tic teleutaÐec metr seic gia th sugkèntrwsh kai kaj' Ôyoc do-
m  twn qhmik¸n stoiqeÐwn thc atmìsfairac tou Tit�na. Gia thn paragwg  twn
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aerolum�twn qrhsimopoi jhkan diadikasÐec oi opoÐec perilamb�noun kajaroÔc
udrogon�njrakec (mìno �njrakac kai udrogìno), azwtoÔqouc udrogon�njrakec
(perilamb�noun kai N) kaj¸c kai sunduasmoÔc twn dÔo (sun-polumer ). Apì au-
toÔc, oi azwtoÔqoi udrogon�njrakec kai ta sun-polumer , brèjhke na èqoun th
shmantikìterh suneisfor� sth paragwg  twn aerolum�twn. Autì to apotèlesma
eÐnai se sumfwnÐa kai me tic metr seic apì to ìrgano ACP thc ak�tou Huygens,
to opoÐo èdwse endeÐxeic gia thn Ôparxh az¸tou sth dom  twn aerolum�twn. To
montèlo apokalÔptei thn Ôparxh mia nèac shmantik c z¸nhc paragwg c aerolu-
m�twn metaxÔ 500 kai 900 qlm. h opoÐa proèrqetai apì ta sun-polumer  kai h
opoÐa èqei shmantikèc epidr�seic gia th dom  thc jermokrasÐac kai th gewmetri-
k  an�klash. Pio sugkekrimèna, h Ôparxh aut c thc deÔterhc koruf c kajorÐzei
thn kaj' Ôyoc paragwg  twn aerolum�twn. O 11-et c hliakìc kÔkloc ephre�-
zei th dom  twn qhmik¸n stoiqeÐwn kai telik� èqei wc apotèlesma thn aÔxhsh
thc paragwg c aerolum�twn kat� 60% metaxÔ hliakoÔ elaqÐstou kai megÐstou.
Autì èqei peraitèrw epidr�seic sth dom  thc jermokrasÐac kai sth gewmetrik 
an�klash.

Ta apotelèsmata tou montèlou sugkrÐjhkan kai me thn kaj' Ôyoc dom  twn
optik¸n idiot twn twn aerolum�twn, ìpwc aut  metr jhke apì to ìrgano DISR,
me thn opoÐa brèjhke na eÐnai se kal  sumfwnÐa. EpÐshc, eterogeneÐc qhmikèc dia-
dikasÐec sthn epif�neia twn aerolum�twn, oi opoÐec metatrèpoun atomikì udro-
gìno se moriakì, sumperil fjhkan sto montèlo. Autèc eÐqan san apotèlesma th
beltÐwsh twn apotelesm�twn gia to moriakì udrogìno se sqèsh me tic metr seic
apì to ìrgano INMS kai gia th di-asetilÐnh me b�sh tic metr seic apì to ìrgano
CIRS.



Abstract

A new 1D coupled Radiative / Convective - Photochemical - Microphysical
model for a planetary atmosphere was developed and applied to the investiga-
tion of the spatial and temporal variability of Titan’s atmosphere, and in partic-
ular to photochemical haze production. The spatial variability corresponds to
the vertical structure of the atmosphere and the way this is determined by the
different physical, chemical and radiative processes that take place. The tem-
poral variability, addresses the impact of the 11-year solar cycle on the vertical
structure of the atmosphere.

The model incorporates detailed radiation transfer calculations for the de-
scription of the shortwave and longwave fluxes which provide the vertical struc-
ture of the radiation field and determine the temperature profile. These are
used for the generation of the photochemical and haze structure in the at-
mosphere, initiated by the photolysis of Titan’s main constituents, nitrogen
(N2) and methane (CH4). The resulting hydrocarbons and nitriles are used
for the production of the haze precursors, whose evolution is described by the
microphysical part of the model. The calculated aerosol and gas opacities are
iteratively included in the radiation transfer calculations in order to investigate
their effect on the resulting temperature profile and geometric albedo. The main
purpose of this model is to help in the understanding of the missing link between
the production of gaseous species and their transformation to haze particles in
Titan’s atmosphere.

The model generates the haze structure from the gaseous species photochem-
istry. Model results are presented for the species vertical concentration pro-
files, haze formation and its radiative properties, vertical temperature/density
profiles and geometric albedo. These are validated against the very recent
Cassini/Huygens observations and also against other ground-based and space-
borne measurements. The model reproduces well most of the latest measure-
ments from the Cassini/Huygens instruments for the chemical composition of
Titan’s atmosphere and the vertical profiles of the observed species. For the haze
production, we have included pathways that are based on pure hydrocarbons,
pure nitriles and hydrocarbon/nitrile copolymers. From these, the nitrile and
copolymer pathways provide the stronger contribution, in agreement with the
results from the ACP instrument, which support the incorporation of nitrogen
in the pyrolised haze structures. The haze model reveals a new second major
peak in the vertical profile of haze production rate between 500 and 900 km.
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This peak is produced by the copolymer family used and has important ramifi-
cations for the vertical atmospheric temperature profile and geometric albedo.
In particular, the existence of this second peak determines the vertical profile of
haze extinction. The solar cycle variability affects the species vertical profiles
and eventually results in increase in the haze production of about 60% from
solar minimum to solar maximum. This has further effects on the geometric
albedo and the vertical temperature structure.

The model results have been compared with the DISR retrieved haze ex-
tinction profiles and are found to be in very good agreement. Furthermore,
heterogeneous chemistry on the haze particles that converts atomic hydrogen
to molecular hydrogen has been incorporated in the model. The resultant H2

profile is closer to the INMS measurements, while the vertical profile of the
diacetylene formed is found to be closer to that of the CIRS profile when this
heterogeneous chemistry is included.
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Introduction

From the initial observation by Huygens (1655) and the methane detection by
Kuiper (1944) to the recent Cassini/Huygens space mission, Titan has been the
subject of many studies that have aimed towards understanding its climate and
the important role of the haze that is formed in its atmosphere and obscures
its surface from direct observations in the visible. The processes that control
haze formation and its radiative properties have been the least understood to
date. The recent success of the Cassini/Huygens mission has provided valuable
validation data that supplement the earlier Voyager mission data and many
years of ground-based observations.

The most prominent characteristic of Titan’s atmosphere is the well defined
haze structure, observed since the Voyager era (Rages & Pollack, 1980). The
haze is directly observed since it provides the orange color of Titan’s atmosphere
in the visible images and its origin is linked to the photochemistry taking place
in its atmosphere. Nitrogen and methane, the most abundant constituents in
Titan’s atmosphere, are photodissociated by solar ultraviolet radiation, ener-
getic particles from Saturn’s magnetosphere and galactic cosmic rays (GCR),
leading to the initiation of a complex organic photochemistry, which finally pro-
duces the haze. This coupling between the photochemistry and haze formation
is the subject of the present thesis.

The neutral photochemistry in Titan’s atmosphere was investigated even
before the Voyager era (Strobel, 1974; Allen et al., 1980). The Voyager mis-
sion provided data that led to the first detailed photochemical model developed
by Yung et al. (1984) which described the basic photochemical schemes that
control the abundance of the observed hydrocarbons and nitriles in Titan’s
atmosphere. Based on this early work, further analysis of Voyager data and
ground-based observations, more advanced photochemical models were devel-
oped. Toublanc et al. (1995) used an elaborate Monte Carlo description for
solar radiation transfer within the atmosphere to investigate the possible pro-
duction of oxygen-containing species arising from an influx of water vapor at
the top of the atmosphere. Lara et al. (1996) used an ablation profile for the
water vapor influx, included the effects of GCR and presented a physical descrip-
tion of the condensation processes taking place in Titan’s lower stratosphere.
Lebonnois et al. (2001) investigated the seasonal variation of the composition
in Titan’s stratosphere using a 2-D (latitude-altitude) model. Beyond neutral
species chemistry, models have included ionospheric chemistry, as in the recent
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work of Wilson & Atreya (2004) where the contributions of energetic electrons
and photoelectrons were included.

A common approach to modelling the photochemistry has been to gener-
ate the vertical temperature distribution, from the surface to the thermosphere,
using temperature vertical profiles that were synthesized by combining measure-
ments from Voyager I (Lindal et al., 1983) and model results for the temperature
structure at different altitudes (Lellouch et al., 1989; Yelle, 1991; Yelle et al.,
1997). Further, in order to include the effects of the aerosols in the radiation
transfer calculations, vertical profiles of haze opacity were either specified by
a simple exponential decrease with altitude or in more recent work generated
by microphysical models using a specified vertical haze production rate (Yung
et al., 1984; Lebonnois et al., 2001; Wilson & Atreya, 2004). Using this ap-
proach, photochemical models have managed to fit most of the atmospheric
species concentrations available from observations before the Cassini/Huygens
mission (Coustenis & Bézard, 1995). Here, a modelling approach that generates
the thermal structure, the atmospheric composition and the haze structure, in
a self-consistent manner is developed. The haze is produced from polymer pro-
duction governed by the photochemistry, which is determined by and determines
both the radiation field and atmospheric temperature structure.

The microphysical models used to derive the haze vertical structure and
its optical properties are usually validated against Titan’s spectral geometric
albedo from the ultraviolet to the near-infrared based on ground-based and space
observations. As was first shown by McKay et al. (1989), the fit to the spectral
geometric albedo depends mainly on three parameters; the haze particles’ optical
properties (refractive index, size, shape and amount), the methane profile and
Titan’s surface reflectivity; using different spectral domains of the above region,
constraints can be set on the values of parameters controlling the haze structure.

The haze particles’ refractive index is based on laboratory measurements,
while the size and amount is generated by the microphysical models, assuming
their shape. The shape of the haze particles in Titan’s atmosphere has been
the subject of debate for a long time due to different size estimates derived by
different observations. In order to overcome this problem, two possible solutions
were suggested; one of a bimodal distribution (Courtin et al., 1991; Toon et
al., 1992) and the other of fractal aggregates constructed from spherical units
(West & Smith, 1991; Rannou et al., 1995, 1997). Since then many microphysical
models using the fractal aggregates have been published (Rannou et al. 2003 and
references therein) although they still have some drawbacks which are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 2. The most important is the requirement for a haze
clearing at low altitudes, below 100 km. Yet, the recent results from the DISR
instrument on board the Huygens probe (Tomasko et al., 2005) show that the
haze opacity extends down to the surface. In this work the particles are assumed
to attain a spherical shape, starting from the monomer’s size which corresponds
to the smallest aerosol particle generated by the photochemical description. No
fractal structures are considered.

In addition to the shape/size, the haze particles’ refractive index is an im-
portant parameter in the model calculations. Until recently, most models used
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the first laboratory measurements for the refractive index of Titan haze-type
analogs (tholins) made by Khare et al. (1984a); scaled by a factor which de-
pends on the wavelength and the type of particles used; for spherical particles
4/3 in the shortwave region of the geometric albedo (McKay et al., 1989), while
for fractal particles 3 in the UV and 1.5 in the visible (Rannou et al., 1995).
More recent measurements have shown that the optical properties of the labora-
tory haze analogs depend significantly on the experimental conditions (McKay
et al., 2001). Recently, Imanaka et al. (2004) have shown that the pressure un-
der which the analogs are made defines their chemical structure and hence their
radiative properties. Hence, photochemically produced particles at different
altitudes in Titan’s atmosphere could exhibit different optical properties.

An important simplification made in current haze microphysical models has
been the adopted haze particle production rate. In most cases this is done by a
symmetrical distribution (usually Gaussian) centered at some chosen altitude,
usually between 350 and 600 km depending on the model, and the total column
production rate varied to fit the geometric albedo. In addition, some models,
calculate the radiation field but do not calculate the temperature profile that
results from the model haze structure, but use synthetic temperature profiles.
Recent photochemical calculations have demonstrated that vertical haze produc-
tion profiles generated from the photochemistry (Lebonnois et al., 2002; Wilson
& Atreya, 2003) are significantly different from the simple profiles adopted in
current haze microphysical models.

In the present work, the haze production profile is generated from the pho-
tochemistry and then is used to produce the haze vertical structure and its
radiative properties. The model temperature structure then depends on the
vertical haze profile. The model temperature structure, the spectral geomet-
ric albedo and the vertical distributions of the concentrations of the chemical
species are validated against measurements. In particular, the model results are
validated against the so far available Cassini/Huygens data. With this process,
insight to the atmospheric processes and answers to many issues can be given.
These include:

1. How does photochemistry leads to the haze formation? Which are the
main species involved and the important pathways that lead to the gas-
particle transformation?

2. What is the impact of haze formation on the observed chemical composi-
tion?

3. What is the vertical structure of haze and its optical properties based on
the photochemical origin?

4. How does the photochemically produced haze structure correlate with the
observed temperature structure and geometric albedo?

5. What is the impact of different laboratory refractive indexes for the haze
particles on the temperature structure and radiation field?



4 CONTENTS

In the chapters which follow, first a quick but detailed description of Ti-
tan’s observed properties is provided based on the latest measurements from
Cassini/Huygens mission and previous ground-based and space-born observa-
tions (Chapter 1). Following, the description of the developed model an the
physical processes included is given (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 provides a discus-
sion about what is currently understood for the properties of the haze particles
based on the simulation of their production in laboratory experiments and from
the in situ measurements performed from the Huygens probe. Further, the haze
pathways which are used for the description of the gas to particle transformation
are presented. Chapter 4 presents the results of the model simulation regarding
the species vertical profiles which are validated against the observed abundances
from Cassini/Huygens while in Chapter 5 the haze production generated from
the used pathways is discussed. The vertical structure and optical properties
of the evolved haze particles based on the photochemical description are de-
scribed in Chapter 6 followed by the model simulated geometric albedo and
vertical temperature structure which are validates against observations (Chap-
ter 7). Finally, discussion of the model results and final conclusions are given
in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 1

Titan’s status from
Cassini/Huygens mission &
previous observations

Titan’s intriguing atmosphere has been the focus of the scientific community
for a long time. From ground-based to space-borne observatories and dedicated
space missions, Titan is becoming day by day a more familiar environment.
Questions about the processes that define its properties are answered but at
the same time new aspects of its complex atmosphere arise that require better
understanding. With the unprecedented success of the Cassini/Huygens mission
it became clear that Titan resembles our home planet like no other object in our
Solar System, hence it is well worth our interest and dedication. In this chapter
a description of observed properties of Titan’s atmosphere and surface are given
along with the main unanswered questions that arise from these observations.

1.1 From mythology to discovery

According to Greek mythology, as this is described in Hesiode’s Theogony, Ti-
tans where the 12 children of Ouranos and Gea, 6 male and 6 female. The
youngest of them was Kronos (known as Saturn in Latin) who led the rest
to overthrow their father. The Titans were on their turn overthrown in the
Titanomachy against the Olympian gods that were led by Krono’s son, Zeus
(Jupiter in Latin).

Titan the satellite, was for the first time considered as a natural satellite by
the famous Dutch mathematician, physicist and astronomer Christian Huygens
in 1655. (Huygens was the first to use the term ‘moon’ for natural satellites call-
ing Titan, Luna Saturnia-Saturn’s moon. The term was replaced by satellites
by Giovanni Domenico Cassini with the detection of Saturn’s other natural satel-
lites. See wikipedia : natural satellites.) Titan acquired its current name after

7



8 CHAPTER 1. TITAN’S PROPERTIES

Figure 1.1: Christian Huygens

the suggestion of John Herschel, son of William Herschel, discoverer of Mimas
and Enceladus, that the names of Kronos’s brothers and sisters should be used
for Saturn’s satellites (Lassell, 1847). The first observations at that time did not
have the ability to discriminate the presence of the thick atmosphere on Titan.
The latter is significantly extended above the solid surface of the satellite and
gives to its apparent size a magnitude that is significantly larger than that of
the other satellites. This justified the adaptation of ‘Titan’ as the name of the
biggest of the Saturnian satellites at that time. Nevertheless, although now we
know that Titan is not the biggest among the satellites of our Solar System,
it is the presence of its atmosphere and the processes that take place inside it,
which justify its name.

Titan is the only satellite that has a dense atmosphere. The first clear
verification of a gaseous species in Titan’s atmosphere, took place right after
the Second World War with the detection of methane absorption lines in Titan’s
spectrum (Kuiper, 1944). Such absorption lines were not detected on other
satellites and led to the conclusion that Titan was unique regarding the presence
of a methane atmosphere, which was considered responsible for the orange color
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Figure 1.2: Titan as observed by the Cassini spacecraft. The main haze layer
provides the orange color of the satellite and obscures any surface features,
while the detached haze layer (in purple) is observable only at the limb of the
atmosphere. Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute.

of the satellite in the visible images. It was not before the Voyager space missions
that it became clear that molecular nitrogen is the dominant species in Titan’s
atmosphere (Broadfoot et al., 1991).

After the methane detection, Titan’s atmosphere has been under contin-
uous observation through ground-based and space-borne instruments. Today,
we know that Titan’s atmosphere is characterized by a highly complex organic
chemistry that leads to the formation of hydrocarbon and nitrile species not
found anywhere else in our Solar System, which eventually produce the ob-
served haze structure. These have a strong interaction with the radiation field
and affect the observed atmospheric conditions (temperature structure, compo-
sition, scattered radiation by the atmosphere, etc). Further, these conditions
present now on Titan, bear significant resemblance to those that are believed
to have been present on Earth before the evolution of life. These characteris-
tics demonstrate the importance of Titan in our understanding of atmospheric
processes and how these processes define the evolution of planetary atmospheres
and the emergence of conditions that favor the evolution of life.
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1.2 Physical properties

Titan is the largest moon of the Saturnian system with a radius of RT =2575
km. This makes Titan the second largest satellite in the Solar System after
Jupiter’s Ganymede and even bigger than planet Mercury. It is at an average
distance of 20 Saturnine radii, phase locked to Saturn and has an orbital period
of ∼16 days (Table 1.1). Titan is 2.5 times smaller than Earth but has a surface
pressure that is 50% larger.

After the detection of methane in Titan’s atmosphere, the presence of com-
plex organic chemistry based on the products of methane’s photolysis was sug-
gested to take place inside its atmosphere. Even before the Voyager missions,
ground-based observations of Titan’s thermal emission spectrum suggested the
presence of ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4) and acetylene (C2H6). The Voyager
missions epoch has brought a ‘promethean’ enlightening in our understanding
of Titan’s properties. Although the encounter was only of a few hours, a large
amount of data was collected that allowed scientist to retrieve for the first time
a picture of the complexity found in Titan’s atmosphere. Some of these data are
still being analyzed. This improved picture, aroused the scientific interest for
this satellite for answers to new questions. This eventually led to the more com-
plicated, ambitious and eventually unprecedentedly successful Cassini/Huygens
space mission.

The latest results from Cassini/Huygens have provided better constraints on
the abundance of the dominant species. Methane’s stratospheric mixing ratio
was measured at 1.41 ± 0.05 % from GCMS (Niemann et al., 2005) and 1.6 ±
0.5 % from CIRS (Flasar et al., 2005). The two results are compatible within
error bars. Below 32 km GCMS has measured an increase in the mixing ratio
down to about 8 km, below which altitude the mixing ratio was constant at
4.9 % until the surface. The DISR measurements on board the Huygens probe,
have given a similar value of 5 ± 1 % for the methane mixing ratio close to
the surface (Tomasko et al., 2005). The analysis of the INMS measurements
(Waite et al., 2005; Yelle et al., 2006), showed that methane’s mole fraction is
2.71 ± 0.1 % at 1174 km, putting an end to the controversy originating from the
initially retrieved value by the Voyager UVS observations (Smith et al., 1982)
and their later re-analysis by Vervack et al. (2004). The only noble gas species
detected is Argon with a mole fraction of 4.32±0.1×10−5 close to the surface
(Niemann et al., 2005).

1.2.1 Atmospheric structure

Due to the large distance of Saturn from the Sun (∼10 a.u.), the solar lumi-
nosity that reaches Titan is on average about the 1/100th of what reaches the
Earth’s outer atmosphere. This means that the temperatures found in Titan’s
atmosphere will be significantly smaller that the ones observed on Earth. The
straight-forward estimation of the effective temperature in Titan’s atmosphere,
using the spectrally averaged atmospheric albedo α and the average solar con-
stant ST , at Titan’s distance (see Table 1.1), gives:
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Figure 1.3: Natural Satellites of our Solar System
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Figure 1.4: The Voyager 1 and Cassini/Huygens spacecrafts
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4πR2σT4
eff=(1-α)πR2ST

Teff ∼84 K.

The first vertical profile of Titan’s temperature structure was obtained by
the Voyager Radio Occultation experiment between the surface and 200 km.
Although, the retrieved vertical profile was based on the assumption of a pure
molecular nitrogen atmosphere, it has been verified from the profiles retrieved
by the instruments on board the Cassini/Huygens mission (see Fig. 1.5). From
these, the surface temperature was measured at 93.65 K by the HASI instrument
on board the Huygens probe and the surface pressure at 1.467 bar. This tem-
perature is higher than the one suggested by the above Teff and the reason for
this is the methane induce greenhouse effect and the contribution of pressure
induced absorption between the main three species, molecular nitrogen (N2),
methane (CH4) and molecular hydrogen (H2) that produces a greenhouse effect
that raises the temperature in the troposphere. The tropopause is located at
about 40 km and at higher altitudes the absorption of solar radiation by haze
particles and methane produces a sharp increase in the temperature.

The retrieval of the vertical temperature profile was also aided by the analysis
of methane’s emission line in its ν4 band in the thermal IR. This was based on
the spectra retrieved from Voyager’s IRIS instrument (Lellouch et al., 1989;
Coustenis et al., 1989) and from ISO (Coustenis et al., 2003), and is sensitive
to the stratospheric temperature structure.

From ground-based observations, the retrieval of a disk-average vertical tem-
perature profile has become possible through millimeter observations by the
IRAM telescope. High resolution spectra of rotational lines of specific species
present in Titan’s atmosphere probe different altitude regions and are sensitive
to the temperature profile. By fitting the observed spectra with computer gen-
erated spectra it became possible to retrieve a vertical temperature profile. This
profile (A. Marten private communication) is in close agreement in the lower

Table 1.1: Physical Properties of Titan’s & Earth’s atmospheres
Physical Parameter Titan Earth

Mass 1.346x1023kg 5.98x1024kg
Equatorial Radius 2575 km 6371 km
Rotational Period 15.945 days 1 day
Period around Sun 29.46 years 1 year

Mean Distance from Sun 9.546 a.u. 1 a.u.
Orbital eccentricity 0.0292 0.017

Obliquity 27◦ 23.5◦

Average Albedo 30 % 30 %
Solar ’Constant’ 15 W/m2 1366 W/m2

Surface Pressure 1.496 atm 1 atm
Surface Temperature 94K 288K

Escape Velocity 2.65 km/s 11.2 km/s
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Figure 1.5: Vertical temperature profiles retrieved by different instruments for
the upper and lower atmosphere. The black solid and dashed lines correspond
to the Voyager retrieved profiles during ingress and egress, respectively (Lindal
et al., 1983). The red line presents the Cassini-CIRS retrieved profile at the
equator (with a 1.6% methane mole fraction, R. Achterberg and B. Conrath,
personal communication), the blue line is the Huygens-HASI is situ measure-
ments (F.Ferri, personal communication) and the green line is the ground-based
retrieved profile from millimeter measurements from the IRAM telescope that
corresponds to disk-average conditions.
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atmosphere, below the stratopause, with the above discussed profiles from Voy-
ager.

Recently, ground-based thermal infrared observations with NASA’s ITF-
TEXES have managed to retrieve information from the mesospheric thermal
structure of Titan’s atmosphere (Griffith et al., 2005a). The high resolution
spectra obtained, allowed for the retrieval of the temperature structure between
100 and 600 km providing for the first time clear evidence of the presence of a
mesopause, which was predicted by theoretical models (Yelle, 1991).

Although rare, occultation events of Titan’s disk by transient stars have also
aided in the investigation of its upper atmosphere. During these phenomena,
the light from the occulting star is diminished as Titan passes in front of it.
From the measurement of the light reduction and the geometry of the obser-
vations, information for the temperature structure and density profile in the
region between 250 and 550 km was retrieved and further inferred the presence
of temperature oscillations with altitude and of a sharp inversion layer (Hubbard
et al., 1993; Sicardy et al., 1999, 2006).

The CIRS and HASI instruments have both retrieved vertical temperature
profiles. The HASI profile corresponds to the Huygens’s vertical path through
the atmosphere while the CIRS profiles are retrieved for different latitudes along
Titan’s disk. The profile shown in Fig. 1.5 corresponds to the equatorial region.
Nevertheless, the two profiles are not in complete agreement. HASI suggests a
hotter stratosphere compared to CIRS with the stratopause located at about 250
km and temperature slightly above 185 K. CIRS on the other hand suggests a
stratopause at a higher altitude located close to 320 km and with a few degrees
colder temperature. This discrepancy between the two profile remains so far
unsolved.

At higher altitudes HASI has detected the presence of significant inversion
layers and wave effects. These were also observed by ISS and INMS instruments
on board Cassini and are located at similar altitudes with those inferred from
the occultation observations. The reasons for the production of these effects are
still under investigation and the most probable explanation for the moment is
the presence of gravity waves.

1.2.2 Geometric albedo

The geometric albedo is the disk averaged ratio of the outgoing to incoming
radiation from an atmosphere, in the direction of an external observer. The
spectrally resolved geometric albedo is one of the most important measurements
of an atmosphere. This is because the reflected spectrum contains cumulative
information from all the processes that take place inside the atmosphere and the
surface. Different energy photons reach different altitudes of the atmosphere,
hence the spectrally resolved geometric albedo depends on the haze structure,
the chemical composition and the surface albedo. In this way, its correct re-
production by a model, is a strong indication of a correct representation of the
simulated atmospheric processes. The observed geometric albedo of Titan’s disk
is presented in Fig. 6.7 at different wavelength regions for the leading and the
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Figure 1.6: Observed spectrally resolved geometric albedo from Titan’s at-
mosphere. For instruments and references see Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Geometric albedo observations
Instrument Region (µm) Year Hemisphere Reference

HST 0.2-0.3 1991-92 McGrath et al. (1998)
0.35-1.05 1981 Neff et al. (1984)

ESO 0.3-1.0 1993 Karkoscka (1994)
CFHT 0.8-2.5 1993 Leading Negrão et al. (2006)

/ 1995 Trailing /
Keck II 2.9-3.5 2001 Geballe et al. (2003)

ISO-PHT 2.6-3.0 1997 Leading Coustenis et al. (2003)
ISO-SWS 2.5-4.8 / Leading Coustenis et al. (2003)

trailing sides of Titan. The references and instruments for these measurements
are given in Table 1.2.

1.2.3 Observed gas species

A detailed detection of Titan’s chemical composition was for the first time pos-
sible through the thermal emission spectra obtained by the Voyager-IRIS instru-
ment. These have shown the presence of significant number of hydrocarbon and
nitrile gas species but also of carbon dioxide (CO2) (Coustenis & Bézard, 1995).
During observations from a spacecraft there are two possible ways for viewing
an atmosphere. These are the nadir and limb observations. In the first, the
spacecraft’s instruments observe vertically through the atmosphere in a line of
site that intersects the surface. This allows for a stronger signal that translates
to higher signal to noise ratios and hence better accuracy in the observations.
On the other hand, although the emission futures observed can originate from
different regions of the atmosphere, during nadir viewing geometry this informa-
tion is lost since the observed features are dominated by the atmospheric regions
where the emission is stronger (where the contribution function peaks). This is
where the limb-viewing geometry has an advantage. With limb observations the
instruments point away from the surface, in a line of site the does not intersect
the surface. In this way the retrieved spectra, pass through a significantly large
part of the atmosphere that corresponds to different altitude regions. Hence
by comparing different limb spectra, information on the vertical distribution of
species can be retrieved. The difficulty with limb-viewing is that when viewing
high altitudes, the density is smaller compared to lower ones, hence the emis-
sion features are weaker. This requires longer observation times in order to have
good signal-to-noise ratios.

During the Voyager mission, a sequence of observations focused on the North
polar region where 30 spectra were obtained from which 9 were in limb-viewing
mode. From this it was possible to retrieve for the first time information about
the vertical structure for some of the observed species (Coustenis et al., 1991).
These had as a general trend an increase mole fraction towards higher altitudes.
This verified the predictions of photochemical models that suggested a similar
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altitude variability due to the production of the observed species at high alti-
tudes, their transportation towards the lower atmosphere by diffusion and their
loss to the surface due to condensation.

With the ISO observations better constraints, although disk-averaged, on
the abundances of these species along with the detection for the first time of
benzene (C6H6) (Coustenis et al., 2003) and water vapor (H2O) (Coustenis
et al., 1998) were possible due to the much higher resolution of the obtained
spectra relative to those from the Voyager mission. In addition, it was possible
to retrieve from the data information about the vertical profile of acetylene.
This happened because the wings of the acetylene emission futures are sensitive
(probe) different altitude regions compared to that probed by the center of the
band. Using a constant mixing profile, in order to fit both the core and wings of
the acetylene band did not provide a result as good as that with a varying mole
fraction, which was also suggested by the photochemical models at that time
(Lara et al., 1996). In this way, the disk-averaged vertical structure of acetylene
was inferred.

Ground-based millimeter and sub-millimeter observations have also aided in
the detection of species based on their rotational transition features and further
in the retrieval of their vertical profiles for some cases. Millimeter observations
were the first to detect acrylonitriles (CH3CN) (Bézard et al., 1993) and further
set constraints on its vertical profile along with the profiles of hydrogen cyanide
(HCN) and cyanoacetylene (HC3N) (Hidayat et al., 1997; Marten et al., 2002;
Gurwell, 2004). In addition upper limits for the stratospheric abundances of
acrylonitrile (C2H3CN) and propionitrile (C2H5CN) were set and estimates for
the 15N/14N and 12C/13C isotopic ratios were retrieved. The latter along with
other isotopic ratios, are important for the validation of scenarios regarding the
formation and time evolution of Titan’s atmosphere.

Carbon monoxide (CO) was expected to exist in Titan’s atmosphere since
it is a direct product of CO2 photolysis with the latter detected in Voyager’s
spectra. Further, its vertical profile is expected to be constant since CO has
a very large photochemical life time and hence its profile would be defined by
mixing. The production of CO and CO2 is believed to be maintained by the
influx of water vapor at the top of the atmosphere (Samuelson et al., 1983a).
The first detection of CO came from ground-based near-infrared spectra (Lutz
et al., 1983), while millimeter observations have also derived estimates for its
abundance in the stratosphere and troposphere. Yet, these suggested abun-
dances are not in agreement. The abundances derived for the stratosphere are
∼50 ppm although there have been observations that suggested as low mole
fractions as 2 ppm. On the other hand, the tropospheric abundances derived,
ranged between values consistent with the average stratospheric one and values
of lower abundance that questioned the expected, well mixed profile. The latest
results from Cassini/CIRS suggest an abundance of 47±8 ppm for CO with a
constant profile, although a slightly varying (increasing) with altitude profile is
within the error bars of the measurements (de Kok, 2007).

Although the Cassini/Huygens mission is still in operation, the first results
are indicative of what will follow. The CIRS retrieved spectra both in nadir and
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limb observation geometry have so far provided information for the stratospheric
abundance and vertical profiles of the observed species, respectively (Coustenis
et al., 2007; Vinatier et al., 2007; de Kok, 2007; Teanby et al., 2006, 2007). So
far there has not been a detection of new species relative to what was known
to exist in Titan’s stratosphere before the Casssini/Huygens mission. Yet, the
new data are far more accurate and provide higher resolution information on
the latitudinal variation of the composition and the vertical profiles of each
species, which has not been seen before. These are vital for the validation of
photochemical and dynamical models and will help us to better understand the
radiative, chemical and dynamical processes in Titan’s atmosphere.

Yet, the situation becomes much more exciting in the upper atmosphere.
The thermospheric composition retrieved by the neutral and ion spectra of
INMS (Waite et al., 2005; Vuitton et al., 2006a,b) suggests the presence of
a large number of new nitrile species, which are not present in the lower at-
mosphere. The production and evolution of these is now being considered for
the first time and possibly is related to the ion-neutral chemistry that takes
place at those altitudes. Although most of these species are present in small
amounts their contribution to the formation of the haze structures observed in
the lower atmosphere is also investigated. The up-to-date observations for the
gas composition in Titan’s atmosphere are presented in Table 1.3.

1.2.4 Aerosols

The most obvious characteristic of Titan’s atmosphere is its well defined haze
layer that interacts strongly with the solar radiation, providing the orange color
of the satellite in the visible images, and obscures any surface futures. The
origin of the haze particles is believed to lie in the photochemical processes of
the atmosphere.

Before the Voyager missions, the presence of an aerosol layer was suggested
from ground-based observations: the sharp drop of the observed geometric
albedo towards short wavelengths indicated the presence of absorbing, at short
wavelengths, matter located at high altitudes, where most of the high energy
photons are either absorbed or scattered back to space. The IR spectra sug-
gested the presence of an inversion layer in Titan’s temperature profile that also
favored the presence of an absorbing layer, while the morphology of methane’s
absorption bands could not be reproduced by a simple reflecting layer model
for the surface, but required the presence of significant scattering inside the
atmosphere. Finally, polarization measurements have shown that Titan was
optically thick at visible wavelengths with the opacity originating from a non-
molecular component (see Rages & Pollack (1980) and references therein). From
these observations it became obvious that an aerosol layer was present in Titan’s
atmosphere and an estimate for the size of the particles (0.2µm<r̄≤0.35µm) and
their real refractive index (1.5≤nr<2.0)was retrieved.

The measurements during the Voyager mission have provided a more com-
plex picture of Titan’s aerosols and raised new issues. The extinction profiles
retrieved by the high phase angle images have clearly demonstrated the presence
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of a detached haze layer above the main haze deck, between 300 and 350 km
which merged with the main haze layer above 60oN (Rages & Pollack, 1983)
where the presence of a polar hood was observed. For these, a dynamical ex-
planation has been suggested which is discussed in the following section.

The shape and size of the haze particles in Titan’s atmosphere has been the
subject of debate for a long time. Photopolarimetry measurements of scattered
light from the Pioneer 11 (Tomasko & Smith, 1982) and Voyager (West et al.,
1983) space missions have given high polarization at ∼90◦ phase angle, which if
the particles are spherical, constrains their size to 0.1 µm. On the other hand,
high phase angle brightness measurements from Voyager (Rages et al., 1983),
required particles between 0.2 and 0.5 µm with the upper limit more plausible.
In order to overcome this problem, two possible solutions were suggested; one
of a bimodal distribution (Courtin et al., 1991; Toon et al., 1992) and the other
of fractal aggregates constructed from spherical units (West & Smith, 1991;
Rannou et al., 1995, 1997).

Since then many microphysical models using the fractal aggregates have been
published (Rannou et al. (2003) and references therein). The advantage of the
fractal approach is that it provides, in general, a good fit to the geometric albedo
both in the UV, visible and near-IR regions while at the same time matches
the polarization data. However, fractal models have been unable to provide a
good fit to the methane absorption feature at 0.62 µm in comparison with the
success of the spherical particle models. The fit to the data was improved by
applying a haze cut-off below 100 km, (Tomasko et al., 1997; Rannou et al.,
2003) as suggested by HST measurements at that time (Young et al., 2002).
A haze clearing was also included in the spherical particle models but at lower
altitudes (below 30 km in McKay et al. 1989). The recent results from the
DISR instrument on board the Huygens probe (Tomasko et al., 2005) show that
the haze opacity extends down to the surface.

In addition, images from Cassini/ISS have shown that the location of the
detached haze layer has moved to higher altitudes, while new detached layers are
present, probably produced by the wave effects observed also in the temperature
structure (Porco et al., 2005).

1.2.5 Spatial & temporal variability

The disk-resolved observations by Voyager have shown that for some species
there was a significant latitudinal variation in their observed stratospheric abun-
dance. The retrieved mole fractions for most of them, showed a rather small vari-
ation from south pole to equator followed by a strong increase towards the north
pole (Coustenis & Bézard, 1995). Similar variability was also observed in the
Cassini/CIRS retrieved abundances, although of different magnitude (Couste-
nis et al., 2007; Vinatier et al., 2007). Further, the brightness of Titan’s disk
at the Voyager epoch exhibited a pronounced asymmetry with the north hemi-
sphere being darker than the south one, while at the north pole a dark hood
was present. This was attributed to a latitudinal variability of the haze opac-
ity that was verified by the measured extinction profiles at different latitudes
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Figure 1.7: Vertical temperature profiles by CIRS, retrieved at different loca-
tions of Titan’s disk (R. Achterberg and B. Conrath, personal communication).
For the retrieval a 1.6% methane mole fraction was used. The thick line formed
by the convergence of many mid-latitude and equatorial profiles defines the disk
average temperature profile, while as we move towards the winter pole the local
enhancement of aerosol particles increase the absorption of solar radiation in
the stratosphere which is then heated, while the atmosphere above, is cooled
since less photons arrive there.

(Rages & Pollack, 1983). The latter showed an increase in the opacity of the
aerosol layer towards the north pole where the detached haze converged with
the main haze layer at the region of the polar hood. In addition, to the chemi-
cal composition and haze opacity, the vertical temperature profiles retrieved at
different latitudes also exhibited a variability that was mostly prominent at the
region of the stratopause, where the absorption by the haze particles presents
its maximum. The high latitudinal resolution vertical profiles retrieved by CIRS
(Fig. 1.7) provide a clear manifestation of this effect once again.

Later observations by HST in 1990 have shown the this North-South asym-
metry (NSA) has reversed (Caldwell et al., 1992) with the south hemisphere
being darker than the north one, while more recent observations from 1997 and
on, again by HST have reported a new reversal in the asymmetry (see Lorenz
et al. (2004) and references therein). This variability suggested that there is a
strong seasonal oscillation in Titan’s atmospheric structure. The large obliquity
of Titan’s rotational axis, allows the manifestation of seasonal effects like those
on Earth. Each Titan year lasts about 30 Earth years, while the period between
equinox and solstice is about 7 years.
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At the time of the Voyager observations, Titan had just passed the spring
equinox, while later on in 1992 it was in North summer. During seasonal changes
the Hadley cell circulation pattern varies both in direction and also structure,
and this leads to variabilities in the haze abundance at each hemisphere due
to circulation effects. Further, at the winter hemisphere, the solar illumination
is reduced and towards the winter pole the photolysis rates are expected to
be significantly reduced. This could explain the observed enhancement of the
minor species observed at the winter hemisphere.

Rannou et al. (2002) has tested the possible impact of dynamical effects in
the haze structure and opacity through a General Circulation Model (GCM).
In their work they have managed to reproduce the general characteristics of the
dynamical haze structure (NSA, detached haze and polar hood) giving credit
to the role of seasonal effects in Titan’s atmosphere. This oscillation explains
why the Cassini/CIRS results of the stratospheric abundances present the same
latitudinal variability with those retrieved by Voyager IRIS about 25 years ago.

It is important to note that the NSA also exhibits a strong wavelength de-
pendence. The asymmetry is stronger at blue wavelengths and at 889 nm (but
reversed) and weaker at UV, while it reverses at red and longer wavelengths
above 700nm. Different energy photons scattered out of the atmosphere, orig-
inate from different altitude regions, which in turn have a different response
time in the variability of the atmosphere due to seasonal effects. Furthermore,
the scattering properties of the haze particles are strongly wavelength depen-
dent. This suggests a more complex picture for the NSA variability that couples
dynamics, microphysics and photochemistry.

1.2.6 Condensates & clouds

In the lower atmosphere below the stratopause, hydrocarbons (with the excep-
tion of ethylene) and nitriles condense and are removed from the atmosphere.
The condensed gases are expected to precipitate to the surface and some veri-
fication for the presence of condensates has been retrieved by the Voyager-IRIS
north pole spectra. The latter clearly showed the presence of dicyanogen (C4N2)
which was not detected in the gas phase (Samuelson et al., 1997), while other
candidates have been suggested by Coustenis et al. (1999).

Since the temperature and pressure conditions favor the condensation of
ethane and methane, above and below the tropopause, respectively, the pos-
sibility of cloud formation based on these two species that are present in high
amounts, was suggested. Theoretical work from radiation transfer models (McKay
et al., 1989) have shown that the impact of clouds, if present, should be small
on a global scale. This suggested that, if present, clouds should be thin and/or
patchy.

The first indication of cloud formation in Titan’s atmosphere, came from
ground-based observations which showed a scintillation of the methane spectrum
(Griffith et al., 1998) while more recently, direct observation of cloud features
became possible through ground-based imaging Brown et al. (2002); Gendron
et al. (2004). Most of the clouds were observed at and close to the south pole,
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Figure 1.8: Cloud futures (bright patches) observed in Titan’s south hemisphere
(credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona) and river futures observed by Huy-
gens/DISR (Tomasko et al., 2005).

which is expected because at the time of these observations, Titan was in the
southern summer season and the large solar heating in this region induces strong
convective fluxes due the up-welling air motion. Nonetheless, observations by
Roe et al. (2005) have reported cloud features constrained at ∼40oS, and which
were attributed to circulation effects or surface topographic features.

The imaging from Cassini instruments has verified the above ground-based
observations. Cloud formation has been observed in specific locations on Titan’s
disk. The south pole cloud system observed from the Earth (Hirtzig et al., 2006)
which was still visible in the first Titan flybys, had later disappeared marking
the seasonal change in Titan atmosphere (Porco et al., 2005). The structure
and temporal evolution of the observed cloud features verified their dependence
on the circulation patterns (Griffith et al., 2005b), while GCM modelling has
shown that the production of clouds using the haze particles as nucleation sites,
is possible in certain latitudinal regions, similar to the ones where clouds are
observed (Rannou et al., 2006). Lately, and while new observations are taking
place, Griffith et al. (2006) have reported the detection of a large tropospheric
cloud in Titan’s north pole. This is made of ethane, which is believed to con-
dense much faster there, due to the low temperatures present in the winter
conditions.

1.2.7 Surface properties

The large amounts of methane in the atmosphere along with the high absorbing
and scattering properties of the haze layers, did not allow for the observation
of the surface almost in all the spectrum from UV to IR by the instruments
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on board the Voyager spacecrafts. Only in specific and narrow regions of the
spectrum were the methane absorption decreases by orders of magnitude (the
methane windows) photons reach Titan’s surface and return back to the ob-
server. This ‘denial’ of Titan to reveal its surface had increased the interest
in its mystifying dense atmosphere and provided the basis for the generation
of scenarios on the possible presence of seas or lakes of methane and other
hydrocarbons along with other surface processes such as cryovolcanism.

With the evolution of observation technics and the discovery of the adaptive
optics technology that allowed for the observation from the surface of the Earth,
the first maps of Titan’s surface were produced in wavelengths corresponding to
the methane windows. Even though the resolution of the maps was constrained
by the large distance of Titan from the Earth, they clearly showed that the
satellite’s surface wasn’t homogeneous but had distinct regions of high and low
reflectivity.

The dedicated analysis of high resolution spectra of Titan’s geometric albedo
inside the methane windows with ground-based observations from adaptive op-
tics and images from HST, has revealed the highly variable spectroscopic charac-
ter of the surface reflectivity (Griffith et al., 2003; Lellouch et al., 2004; Negrão
et al., 2006; Coustenis et al., 2006). This is suggestive of a non-homogeneous
composition for the material covering the surface of the satellite.

With the images taken by the Cassini/Huygens mission, a whole new amaz-
ing world has been discovered on Titan’s surface. The most impressive char-
acteristic observed from the first pictures obtained by the Huygens probe were
the forms of river structures, mountain hills and shores which suggested a world
similar to the one we are used to here in Earth. Methane, is believed to be the
flowing liquid which has formed these features although so far, no large-scale
bodies of liquids have been observed and possible lakes of liquids have been
detected only close to the North polar region from Cassini/RADAR (Stofan et
al., 2007).

In addition, desert like regions covered with dunes have been observed close
to the equator (Lorenz et al., 2006). These are aligned in a west-east direction
covering hundreds of kilometers and rise up to 100 m. They are believed to be
caused by Saturn’s tidal forces and the sand composing them is expected to be
fine grains of ice of organic material.

Further, indications for the detection of a cryovolcano have been reported
from Cassini/VIMS images along with the presence of topographical variability
(Sotin et al., 2005). The presence of cryovolcanic processes on the surface of
Titan is becoming more and more important because it could explain the so far
absence of a methane reservoir. Since, no seas or large lakes of methane have
been observed so far, the question of the source, sustaining the methane in the
atmosphere is raised. With out such a reservoir, methane would be photochem-
ically depleted from the atmosphere within a few tenths of millions of years. So
if we assume that the methane we observe now on Titan is in a steady state
and not a transient phenomenon, locating this reservoir is vital. Cryovolcanos
could provide a solution to this problem with the release of volatiles and mainly
methane from an underground reservoir.
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The young character of Titan’s surface and/or its highly erosion and mod-
ification by geological/fluvial and aeolian processes is further suggested by the
lack of significant cratering.

1.2.8 Open questions

Our knowledge of Titan’s properties is becoming deeper everyday. The Cassini
/ Huygens mission has given insight into certain issues that were raised by pre-
vious observations and is still providing new data which will help us understand
better the processes that define its atmospheric structure. Yet, new questions
are opened and some of the older ones still remain:

• How Titan came to have a dense atmosphere while all other satellites in
the Solar System do not?

• Is there a methane reservoir and where is it located?

• What is the origin of the observed haze structure and how is it modified
by dynamical/seasonal effects?

• What is the degree of complexity of the organic chemistry found in Titan’s
upper and lower atmosphere?

• Which are the spectral properties and the composition of the different
brightness surface features observed.

• What is the extent at which geological, fluvial and aeolian processes define
the observed surface diversity.

The work described in this thesis, addresses only a small, but very important
part of our questions about Titan’s atmosphere.
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Chapter 2

Simulation of Atmospheric
Processes

Titan’s atmospheric structure is the result of different processes that act si-
multaneously and have an impact on each other. These are radiation transfer,
photochemistry and microphysics. In order to describe the coupling between
photochemistry and haze formation in one dimension, it is necessary to have a
model, which can simulate these three main processes. The flow chart in Fig.
2.1 provides a simplified view of the way this is accomplished. The Radiation
sub-models perform the radiation transfer and calculate the thermal balance
of the atmosphere. Hence, they provide the radiation flux at each altitude of
the atmosphere that controls the chemical species photodissociation rates and
the temperature vertical profile. These are coupled to the chemistry sub-model
that solves the time-dependent continuity equation for the vertical distribution
of species mole fractions. In this sub-model, the haze pathways considered lead
to the haze monomer production at each altitude. This is then used as input
in the third sub-model, which describes the microphysical growth of the haze
monomers. Finally, the vertical distribution of chemical species concentrations
and haze particle radiative properties are transferred back to the radiation sub-
models. The above solution proceeds in time until equilibrium is reached.

The temporal evolution of Titan’s atmosphere and haze can also be exam-
ined using different scenarios regarding Titan’s past and future. In the present
computations, we consider the solar flux reaching Titan to be today’s. Since
each process has a different characteristic time to reach equilibrium, a time in-
tegration process with varying step must be used and a fairly long total time
of integration must be considered in order to take into account all the different
physico-chemical processes (condensation, coagulation, photolysis, chemistry,
mixing and diffusion), starting from an initial atmospheric structure. In the
current chapter, a description for each of the simulated atmospheric processes is
provided along with a discussion of the energy sources that set the atmospheric
engine in action.
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Figure 2.1: Model Flow Chart

2.1 Energy sources

Titan’s position in the solar system allows for many types of energy sources to
penetrate its atmosphere and influence the structure and composition inside it.
A thorough discussion of the energy sources in Titan’s atmosphere can be found
in Sagan & Thompson (1984), who used measurements from the Voyager I & II
missions along with results from the Pioneer 11 mission, which were available
at that time, to identify the main contributions. The three most important
types of energy influx are: solar photons, high energy particles from Saturn’s
magnetosphere and galactic cosmic ray (GCR) particles.

2.1.1 Solar photons

From the above energy sources, the dominant one is the solar radiation. Con-
sidering Saturn’s location as the average distance of Titan from the Sun, (∼
9.55 a.u., see Table 1.1), the solar radiation reaching the upper region of Titan’s
atmosphere is about 1/100th of that reaching Earth’s outer atmosphere. With
the value of the solar constant being 1366.1 W/m2 (Gueymard, 2004; Fröhlich,
2006), the corresponding value for Titan is about 15 W/m2.

Due to the 11-year solar cycle (SC), which is related to the oscillation of the
Sun’s magnetic field, the total solar irradiance is not constant. Furthermore,
the 27-day period of solar rotation, enhances the variation of its energy output.
This variability has a strong spectral dependence that is related to the fact that
different energy photons originate from different regions of the solar atmosphere.
For wavelengths longer than 260 nm, which originate from the photosphere,
the variability is very small, less than 0.1% during the solar cycle (Woods &
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Figure 2.2: Solar flux at the Earth’s orbit. Photon’s in the UV region
(λ <0.4µm) are involved in the photochemistry of the atmosphere. The pro-
nounced peak at 121 nm corresponds to the Lyman-α emission line. The two
profiles correspond to solar cycle minimum (dotted-line) and maximum (solid-
line) observed emissions. The spectra are a synthesis from the data of Woods &
Rottman (2002) between 0.5 - Ly-α and Ly-α - 200 nm, Lemaire et al. (2005) for
the Ly-α spectrally resolved profile and Gueymard (2004) for the 200 nm - 10
µm region. The dashed line represents the blackbody emission for a temperature
of 5,800 K.

Rottman, 2002). This is the spectral region of the solar irradiance that can
be approximated by a blackbody emission (although, between 400 and 200 nm,
strong absorption lines and absorption-edge effects lead to a deviation from a
blackbody curve). Higher energy (shorter wavelength) photons originate from
regions extending above the photosphere (chromosphere, transition region and
corona) which are in non-LTE conditions. At these wavelengths, the observed
solar irradiance is dominated by the presence of strong emission lines, which are
sensitive to the solar magnetic activity. Here the solar cycle variability exhibits
an increasing magnitude towards smaller wavelengths. At 200 nm the variation
between the minimum and maximum observed irradiance is about 10%, while
at Lyman-α (121.6 nm) the largest observed increase is a factor of about. For
higher energies the variability is even larger (Woods & Rottman, 2002).

Solar photon’s in the UV part of the spectrum are able to ionize and disso-
ciate methane and nitrogen in Titan’s atmosphere and in this way initiate the
photochemistry that finally leads to the formation of the complex hydrocarbons
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Figure 2.3: Lyman-α profiles for solar minimum, average and maximum emission
conditions. The spectral variation is based on the observed profiles from Lemaire
et al. (2005) for SC 23, while the integrated flux for maximum and minimum
conditions corresponds to observations from 1947 to 1999 reported by Woods et
al. (2000) with values of 3.5 and 5.6 ×1011 ph s−1cm−2 for average minimum
to average maximum emission, respectively.

and the observed haze structure. Hence, the observed SC variability will have
an impact on the derived chemical composition, inducing temporal variations.
Fig. 2.2 presents the spectral variation of the incoming solar flux at the Earth’s
orbit for solar maximum and minimum conditions. The profiles are a compo-
sition of different measurements. Above 200 nm the suggested spectrum by
Gueymard (2004) was used. The last is an average spectrum over SC, derived
from measurements from 1978. For smaller wavelengths the presented profiles
are based on the measurements of Woods & Rottman (2002) that cover the
range down to 0.5 nm and are an average over SC22 (1986 - 1996). Further, in
the solar Lyman-α region, the Lemaire et al. (2005) high resolution measure-
ments are used that correspond to measurements during SC23. The observed
profiles during different steps of the cycle show that the spectral shape of the
profile doesn’t change significantly but only shifts to higher or lower values.
Based on this fact, the profiles used in the calculations are scaled to the total
flux at this region reported by Woods et al. (2000) for average solar minimum
and maximum conditions. These authors reported that over the period between
1946 and 1997 the average solar Lyman-α emission smoothed over 2 year bins,
varied from 3.5×1011 ph/cm2/s to 5.7×1011 ph/cm2/s. This high resolution
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representation of the solar Lyman-α along with its SC variability are presented
in Fig. 2.3. In the calculations, the logarithmic mean between the profiles has
been used, for the investigation of the average conditions in Titan’s atmosphere,
while the individual profiles were used, for the evaluation of chemical composi-
tion variations over the solar cycle.

2.1.2 Electron flux

The ionization initiated by the UV solar photons, leads to the production of
photoelectrons which also interact with the atmospheric species, leading finally
to the formation of the ionosphere. In addition to the photoelectrons, energetic
particles from Saturn’s magnetosphere also contribute to the total energetic par-
ticles influx in Titan’s atmosphere, with the major contribution coming from
the high-energy electrons. Until now, no internal magnetic field has been de-
tected on Titan. This means that even if such a field exists, it so weak that
it can’t shield the atmosphere from the impact of any charged particles. The
contribution of the last, depends on Titan’s position relative to Saturn and the
activity of the Sun. Titan is orbiting Saturn at an average distance of about
20 Saturn radii, which corresponds to the boundary region between Saturn’s
magnetosphere and the Solar wind. Hence, at times of low solar activity Titan
is within Saturn’s magnetosphere, while at times of enhanced solar activity the
upper region of its atmosphere is influenced by the solar wind. Since the energy
input due to energetic particles in Titan’s atmosphere is smaller than that of
solar photons they have not been included in the current calculations.

2.1.3 Galactic cosmic rays

Particles in galactic cosmic rays (GCR), due to their high energies penetrate to
the very deep layers of the atmosphere, reaching down to the stratosphere before
they encounter densities large enough to attenuate them. These rays are mainly
composed of protons and alpha particles with kinetic energies in excess of 1 GeV
(Capone et al., 1983). The interaction of these particles with Titan’s neutral
atmosphere leads to the ionization of the main species and also, depending on
their initial energy, to the production of secondary energetic particles (neutrons,
pions, etc.) which also contribute to the ionization (particle cascade). Since
N2 is the main component of the atmosphere, GCR act as a source of atomic
N in the lower atmosphere where solar UV photons can not reach and hence
contribute to the production of nitrile species in this region. Analytical models
for the description of the GCR penetration into Titan’s atmosphere (Capone et
al., 1983; Lellouch et al., 1994; Wilson & Atreya, 2004), have shown that the
maximum deposition of the cosmic rays is situated around 100 km and that the
magnitude of the N2 destruction peaks between 10 and 20 cm−3s−1. In order to
include the contribution of GCR in the model calculations we have considered
a loss rate for N2 due to this process. The shape of the loss rate was based on
the work of the above authors and is presented in Fig. 2.4. The contribution
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Figure 2.4: The loss rate of N2 due to interaction with GCR. The contribu-
tions for each product pathway are also shown. Production due to the cascade
particles below the peak at ∼ 100 km is not included in the calculations.

from the cascade particles is not included. The products from the interaction
of GCR with N2 and their yields are taken from Lellouch et al. (1994):

N2 + GCR → N(4S) + N+ + e− 12 %
→ N+

2 + e− 53 %
→ N(4S) + N(2D) 35 %

The impact of GCR on methane, the second most abundant species was also
included, but the impact was found to be negligible. The interaction of GCR
with methane was assumed to lead to:

CH4 + GCR → CH3 + H 45 %
→ 3CH2 + 2 H 45 %
→ CH + H2 + H 10 %

The rate of the reaction was estimated based on the reported rate for the
N2 interaction and the cross sections of electron impact absorption of N2 and
CH4 (Wilson & Atreya, 2004):

LGCR(CH4) =
σCH4

σN2

LGCR(N2) (2.1)

where the cross sections correspond to the peak values over the energy range of
electron impact.
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2.2 Radiation transfer

In order to generate the photolysis rates and the vertical temperature structure
used in the photochemical description of the atmosphere, the solar and thermal
radiation transfer through the atmosphere must be performed. This is done with
the use of a radiative/convective model that is based on the work of Vardavas
& Carver (1984b).

The simulated atmosphere corresponds to the altitude region defined from
the surface (∼1.5 bar) up to a pressure altitude of 10−9 mbar (∼ 1400 km). This
is divided in to an expanding width pressure grid of 300 levels. The pressure
grid is preferred from an altitude grid because in this way we can avoid pressure-
dependent changes in the atmospheric temperature and composition (e.g. the
methane absorption coefficients in the near-IR region have a strong pressure
dependence which in the case of an altitude grid would have to be calculated
every time the temperature structure changes). The altitude scale of the model
is derived from the pressure grid and the calculated vertical temperature profile
using the hydrostatic equilibrium equation:

∂p

∂r
= −%g(r) (2.2)

where p, is the pressure, r = RT + z with z the altitude, % the atmospheric
mass density and g(r) the gravity acceleration, while the atmospheric number
density is calculated from the ideal-gas law taking into consideration the non-
ideal correction factor (f) in the lower atmosphere suggested by Yelle et al.
(1997):

p(f + 1) = nkBT (2.3)

with n the atmospheric number density, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature.

The radiation transfer is accomplished with the use of two separate high
resolution radiation transfer models for the shortwave and longwave parts of
the spectrum. These calculate the fluxes within every atmospheric layer, which
are then used for the derivation of the vertical temperature structure. A short
description of the process is following.

2.2.1 Spectral division & opacity sources

In order to perform the radiation transfer for each spectral domain (shortwave
& longwave radiation) the spectrum has to be divided into fine intervals within
which the monochromatic radiation transfer equation can be solved. For the
shortwave radiation transfer the division must be of a high resolution because
the source function can vary significantly over small wavelength regions, while
for the longwave radiation the broad character of the Plank function allows for
a coarser division. This considerations are with respect to the application in
mind. Although such a division is appropriate for temperature calculations,
for spectroscopic investigations, high resolution is necessary for the longwave
radiation also.
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Figure 2.5: Model column opacities in the thermal infrared. Up to ∼ 700 cm−1

the main contribution comes from the collision induced absorption between the
N2/CH4/H2 pairs with the spectral dominance of each pair shown. At higher
wavenumbers the opacity is controlled by methane, acetylene and ethane. The
abundances for the absorbing species were calculated in the photochemical part
of the model. The dashed and dotted lines are Planck functions (in arbitrary
units) for about 94 and 180 K, respectively, representing the spectral coverage
of Titan’s thermal radiation.

In the model, the shortwave radiation corresponds to the wavelength region
between 0.5 nm and 10 µm and is dominated by the solar flux. This spectrum
is divided into 660 wavelengths with increasing intervals towards the near-IR
region. In the UV region, gas opacity is provided by the major species included
in the photochemical model (see Table 2.2 in next section, where references for
their cross sections and branching ratios can be found), while from the visible
to the near-IR, methane is the dominant gas absorber. Haze particles have an
important scattering/absorbing contribution in the whole part of the spectrum,
while the most important Rayleigh scatterer is N2.

The longwave radiation that is the thermal radiation from Titan’s surface
and the atmosphere, corresponds to wave numbers between 0 and 8200 cm−1

and is divided in 71 domains. From 0 to 900 cm−1, where the major part of
Titan’s surface thermal radiation is emitted, there are 45 regions of 20 cm−1

width, while the spectrum interval increases for higher wave numbers. Up to
∼ 700 cm−1 the opacity is mainly controlled by collision-induced absorption
(CIA) between nitrogen, methane and hydrogen molecules. Above 700 cm−1

the thermal opacity is controlled by methane, ethane and acetylene absorption.
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The major contribution comes from the ν4 band of CH4 which is centered at
1300 cm−1. Opacities due to C2H6 and C2H2 contribute mainly in the region
between 600 and 900 cm−1 and were calculated from the HITRAN database
spectroscopic values. In addition to the above, opacity from the rotational lines
of HCN has been included based again on the spectroscopic values given in the
HITRAN database. Haze opacity in the IR was calculated in the same way as
for the solar region.

In Fig. 2.5 the model column opacity in the region 0 - 2000 cm−1 is shown
along with the calculated thermal emission for temperatures of 93.7 K (charac-
teristic of Titan’s surface, Fulchignoni et al. 2005) and 180 K (characteristic of
the stratopause temperature, Flasar et al. 2005). The abundances for the ab-
sorbing molecules where provided from their vertical profiles, calculated in the
photochemical part of the model. The effect of the so-called Titan’s thermal
window (Samuelson et al., 1983; McKay et al., 1991) is obvious in the 400-600
cm−1 region where the decrease in opacity allows thermal radiation from the
surface to escape to space.

A detailed description of the calculation of the absorption coefficients of
methane and other hydrocarbons based on band model formulation and line by
line spectroscopic data is given in the appendix, along with the Rayleigh/Mei
scattering properties for the molecules and haze particles.

2.2.2 Shortwave radiation transfer

From the above description of the opacity sources it becomes evident that Ti-
tan’s atmosphere is inhomogeneous and multiple scattering will play an impor-
tant role in the radiation transfer. A solution for the transfer equation, for
such an absorbing-scattering atmosphere can be calculated based on the Ed-
dington method (Shettle & Weinman, 1970), which was later updated to the
well known Delta-Eddington method (Joseph et al., 1976). The later method
takes in to consideration anisotropic scattering with the inclusion of a truncated
phase function, and provides an analytical solution for a two-boundary valued
problem given the extinction opacity, τ , the single scattering albedo, ω, and the
asymmetry factor, g of each layer (homogeneous layers).

In the later method, for an atmosphere of N layers the computational time for
the calculation of the radiation field at a single wavelength would require (2N)3

steps. For the 300 layers included in the model and the 660 monochromatic
domains considered, that would require an enormous computational time for the
calculation of the shortwave radiation transfer. A common approach for solving
this problem is the summation of the atmospheric structure in a more coarse
grid in order to reduce the number of homogeneous atmospheric layers. Yet, this
summation simplifies the structure of the atmosphere and can produce artificial
features in the cooling/heating rates. For the case of Titan’s atmosphere, where
the haze contribution has a variable vertical structure and extends over a large
range of altitudes, this simplification could have an impact on the calculated
temperature structure and in the photolysis rates used for the generation of the
photochemistry.
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In order to solve this problem an approach to the Delta-Eddington solution
was developed and used in the model calculations. In the new description, the
radiation transfer equation is differentiated into a three term finite-difference
matrix which can be rapidly solve using the Thomas algorithm. With this
method the number of step required varies linearly with the number of at-
mospheric layers, which reduces significantly the computational time for each
wavelength. A description of the new method is provided in the appendix.

2.2.3 Longwave radiation transfer

The longwave radiation transfer, depends on and further defines the tempera-
ture structure through the black-body emission described by the Planck func-
tion. Thermal emission by methane and other hydrocarbon and nitrile species,
balances the heating induced by the absorption of solar radiation from molecules
(mainly methane) and haze particles and controls the surface temperature and
the vertical temperature profile.

The thermal flux into each layer k can be written as the sum over each
spectral domain i :

Fk =
∑

i

Fi,k (2.4)

with the contribution of each domain being:

Fi,k = Bi(Tg)t(zk, 0) +
∫

ε(z′)B(Tz′)
dt(zk, zi)

dz
dz′ (2.5)

where Tg is the surface temperature, Bi corresponds to the average value of
the Planck function, over the spectral domain i multiplied by the width of the
domain, t(zk, zi) is the atmospheric transmission between layers i and k and
ε(zi) is the emissivity of the layer i which is given by:

ε = 1− e−τ (2.6)

with τ the optical depth of the layer. The latter provides a description for
the divergence of each atmospheric layer from a black-body emitter. The first
term in eq. 2.5 corresponds to the contribution of the surface emitted thermal
radiation into layer k, while the integral describes the emitted thermal radiation
from all other layers into layer k.

In the calculation of transmittances between different layers, the atmospheric
paths can be highly inhomogeneous (different temperature and pressures). The
molecular absorption coefficients have a strong dependence on pressure and
temperature which means that the curves of growth over spectral lines will have
a significantly different structure between inhomogeneous layers. Under the
broad-band model structure used, the transmissions between different layers
can not be estimated with the product of the individual transmissions because
the lines inside each spectral bin can have a significantly different variation with
the conditions of each atmospheric layer.
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An approach to solve this problem is the Curtis-Godson (C-S) approxima-
tion. In this, an average pressure and temperature for the atmospheric path
is calculated and used for the estimation of the opacities. The averaging is
weighted by the abundance of the absorbing species:

p̄ = 1
w

∫
path

pdw

T̄ = 1
w

∫
path

Tdw
(2.7)

where w is the total amount of the absorber in the path under investigation. The
C-G approximation provides the pressure and temperature for a homogeneous
path of the same total amount, which would give a transmission as close as
possible with that of the inhomogeneous path. Note that all absorber amounts
in the thermal transfer calculations have been multiplied with the diffusivity
factor (1.66) in order to take into account the non-vertical radiation transfer
(e.g. Vardavas & Taylor (2007)).

2.2.4 Temperature calculation

The modelled atmosphere is separated in two regions. One close to the surface
which is in convective equilibrium (CE) and a second one above, which is in
radiative equilibrium (RE). In the first region (CE), the temperature structure
is controlled by the atmospheric lapse rate, Γ. For the Earth’s atmosphere
the convective region of the atmosphere corresponds to the troposphere. Yet
for Titan, although we use the observed temperature minimum at ∼ 40 km to
define the position of the tropopause, the troposphere -defined as the region of
convective equilibrium- corresponds to a small layer with width of only a few
km above the surface. This was derived initially from the Voyager observed
vertical temperature profile (Lindal et al., 1983; Eshleman et al., 1983) and also
by model results (McKay et al., 1989).

The slopes of the temperature profiles from the observed temperature struc-
tures derived by HASI and CIRS in the lower atmosphere (Fig. 2.6) are similar
and very close to the expected dry adiabatic lapse rate:

Γd =
g(r)
cP

(2.8)

with g(r) the gravity acceleration at radial distance r and cP the atmospheric
specific heat capacity. Hence, in the model calculations we have adopted the
dry adiabatic lapse rate as given by this expression for the calculation of the
temperature structure inside the convective region. Keep in mind that the lapse
rate is not constant but has a small variability due to the temperature and
altitude dependence of the heat capacity and gravity acceleration, respectively.

In the rest of the atmosphere along with the value at the surface, the tem-
perature is controlled by the balance between the absorption of solar and the
emission of thermal radiation. In addition to the above, the conduction between
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Figure 2.6: Tropospheric temperature profiles, in situ measured by HASI (F.
Ferri, personal communication) and derived by CIRS (R. Achterberg and B.
Conrath, personal communication). The dotted lines have similar slopes of∼1.1.
The altitude range above which the observed temperature profiles diverge from
the constant slope marks the transition region between convective and radiative
equilibrium.

adjacent layers has been included in the energy balance. For each atmospheric
layer in the RE region, the balance is described by:

∆FIR = ∆F¯ + ∆FC (2.9)

where for each process, ∆F¯ corresponds to Fi+1-Fi with Fi the net outgoing
solar flux of each layer i. The conductive flux is given by the expression:

FC = −K
dT

dz
=

g(r)Mp

R

K

T

dT

dp
(2.10)

where K is the atmospheric conduction coefficient, M the atmospheric mean
molecular weight, p the pressure and T the temperature. In the second part,
the altitude dependance was transformed to pressure dependence based on the
hydrostatic equilibrium condition. The conduction coefficient can be written in
the form K=αTβ with α=56 and β=0.69 for N2 (Banks & Kockarts, 1973).

The position of the transition region between convective and radiative equi-
librium is determined for the lowest altitude where the condition (Vardavas &
Carver, 1984a; Ramanathan & Coakley, 1978; Manabe & Wetherland, 1967):

(
dT

dz

)

boundary

≥ −Γd (2.11)
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is valid. The convective boundary derived with the above criterion corresponds
to the lower level of the layer at which the temperature gradient defined by RE
is larger than the one from the convective profile. Once the atmospheric lapse
rate (-dT/dz) is less than the dry adiabatic lapse rate the atmosphere is stable
against convection and the temperature is defined by radiative equilibrium. Due
to the iterative character of the model, the altitude of the convective region is
allowed to adjust during the simulation.

The calculation of the vertical temperature structure can be easily performed
with the Newton-Raphson method as described in Vardavas & Carver (1984a).
In short, the method solves for the average temperature within each atmospheric
layer (and not that of each level which leads into instability and oscillations along
the vertical structure) and that of the surface, which are necessary for satisfying
equation 2.9. The vertical temperature structure of the modelled atmosphere, is
calculated for each time step of photochemical and microphysical evolution, in
order to include feedbacks from chemical composition and haze opacity changes
on the temperature structure and the radiation field, and vice versa.

2.3 Photochemistry

The photochemical part of the model uses the grid of the Radiative/Convective
sub-model in order to solve the time-dependent continuity equation in 1D for
the species considered. Its description is based on the Vardavas (1984) model for
reactive gas flows within shock tunnels. There are 68 chemical species included
in the simulation of Titan’s photochemistry, the evolution of which is controlled
by 538 reactions. A thorough search has been performed for the use of the
latest parameters (photolysis cross sections, branching ratios and chemical re-
action rates) which correspond, as closely as possible, to the low temperature
conditions found in Titan’s atmosphere (Tables 2.2 & 2.3). The main processes
defining the vertical profile of each species in the model are: photodissociation,
chemical production and loss, vertical transport, loss due to condensation, sur-
face deposition and escape to space. A description of each process follows along
with the simulation method for the species mole fractions.

2.3.1 Photolysis

The complex organic photochemistry in Titan’s atmosphere is initiated with the
photodissociation / photo-ionization of methane and molecular nitrogen, which
are the most abundant species. N2 is dissociated and ionized by vacuum UV
(VUV) photons with λ < 1000 Å, electrons and GCR particles with the first
having the most important contribution due to their higher influx in comparison
with the other energy sources. Depending on the energy of the incident photon
or energetic particle, N2 can be dissociated or ionized into:

• different energy states of atomic nitrogen (N(4S), N(2D), N(2P), etc.)

• become ionized (N+
2 )
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• get dissociativelly ionized giving a neutral (N(4S) or N(2D)) and an ionized
nitrogen atom (N+).

In the dissociation region, since the higher energy states of atomic nitrogen have
a small life time and de-excite fast to the first excited energy state N(2D) (Zipf
et al., 1980), photochemical models include only the last product species along
with the ground state one N(4S) in their calculations. N2 has its first ionization
limit at 795.8 Å that means that below this limit the N+

2 production starts
to dominate. At 510.5 Å the first dissociative ionization limit is found. The
products at these energies have been studied by Nicolas et al. (2003) who found
that for wavelengths smaller than 464.8 Å the major production of the neutral
nitrogen atom is in its excited N(2D) state. Based on these results the scheme
used in the model is:

N2 + hv → N(4S) + N+ + e− λ < 510 nm 10%
→ N(2D) + N+ + e− λ < 510 nm 90%
→ N+

2 + e− 510 nm < λ < 796 nm
→ N(2D) + N 796 nm < λ < 1000 nm.

The current photolysis scheme of N2 is significantly different from that used
in previous photochemical models of Titan’s atmosphere. The Yung et al. (1984)
model considered N2 destruction by energetic electrons and galactic cosmic rays
but not by high energy photons. Toublanc et al. (1995) considered only neutral
dissociation production assuming excited nitrogen atoms as single products and
included also an influx of N(2D) and N(4S) atoms for the production of atomic
nitrogen by magnetospheric electrons from Saturn. Lara et al. (1996) also con-
sidered only the neutral dissociation of N2 in the range 80 - 800 Å and assumed
that excited atoms are the sole product, an approach which was adopted also by
Lebonnois et al. (2001). In the latest published photochemical model, Wilson
& Atreya (2004) provided a more detailed and realistic description of the N2

photolysis by including the ionization, dissociative ionization and neutral disso-
ciation pathways, in a way similar to the above. The current scheme diverges
from theirs only in one point. Based on the latest measurements of Nicolas
et al. (2003), the neutral nitrogen atoms released in the dissociative ionization
are mainly in their excited state in contrast to the previous suggestions which
favored the N(4S) production. This difference has an impact on the upper at-
mosphere profiles for some of the nitrile but also hydrocarbon species and is
discussed in the next chapter.

The structure of N2 absorption spectrum below 1000 Å presents significant
variability due to presence of a number of rotational absorption bands which are
super-imposed on the ionization continuum (see Fig. 2.7). For the calculations
the measurements of Chan et al. (1993) have been used. The produced nitrogen
atoms react readily with the hydrocarbons in the atmosphere and lead to the
formation of the nitrile species described in the following sections.

Methane’s photo-absorption spectrum starts at ∼150 nm. Below this wave-
length, the cross section takes high values (see Fig. 2.8) and solar photons of
these energies are able to dissociating methane. The major contribution in the
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Figure 2.7: N2 absorption cross section from the measurements of Chan et al.
(1993).

photolysis comes from the Lyman-α region of the solar spectrum due to the
large photon flux in this and the high values of the absorption cross section
there. Hence, knowledge of the dissociation products in this region is very im-
portant and has been investigated by many authors. The energetically possible
and spin conserving channels through which methane photolysis can proceed at
Ly-α, are :

CH4 +hv → CH3 + H I
1CH2 + 2 H II
3CH2 + 2 H III
CH + H2 + H IV
1CH2 + H2 V.

The significance of each of the above channels has been under considerable
debate over time. A review of the up-to-date measurements for methane’s pho-
todissociation products and suggested photochemical schemes can be found in
Romanzin (2005). Due to the high reactivity of the methane photolysis prod-
ucts, reliable experiments for the initial dissociation products have to be per-
formed in collision free conditions. Slanger & Black (1982) performed resonance
fluorescence measurements for the estimation of the H atom yield at Ly-α and
based on estimations regarding yields for H2 (φH2=0.59, Laufer & McNesby
(1968)) and CH (φCH=0.08, Rebbert & Ausloos (1973)), concluded that the
main photodissociation channels of methane were II, III and V with channels I
and IV having at most a minor contribution. These assumptions were used in
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Figure 2.8: Methane cross section in the UV region. The presented spectrum
is a composite based on the measurement of Au et al. (1993) (5.64 - 51.7 nm),
Kameta et al. (2002) (52.05 - 123.63 nm) and Lee et al. (2001) above.

the Yung et al. (1984) photochemical model of Titan’s atmosphere.
Later, Mordaunt et al. (1993) using H atom photofragment translational

spectroscopy, again at Ly-α, found the C-H bond fission to be the dominant
channel (I) at this wavelength, in contrast to previous results. A considerable
part of the methyl radicals formed (25%) were found to have significant internal
energy, enough to undergo further unimolecular decay. Depending on the possi-
ble results of this decay (channels II, III and IV) and assuming a total hydrogen
atom yield of unity, they suggested two possible photolysis schemes for the two
limiting cases (Table 2.1) pointing out though that the real methane photolysis
scheme must be somewhere in between these two cases. These results were used
in the Lebonnois et al. (2001) photochemical model of Titan’s atmosphere.

Romani (1996) in an attempt to match all previous yield measurements for
the possible products CH, H, H2 and CH3 performed a list-squares optimization
with the assumption that channel II has zero yield. The derived photochem-
ical scheme has been used in many models of the Jovian planets. Heck et al.
(1996) using photofragment imaging techniques concluded that the methyl rad-
ical channel is six times more important than all the other H atom exit channels
together and that channel V is approximately a factor 2 more important than
channel IV. Brownsword et al. (1997b), using laser induced fluorescence, mea-
sured the hydrogen atom yield at Ly-α and found it φH=0.47±0.11 in marked
contrast to the previous measurements (φH=1.16 from Slanger & Black (1982),
φH=1.0±0.5 from Mordaunt et al. (1993)). Based on the last two results, Smith
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Table 2.1: Suggested methane photochemical schemes at Ly-α
Yung Mordaunt (1993) Romani Smith & Raulin Wang
(1984) Scheme 1 Scheme 2 (1996) (1999) (2000)

CH3 + H - 0.51 0.49 0.41 0.41 0.291
1CH2 + 2 H - - - - - 0.055
3CH2 + 2 H 0.51 0.25 - 0.21 - -
CH + H2 + H 0.08 - 0.51 0.10 0.06 0.070
1CH2 + H2 0.41 0.24 - 0.28 0.53 0.584

& Raulin (1999) suggested a new scheme in which the total H atom formation
is reduced compared to the previous suggestions and with the ground state
methylene radical channel absent.

Wilson & Atreya (2000) investigated the impact of the different suggested
pathways on the produced hydrocarbons and concluded that the choice of a
quantum yield scheme affects mostly the C3 species production in the Lyman-α
region (where the major destruction of CH4 molecules takes place) leaving the
simpler C2 species unaffected and that the Romani (1996) scheme provided an
intermediate result between the other schemes. Lebonnois et al. (2001) have
found similar results for the photochemical schemes of Mordaunt et al. (1993)
and Smith & Raulin (1999).

Finally, Wang & Liu (1998) and Wang et al. (2000) have performed the
most complete up to date measurements for the methane photolysis yields at
Ly-α. By measuring the relative velocities of the atomic H produced and the
relative abundances of the methyl (CH3) and methylene (1,3CH2) fragments,
they concluded that the major product is methylene which is released in its
excited state (1CH2). We adopted these latest results for the methane photolysis
in this spectral region.

For other wavelengths the energetically possible pathways are only channels
I and V. There has not been any recent published investigation of the branch-
ing ratios for this region. Older measurements at 1236 Å (Mahan & Mandal,
1962; Ausloos et al., 1964) and 1048-1067 Å (Magee, 1963) that suggested the
methylene radical as the main product, were performed under collision condi-
tions and hence they can not be considered reliable since the measured end
products could be the result of secondary reactions. Most photochemical mod-
els consider photons of non-Lyman wavelengths to dissociate methane following
the first channel (CH3 production). Wilson & Atreya (2000), investigated the
two limiting cases (CH2 or CH3) for the non-Lyman methane photodissociation
and concluded that the impact of the channel used was minor compared to the
one at Ly-α, and that the only species showing variation was ethane (C2H6) due
to its production dependance on the CH3 radical. In the current calculations,
only the production of methyl radicals was considered at these wavelengths.

For the other species included in the model, the references for the cross
sections used and the considered pathways of photodissociation with their yields
are presented in Table 2.2. Plots of the absorption cross sections of these species
are presented in the appendix.
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Figure 2.9: Model calculated photolysis rates for the most important hydro-
carbons (top panel) and nitriles (bottom panel) in Titan’s atmosphere. The
solar zenith angle is set to 60◦. Secondary photolysis regions for some of the
hydrocarbons (e.g. C2H2) are due to their extended absorption cross section
profiles above the methane dissociation limit at 145 nm and their presence in
significant amounts.
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The photolysis rate, J (s−1), for each species at altitude z is calculated by
the usual formula:

J(z) =
∫

χλ(z)Φλqλ(z)σλdλ (2.12)

where Φλ is the incoming solar spectral flux, χ(z) is the enhancement factor,
qλ is the quantum yield for photodissociation and σλ the wavelength-dependent
absorption cross section. The radiation field along with the enhancement factor
at each altitude are calculated in the RC sub-model. Some vertical profiles of
the photolysis rates of the most important hydrocarbons and nitriles in Titan’s
atmosphere are shown in Fig. 2.9 for a solar zenith angle of 60◦.

2.3.2 Chemical schemes

The derived photodissociation products react together to give all the observed
species considered in the model following the chemical reactions presented in
Table 2.3. Although many photochemical models have been developed in the
past for the simulation of Titan’s neutral atmospheric composition, (Yung et
al., 1984; Toublanc et al., 1995; Lara et al., 1996; Lebonnois et al., 2001; Wilson
& Atreya, 2004) significant differences can be found among them regarding the
rates used for some of the reactions. In the current simulations the previously,
well established, reaction schemes for the production of most of the observed
species in Titan’s atmosphere have been used and also new species have been
included.

The absence of measurements for the reaction rates in the temperature range
100 - 200 K, which is characteristic of Titan’s atmosphere, has always been a
problem in the photochemical models. This is more clearly shown in the last
column of Table 2.3, where the temperature range of the measurements for
each reaction used is given. Although a significant number of new measure-
ments have been performed at low temperatures since the early photochemical
models, the majority of the reaction rates used, are measured at T≥200 K
and extrapolation to Titan’s atmospheric temperatures is applied, a common
approach between all photochemical models. The good agreement between the
measurements and the simulated profiles presented in the next chapter, for most
of the species, suggests that the extrapolation procedure applied is adequate.
Nevertheless, the high accuracy measurements provided by the Cassini/Huygens
mission require the use of accurate and realistic laboratory measurements which
will constrain better the photochemistry and allow a safer interpretation of the
haze production processes. A short description of the main pathways thta lead
to the formation of the most important hydrocarbons and nitriles in Titan’s
atmosphere follows.

Hydrocarbons

The most abundant hydrocarbon found in Titan’s atmosphere after methane,
is ethane (C2H6) which is mainly produced in the collisional addition of two
methyl radicals:
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Table 2.2: Photolysis Reactions
Reaction Branching Ratio

Reference

Cross Sections Yields
H y d r o C a r b o n s

R1 H2 + hν → 2 H 1 Backx et al. (1976) Est.
R2 CH3 + hν → 1CH2 + H λ ≤ 165nm: 0; other: 1 Adachi et al. (1980) Wilson et al. (1994)
R3 → CH + H2 λ ≤ 165nm: 1; other: 0 Pilling et al. (1971) Kassner &Stuhl (1994)
R4 CH4 + hν → 1CH2 + H2 λ ≤Ly-α: 0.584; other: 0 Samson et al. (1989)
R5 → 1CH2 + 2 H λ ≤Ly-α: 0.055; other: 0 Lee et al. (2001) Wang & Liu (1998)
R6 → CH + H + H2 λ ≤Ly-α: 0.070; other: 0 Hudson (1971) Wang et al. (2000)
R7 → CH3 + H λ ≤Ly-α: 0.291; other: 1 Chen & Wu (2004)
R8 C2H + hν → C2 + H 1 Fahr (2003) Mebel et al. (2001)
R9 C2H2 + hν → C2 + H2 0.1 Cooper et al. (1995a) Okabe (1981)
R10 → C2H + H λ < 124nm: 0.1;λ < 150nm: 0.3; Smith et al. (1991) Okabe (1983)

λ < 190nm: 0.06;λ < 225nm: 0.3 Bénilan et al. (2000)@173K Seki & Okabe (1993)
R11 C2H3 + hν → C2H2 + H 1 Fahr et al. (1998) Ahmed et al. (1999)
R12 C2H4 + hν → C2H2 + H2 λ < 175nm: 0.460; other: 0.73 Cooper et al. (1995b)
R13 → C2H2 + 2 H λ < 175nm: 0.519; other: 0.27 Holland et al. (1997)

Chang et al. (1998)

R14 → C2H3 + H λ < 175nm: 0.021; other: 0.0 Zelikoff et al. (1953)
Lee et al. (2004)

R15 C2H5 + hν → 1CH2 + CH3 1 Munk et al. (1986a) Gladstone et al. (1996)
R16 C2H6 + hν → 2 CH3 λ < Ly-α: 0.17; Ly-α: 0.03; other: 0.0
R17 → CH4 + 1CH2 λ < Ly-α: 0.16; Ly-α: 0.26; other: 0.02 Kameta et al. (1996) Hampson &
R18 → C2H4 + 2 H λ < Ly-α: 0.41; Ly-α: 0.31; other: 0.13 Lee et al. (2001) McNesby (1965)
R19 → C2H4 + H2 λ < Ly-α: 0.0 ; Ly-α: 0.15; other: 0.48 Chen & Wu (2004) Lias et al. (1970)
R20 → C2H2 + 2 H2 λ < Ly-α: 0.26; Ly-α: 0.25; other: 0.37
R21 C3H3 + hν → C3H2+ H 1 Fahr et al. (1997) Jackson et al. (1991)
R22 CH3C2H + hν → C3H3 + H λ ≤Ly-α: 0.0; other: 0.50 Nakayama & Watanabe (1964)
R23 → C3H2 + H2 λ ≤Ly-α: 1.0; other: 0.39 Ho et al. (1998)

Seki & Okabe (1992)

R24 → C2H2 + 1CH2 λ ≤Ly-α: 0.0; other: 0.11 LISA* @ 183K
Sun et al. (1999)

R25 CH2CCH2 + hν → C3H3 + H 0.64 Chen et al. (2000)
Sun et al. (1999)R26 → C3H2 + H2 0.36 LISA* @ 183K

R27 C3H6 + hν → CH2CCH2 + H2 λ < 135 nm: 0.43; λ < 155 nm: 0.40;
λ < 175 nm: 0.015; λ < 195 nm: 0.01

R28 → CH3C2H + H2 λ < 135 nm: 0.25; λ < 155 nm: 0.24;
λ < 175 nm: 0.015; λ < 195 nm: 0.01

Koizumi et al. (1985)

Collin (1988)†
R29 → C2H4+

1CH2 λ < 135 nm: 0.06; λ < 155 nm: 0.04;

Fahr & Nayak (1996)
λ < 175 nm: 0.02; λ < 195 nm: 0.0

Samson et al. (1962)
R30 → C2H3 + CH3 λ < 135 nm: 0.21; λ < 155 nm: 0.27;

λ < 175 nm: 0.335; λ < 195 nm: 0.34
R31 → C2H2 + CH4 λ < 135 nm: 0.05; λ < 155 nm: 0.05;

λ < 175 nm: 0.05; λ < 195 nm: 0.04
R32 → C3H5 + H λ < 135 nm: 0.0; λ < 155 nm: 0.0;

λ < 175 nm: 0.565; λ < 195 nm: 0.60
R33 C3H8 + hν → C3H6+ H2 λ ≤Ly-α: 0.32; other: 0.67

Obi et al. (1971)
R34 → C2H6+

1CH2 λ ≤Ly-α: 0.10; other: 0.05 Kameta et al. (2002)
R35 → C2H4 + CH3 + H λ ≤Ly-α: 0.43; other: 0.17 Okabe & Becker (1963)
R36 → C2H4 + CH4 λ ≤Ly-α: 0.15; other: 0.11
R37 C4H2 + hν → C4H + H λ < 165nm:0.2; else:0
R38 → 2 C2H λ < 165nm:0.03; λ < 205nm:0.01; else:0

Okabe (1981)

R39 → C2H2 + C2 λ < 165nm:0.1; λ < 205nm:0.06; else:0
Fahr & Nayak (1994) Glicker & Okabe (1987)

R40 → C4H2* λ < 165nm:0.67; λ < 205nm:0.93; else:1
Smith et al. (1998) @ 193K

R41 C4H4 + hν → C4H2+ H2 0.8
Fahr & Nayak (1996) Gladstone et al. (1996)R42 → 2 C2H2 0.2

R43 C4H6 + hν → C4H4 + H2 0.05

Fahr & Nayak (1994)

R44 → C2H4 + C2H2 0.17 Bergmann &
R45 → CH3 + C3H3 0.40 Demtroder (1968)
R46 → C4H5 + H 0.28
R47 → 2 C2H3 0.10
R48 C4H8 + hν → C4H6 + 2 H λ < 135nm: 0.23; λ < 160nm: 0.14; else: 0.06
R49 → C3H8 + CH3 λ < 135nm: 0.12; λ < 160nm: 0.39; else: 0.66
R50 → CH3C2H + CH4 λ < 135nm: 0.03; λ < 160nm: 0.02; else: 0.0
R51 → CH2CCH2 + CH4 λ < 135nm: 0.14; λ < 160nm: 0.10; else: 0.0 Samson et al. (1962)

Wilson & Atreya (2004)R52 → C2H5 + C2H3 λ < 135nm: 0.25; λ < 160nm: 0.14; else: 0.04 Koizumi et al. (1985)
R53 → 2 C2H4 λ < 135nm: 0.02; λ < 160nm: 0.04; else: 0.05
R54 → C2H2 + 2 CH3 λ < 135nm: 0.02; λ < 160nm: 0.0; else: 0.04
R55 → C3H6 + 1CH2 λ < 135nm: 0.02; λ < 160nm: 0.02; else: 0.0
R56 C4H10 + hν → C4H8 + H2 λ < 135nm: 0.48; other: 0.31

Obi et al. (1971)
R57 → C2H6 + C2H4 λ < 135nm: 0.15; other: 0.17 Okabe & Becker (1963)
R58 → C3H6 + CH3 + H λ < 135nm: 0.28; other: 0.41 Kameta et al. (2002)
R59 → C2H5 + C2H4 + H λ < 135nm: 0.09; other: 0.11
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Table 2.2 continues
Reaction Branching Ratio

Reference

Cross Sections Yields
R60 C6H2 + hν → C2H + C4H λ < 165nm: 0.03; other: 0.01 Kloster-Jensen et al. (1974) ∼ C4H2 + hν → 2 C2H
R61 → C6H + H λ < 165nm: 0.20; other: 0.00 Shindo et al. (2003) ∼ → C4H + H
R62 C6H4 + hν → C6H3 + H λ < 220nm: 1.0; other: 0.0
R63 → C6H2 + H2 λ < 220nm: 0.0; other: 0.9 Est. based on C6H6, Münzel & Schweig (1988)
R64 → C4H2 + C2H2 λ < 220nm: 0.0; other: 0.1
R65 C6H6 + hν → C6H5 + H λ < 220nm: 0.80; other: 0.00

Yokoyama et al. (1990)R66 → C6H4 + H2 λ < 220nm: 0.16; other: 0.96
Suto et al. (1992)

R67 → C5H3 + CH3 λ < 220nm: 0.04; other: 0.04
Rennie et al. (1998)

N i t r i l e s
R68 N + hν → N+ + e− 1 Banks & Kockarts (1973)
R69 N2 + hν → N(4S) + N+ + e− λ < 510 Å: 0.10; other: 0.00

R70 → N(2D) + N+ + e− λ < 510 Å: 0.90; other: 0.00 Chan et al. (1993) Banks & Kockarts (1973)

R71 → N+
2 + e− 510 Å< λ < 796 Å: 1.0; other:0.0 Fennelly & Torr (1992) Nicolas et al. (2003)

R72 → N(2D) + N(4S) 796 Å< λ < 1000 Å: 1.0; other:0.0
R73 NH3 + hν → NH2 + H 1 Burton et al. (1993); Chen et al. (1999)
R74 HCN +hν → H + CN 1 Lee (1980); Nuth & Glicker (1982)
R75 CH2NH + hν → HCN + 2 H 1 Teslja et al. (2004) Nguyen et al. (1996)
R76 CH3NH2 + hν → CH2NH + 2 H λ < 165nm: 1.0; other: 0.55
R77 → HCN + H2 + 2 H λ < 165nm: 0.0; other: 0.198 Hubin-Franskin et al. (2002) Gardner & McNesby (1982)
R78 → CN + 2 H2 λ < 165nm: 0.0; other: 0.252
R79 C2H5N + hν → C2H4 + NH 0.38

Est. as C2H5NH2R80 → CH3 + H2CN 0.47
Hubin-Franskin et al. (2002)

Scala & Solomoon (1976)
R81 → C2H2 + NH3 0.03
R82 HC3N + hν → C2H + CN 0.3 Connors et al. (1974)

Clarke & Ferris (1995)R83 → C3N + H 0.09 Bénilan et al. (1996)
R84 CH3CN + hν → CH3 + CN 1 Nuth & Glicker (1982); Suto et al. (1985)
R85 C2H3CN + hν → C2H2 + HCN 0.15

Eden et al. (2003)
R86 → HC3N +H2 0.59 Derecski-Kovacs &
R87 → C2H3 + CN 0.01 North (1999)
R88 → C2H2CN + H 0.25
R89 N2H4 + hν → N2H3 + H 1 Vaghjiani (1993, 1995)

R90 C2N2 + hν → 2 CN 1
Nuth & Glicker (1982); Connors et al. (1974)

Bénilan et al. (1996) @ 193K
R91 C4N2 + hν → C3N + CN 1 Connors et al. (1974); Bénilan et al. (1996) @ 233K
* LISA cross sections are taken from http://www.lisa.univ-paris12.fr/GPCOS/SCOOPweb/SCOOP.html
† Assuming the total quantum yield below 155nm to be one and the ionized products eventually yield C3H4 + H2

2 CH3 + M → C2H6 + M.

The chemical destruction of methane molecules by the methylene radicals en-
hances the production of methyl radicals and hence the total ethane production:

1CH2 + CH4 → 2 CH3.

Because ethane’s absorption cross section falls in the same wavelength region as
that of methane, its photolysis is constrained by the high amounts of the latter.
Hence its destruction is mainly due to chemical reactions with radicals, from
which the most important are with excited methylene:

1CH2 + C2H6 → CH3 + C2H5

and ethynyl (C2H) that is produced in the photolysis of acetylene (C2H2):

C2H2 + hν → C2H + H
C2H + C2H6 → C2H2 + C2H5.
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Acetylene and ethylene (C2H4) are the next most abundant hydrocarbons after
ethane and their formation is initiated in the upper atmosphere directly from
the products of methane’s photolysis:

2 1,3CH2 → C2H2 + 2 H
1,3CH2 + CH3 → C2H4 + H
CH + CH4 → C2H4 + H.

Destruction of ethylene through photolysis, acts as the major source of acetylene
in the upper atmosphere:

C2H4 + hν → C2H2 + 2H/H2

while in the lower atmosphere acetylene recycles back to ethylene through the
vinyl radical (C2H3) according to the following scheme:

C2H2 + H + M → C2H3 + M
C2H3 + H + M → C2H4 + M

C2H2 + 2 H → C2H4.

The main loss of acetylene in the upper atmosphere is from reaction with
methylene which leads to the formation of propargyl radicals (C3H3):

1CH2 + C2H2 → C3H3 + H

while in the lower atmosphere the main loss is due to photolysis. Acetylene’s
cross section extends well beyond methane’s dissociation limit, up to ∼230 nm
and due to its high concentration, it is the main absorber in this part of the
spectrum (along with the haze). This means that its photolysis rate retains high
values even down to the stratosphere (Figure 2.9). Hence there is a significant
production of the radicals formed (C2 and C2H) in acetylene’s photolysis in this
region, which, as in the case of ethane discussed above, lead to the catalytic de-
struction of saturated hydrocarbons through hydrogen abstraction. The effect of
this mechanism has its highest impact on methane due to its high concentration
in Titan’s atmosphere:

C2H2 + hν → C2 + H2

C2 + CH4 → C2H + CH3

C2H + CH4 → C2H2 + CH3

CH4 → CH3 + H

,
C2H2 + hν → C2H + H

C2H + CH4 → C2H2 + CH3

CH4 → CH3 + H.

As was shown by previous photochemical models, the overall destruction of
methane is dominated by its catalytic destruction by radicals with the above
two schemes along with the loss due to excited methylene radicals, having the
strongest contribution. The photolysis of methane corresponds only to ∼12% of
the total loss, based on our calculations, but is of course the driving force for the
initialization of the photochemistry (Fig. 2.10). The three molecules described
above (C2H6, C2H4, C2H2) along with molecular hydrogen correspond to the
most abundant hydrocarbons observed in Titan’s atmosphere since the Voyager
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Figure 2.10: Vertical profile of the loss rate for the methane molecules due to
different chemical and photolysis processes

missions (see Section 1.2.3). From these, more complex species are produced
leading finally to the formation of the haze precursors.

Methylacetylene (CH3C2H) and its isomer, allene (CH2CCH2), are formed
initially in the upper atmosphere through the reaction of CH with ethylene:

CH + C2H4 → (CH2CCH2,CH3C2H) + H

while the isomerization between the two species is balanced through:

H + CH2CCH2 → CH3C2H + H.

Similarly, propylene (C3H6) is produced in the upper atmosphere from ethane
with the replacement of H by CH:

CH + C2H6 → C3H6 + H

while in the lower atmosphere where the C2H3 population is significant, there
is a secondary production through the collisional addition of CH3:

CH3 + C2H3 + M → C3H6 + M.

In the same way, propane (C3H8) is formed in the collisional addition of methyl
to ethyl radicals (C2H5):

CH3 + C2H5 + M → C3H8 + M.

The production of four-C hydrocarbons, starts with the first step of acetylene’s
polymerization through ethyl radical addition, giving diacetylene (C4H2):
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C2H + C2H2 → C4H2 + H

while the 1,3-butadiene (C4H6) is formed by:

CH3 + C3H3 → C4H6 + H

1-butene (C4H8) is formed in the upper atmosphere through the CH replacement
of H in propane:

CH + C3H8 → C4H8 + H

and in the lower atmosphere through the collisional addition of C2H3 with C2H5:

C2H3 + C2H5 + M → C4H8 + M.

The different isomers of the last species have not been included in the calcula-
tions and we consider that they are finally isomerized to their stable structures
considered above. The loss of these species is dominated by their photolysis
which recycles them back to their precursors, constraining in this way their net
production to small values.

Due to the lack of data regarding the reaction rates and photolysis properties
of five-C species, the only one included is C5H3, since it is a direct product of
benzene (C6H6) photolysis. The latter has been included in the photochemical
model, based on the work of Wilson et al. (2003) and Lebonnois (2005) which
have investigated the possible formation pathways in Titan’s atmosphere. No
linear isomers of benzene have been included in the calculation since it is con-
sidered that they will finally isomerize to their cyclic forms as was suggested by
Lebonnois (2005), but also because the reaction rates of benzene formation cor-
respond to high temperatures and the extrapolation of different measurements
to Titan’s conditions could lead to significantly different profiles. Hence, since
the production is not well defined, the inclusion of more complicated schemes
would not provide any safer estimation of the final benzene profile. The main
production pathway is the addition of two propargyl radicals under high pres-
sure:

2 C3H3 + M → C6H6 + M.

A secondary contribution comes from

C2H2 + C4H5 + M → C6H7 + M → C6H6 + H

where the produced C6H7 is considered to provide eventually benzene (Lebon-
nois, 2005). Finally a small contribution originates from the hydrogen addition
on the phenyl radical (C6H5):

H + C6H5 + M → C6H6 + M

with the chemical formation of the last based on diacetylene (there is also a
strong production of phenyl from the photolysis of benzene but this does not
contribute to the net production):

H + C4H2 + M → C4H3 + M
C2H2 + C4H3 + M → C6H5 + M.
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Nitriles

The basis of the nitrile chemistry is the hydrogen cyanide molecule (HCN) which
is formed directly by the reaction of atomic nitrogen with the methyl radical
produced in methane photolysis:

N + CH3 → HCN + H2.

This pathway is not the dominant one since the H2CN radical, also produced in
the above reaction, reacts readily with atomic hydrogen to give HCN with an
overall rate which is bigger that the previous one:

N + CH3 → H2CN + H
H2CN + H → HCN + H2

N + CH3 → HCN + H2.

Since the majority of nitrogen atoms is produced in the upper atmosphere, the
production of HCN has a maximum in this region. The photolysis of HCN leads
to the production of cyano radicals (CN):

HCN + hν → CN + H

which have a double role in atmospheric chemistry. Like C2H radicals, they
enhance the catalytic destruction of molecular hydrogen and saturated hydro-
carbons through the hydrogen abstraction mechanism:

CN + H2 → HCN + H
CN + CH4 → HCN + CH3

CN + C2H6 → HCN + C2H5

leaving a free radical and a HCN molecule, but also lead to the production
of other nitrile species in reaction with unsaturated hydrocarbons through the
abstraction/addition mechanism. In the last, a hydrogen atom is abstracted
from the unsaturated hydrocarbon and the CN radical is added in its place.
Typical examples are the formation of cyanoacetylene (HC3N) and acrylonitrile
(C2H3CN):

CN + C2H2 → HC3N + H
CN + C2H4 → C2H3CN + H.

Even though the latest was not observed in Titan’s atmosphere before the
Cassini/Huygens mission, it was believed to be formed and taken into consid-
eration in all previous photochemical models which included nitrile chemistry
in their reactions. Only recently, the analysis of the ionospheric composition
by the Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) on the Cassini spacecraft has
verified the presence of this species in the upper atmosphere along with other
nitrile species (Vuitton et al., 2006a). Another pathway for the production of
acrylonitrile, included in previous models, is the one suggested by Monks et al.
(1993):

HCN + C2H3 → C2H3CN + H
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who measured the rate for this reaction and found it to be efficient at room
temperature. Since C2H3 formation has a strong pressure dependance, the
contribution of the last reaction on the overall C2H3CN production will be-
come significant in the lower atmosphere where the pressure is high. The main
loss for acrylonitrile is due to photolysis which is also an important source of
cyanoacetylene, since this pathway has a significant branching ratio (59% based
on Derecskei-Kovacs & North 1999):

C2H3CN + hν → HC3N + H2.

The production of HC3N is balanced by its destruction by photolysis but also
by its chemical recycling through the cyanovinyl radical (H2C3N):

HC3N + H + M → H2C3N + M
H + H2C3N → C2H2 + HCN
HC3N + 2 H → C2H2 + HCN.

Excited nitrogen atoms produced in the upper atmosphere from the pho-
toionization of N2, lead to the production of other nitriles and amines. Reaction
with methane has two possible products, imidogen (NH) and methyleneimine
(CH2NH) (Herron, 1999):

N(2D) + CH4 → NH + CH3 (20%)
→ CH2NH + H (80%).

Self reaction of two NH radicals leads to the production of an amino radical
(NH2) which is also formed in the collisional addition of N with H2:

2 NH → NH2 + N
N + H2 + M → NH2 + M.

NH2 in reaction with H yields ammonia (NH3) :

NH2 + H + M → NH3 + M.

Although the production of ammonia is believed to be related to the ion chem-
istry (Wilson & Atreya, 2004), recent results (Ge et al., 2006) have shown that
in the low temperature conditions found in Titan’s atmosphere, this might not
be the case. Ammonia has been included in the model, in order to investigate
the extent of neutral chemistry contribution in its total production. Another
possible pathway for the production of ammonia is from the photolysis of eth-
yleneimine (C2H5N), a possible product of the reaction of N(2D) with ethane

N(2D) + C2H6 → C2H5N + H.

The total rate of this reaction has been measured (Herron, 1999) but the possible
products are not well defined. Nevertheless, it has been included in the model
in order to investigate the maximum contribution it could have to the final
ammonia abundance.

Recently, Redondo et al. (2006) investigated theoretically the possible prod-
ucts of the NH + CH3 reaction and found that the production of CH2NH is
energetically favored over other products.
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NH + CH3 → CH2NH + H.

The reaction of methyl radical with the amino radical leads to the formation of
methylamine (CH3NH2):

NH2 + CH3 + M → CH3NH2 + M

which when photolyzed, also produces CH2NH (Gardner & McNesby, 1982):

CH3NH2 + hν → CH2NH + 2 H.

The photolysis of CH2NH eventually produces HCN, but due to the lack of
measurements for its absorption cross section and also the absence of chemical
reaction rates, it was not included in photochemical models. Both ammonia and
methyleneimine have also been detected by INMS (Vuitton et al., 2006a), hence
we have decided to investigate their vertical profiles in Titan’s atmosphere based
on the available laboratory measurements and theoretical suggestions about
their reactivity.

Finally, reaction of excited nitrogen atoms with ethylene and acetylene leads
to the production of acetonitrile (CH3CN) and the CHCN radical, respectively:

N(2D) + C2H4 → CH3CN + H
N(2D) + C2H2 → CHCN + H

while the production of the latter is dominated in the same region by the CH
replacement of H in HCN:

CH + HCN → CHCN+ H.

Yung (1987) suggested that the CHCN radical could be the basis for the pro-
duction of cyanogen (C2N2) and dicyanoacetylene (C4N2):

N + CHCN → C2N2 + H
CHCN + CHCN → C4N2 + H2

which have been detected in the gas and solid phase phase, respectively, on Ti-
tan’s North pole from the Voyager observations (Coustenis et al., 1991; Samuel-
son et al., 1997). The latter is included in photochemical models as it is believed
to be a possible precursor of haze formation. Finally, another possible path for
dicyanoacetylene is the one suggested by Petrie & Osamura (2004) based on
quantum chemical calculations:

HCN + C3N → C4N2 + H

while Halpern et al. (1989) measured the rate for reaction:

CN + HC3N → products

which is believed to yield C4N2 + H. Both these two last process have a minor
contribution to the overall dicyanoacetylene production based on our calcula-
tions.
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Table 2.3: Chemical Reactions
R e a c t i o n R a t e R e f e r e n c e T(K)
H y d r o c a r b o n s

R92 2 H + M → H2 + M k0= 1.5 × 10−29T−1.3 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 77 – 2000

k∞= 1.0 × 10−11 Est. from Jacobs et al. (1965)

R93 H + CH → H2 + C 1.3 × 10−10e−80/T Harding et al. (1993) 300 – 2000

R94 H + 1CH2 → CH + H2 1.0 × 10−10 Peeters et al. (1994) 290
R95 H + 1CH2 → 3CH2 + H 2.0 × 10−10 / /
R96 H + 3CH2 → CH + H2 3.55 × 10−11T 0.32 Fulle & Hippler (1997) 185 – 800
R97 H + 3CH2 + M → CH3 + M k0= 1.7 × 10−25T−1.8 Est. as 0.1 × k(H + CH3), Laufer et al. (1983)

k∞= 3.54 × 10−10T 0.32 Fulle & Hippler (1997) 185 – 800

R98 H + CH3 → H2 + 3CH2 1.0 × 10−10e−7599/T Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 2500

R99 H + CH3 + M → CH4 + M k0= 1.7 × 10−24T−1.8 Baulch et al. (1994) 300 – 1000
k∞= 3.5 × 10−10 / /

R100 H + CH4 → H2 + CH3 2.18 × 10−20T 3e−4045/T / /
R101 H + C2H + M → C2H2 + M k0 = 1.26 × 10−18T−3.1e−721/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

k∞= 3.0 × 10−10 / /
R102 H + C2H2 + M → C2H3 + M k0 = 3.3 × 10−30e−740/T Baulch et al. (1992) 200 – 400

k∞= 1.4 × 10−11e−1300/T / /
R103 H + C2H3 → H2 + C2H2 6.86 × 10−11e23./T Monks et al. (1995) 213 – 298
R104 H + C2H3 + M → C2H4 + M k0 = 5.76 × 10−24T−1.3 / /

k∞= 6.45 × 10−11T 0.2 Harding et al. (2005) 200 – 2000

R105 H + C2H4 → H2 + C2H3 8.42 × 10−17T−1.93e−6518/T Knyazev et al. (1996) 200 – 3000

R106 H + C2H4 + M → C2H5 + M k0 = 7.7 × 10−30e−380/T Baulch et al. (1994) 300 – 800

k∞= 6.6 × 10−15T 1.28e−650/T / 200 – 1100

R107 H + C2H5 → 2 CH3 1.25 × 10−10 Sillesen et al. (1993) 298
R108 H + C2H5 → H2 + C2H4 3.0 × 10−12 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R109 H + C2H5+ M → C2H6 + M k0 = 5.5 × 10−23T−2e−1040/T Teng & Jones (1972)

k∞= 1.66 × 10−10 Sillesen et al. (1993) 298

R110 H + C2H6 → H2 + C2H5 2.4 × 10−15T 1.5e−3730/T Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 2000

R111 H + C3H2 + M → C3H3 + M k0 = 1.7 × 10−23T−1.8 Est. as 10×k0(H + CH3),Laufer et al. (1983)
k∞ = 1.0 × 10−10 Peeters et al. (1994) 290

R112 H + C3H3 + M → CH3C2H + M k0 = 1.7 × 10−23T−1.8 Est. as 10×k0(H + CH3),Laufer et al. (1983)
k∞ = 1.25 × 10−10 Atkinson & Hudgens (1999) 295

R113 H + C3H3 + M → CH2CCH2 + M k0 = 1.7 × 10−23T−1.8 Est. as 10×k0(H + CH3),Laufer et al. (1983)

k∞ = 1.25 × 10−10 Atkinson & Hudgens (1999) 295

R114 H + CH2CCH2 → CH3C2H + H 1.29 × 10−11e−1156./T Aleksandrov et al. (1980) 295 – 853

R115 H + CH2CCH2 → H2 + C3H3 4.7 × 10−16T 1.74e−3873/T Wang et al. (2000) 200 – 500

R116 H + CH2CCH2 + M → C3H5 + M k0 = 3.21 × 10−20T−2.83e−1985/T Whytock et al. (1976)† 215 – 363

k∞= 9.4 × 10−11e−1234/T Wang et al. (2000) 200 – 500

R117 H + CH3C2H → H2 + C3H3 4.7 × 10−16T 1.74e−3873/T Wang et al. (2000) 200 – 500

R118 H + CH3C2H + M → C3H5 + M k0 = 3.21 × 10−20T−2.83e−1985/T Whytock et al. (1976) 215 – 363

k∞= 9.4 × 10−11e−1234/T Wang et al. (2000) 200 – 500

R119 H + C3H5 → CH2CCH2 + H2 1.3 × 10−11 Hanning-Lee & Pilling (1992) 291

R120 H + C3H5 → CH3C2H + H2 1.3 × 10−11 / /
R121 H + C3H5+ M → C3H6 + M k0 = 1.0 × 10−24 / /

k∞ = 2.54 × 10−10 / /
R122 H + C3H6 → C3H5 + H2 2.87 × 10−19T 2.5e−1254/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R123 H + C3H6 + M → C3H7 + M k0= 7.7 × 10−29e−380/T Est. as 10×k(H + C2H4 + M),Laufer et al. (1983)

k∞= 2.2 × 10−11e−1640./T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R124 H + C3H7 → C3H6 + H2 3.0 × 10−12 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R125 H + C3H7 + M → C3H8 + M k0= 5.5 × 10−23T−2e−1040/T Est. as k0(H + C2H5 + M)
k∞= 2.49 × 10−10 Munk et al. (1986b) 298

R126 H + C3H8 → C3H7 + H2 2.2 × 10−18T 2.54e−3400/T / /
R127 H + C4H + M → C4H2 + M k0 = 1.26 × 10−18T−3.1e−721/T Est. as k0(H + C2H + M)

k∞ = 3.0 × 10−10 /
R128 H + C4H2+ M → C4H3 + M k0 = 1.0 × 10−28 Schwanebeck & Warnatz (1975) 298

k∞ = 1.39 × 10−10e−1184/T Nava et al. (1986) 210 – 423

R129 H + C4H3 → C4H2 +H2 3.0 × 10−11 Wang & Frenklach (1997) 300 – 2500
R130 H + C4H3 → 2 C2H2 1.0 × 10−11 / /
R131 H + C4H3 + M → C4H4 + M k0 = 5.76 × 10−24T−1.3 Est. as k0(H + C2H3 + M)

k∞ = 8.55 × 10−10e−403/T Duràn et al. (1988) 700 – 1300

R132 H + C4H4+ M → C4H5+ M k0 = 1.0 × 10−28 Est. as k0(H + C4H2 + M)
k∞ = 3.3 × 10−12 Schwanebeck & Warnatz (1975) 298

R133 H + C4H5 → C4H4 + H2 6.86 × 10−11e23/T Est. as k(H + C2H3)

R134 H + C4H5+ M → C4H6+ M k0 = 5.5 × 10−23T−2e−1040/T Est. as k0(H + C2H5 + M)

k∞ = 1.0 × 10−10 Gladstone et al. (1996) Est
† The rate expression was derived by fitting the 5 torr measurements of Whytock et al. (1976)
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Table 2.3 continued
R e a c t i o n R a t e R e f e r e n c e T(K)

R135 H + C4H6 → C4H5 + H2 1.05 × 10−13T 0.7e−3019/T Weissman & Benson (1988) 300 – 1500
R136 H + C5H3 → C2H2 + C3H2 1.0 × 10−11 Est. as k(H + C4H3)

R137 H + C6H + M → C6H2 + M k0 = 1.26 × 10−18T−3.1e−721/T Est. as k(H + C2H +M)

k∞ = 3.0 × 10−10 /
R138 H + C6H2 + M → C6H3 + M k0 = 1.0 × 10−28 Est. as k(H + C4H2 +M)

k∞ = 1.39 × 10−10e−1184 /
R139 H + C6H3 → C6H2 + H2 3.0 × 10−11 Wang & Frenklach (1997) 300 – 2500
R140 H + C6H3 → C4H2 + C2H2 1.0 × 10−11 / /
R141 H + C6H3 + M → C6H4 + M k0 = 5.76 × 10−24T−1.3 Est. as k0(H + C4H3 + M)

k∞ = 8.55 × 10−10e−403/T /
R142 H + C6H4 → C6H3 + H2 1.1 × 10−17T 2.53e−4648/T Wang & Frenklach (1997) 300 – 2500

R143 H + C6H4 + M → C6H5 + M k0 = 1.96 × 1033T−18.35e−6694/T Wang & Frenklach (1994) 400 – 2500

k∞ = 1.06 × 10−14T 1.11e−705/T / 300 – 2500

R144 H + C6H5 → C4H4 + C2H2 3.16 × 10−5T−1.6e−1117/T Wang & Frenklach (1997) 300 – 2500

R145 H + C6H5 + M → C6H6 + M k0 = 1.82 × 1028T−16.3e−3521/T / /
k∞= 3.65 × 10−10 Ackermann et al. (1990) 300

R146 H + C6H6 → C6H5 + H2 4.15 × 10−10e−8057/T Wang & Frenklach (1997) 300 – 2500

R147 H2 + C + M → 3CH2 + M k0 = 6.89 × 10−32 Husain & Young (1975) 300

k∞ = 2.06 × 10−11e−57/T Harding et al. (1993) 300 – 2000
R148 H2 + CH + M → CH3 + M k0 = 4.7 × 10−26T−1.6 Brownsword et al. (1997a) 53 – 744

k∞= 2.52 × 10−10T−0.08 / /
R149 H2 + CH → 3CH2 + H 3.10 × 10−10e−1650/T / /
R150 H2 + 1CH2 → 3CH2 + H2 1.26 × 10−11 Langford et al. (1983) 298
R151 H2 + 1CH2 → CH3 + H 9.24 × 10−11 / /
R152 H2 + 3CH2 → CH3 + H 5.0 × 10−15 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R153 H2 + CH3 → CH4 + H 1.14 × 10−20T 2.74e−4740/T Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 2500

R154 H2 + C2 → C2H + H 1.77 × 10−10e−1470/T Pitts et al. (1982) 300 – 500

R155 H2 + C2H → C2H2 + H 1.20 × 10−11e−998/T Opansky & Leone (1996b) 150 – 359

R156 H2 + C2H3 → C2H4 + H 1.57 × 10−20T 2.56e−2529/T Knyazev et al. (1996) 200 – 3000

R157 H2 + C2H5 → C2H6 + H 5.11 × 10−24T 3.6e−4253/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R158 H2 + C3H5 → C3H6 + H 1.80 × 10−19T 2.38e−9557/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R159 H2 + C3H7 → C3H8 + H 3.0 × 10−21T 2.84e−4600/T Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R160 H2 + C4H → C4H2 + H 1.20 × 10−11e−998/T Est. as k(H2 + C2H)

R161 H2 + C4H5 → C4H6 + H 6.61 × 10−15T 0.5e−1862/T Weissman & Benson (1988) 300 – 1500

R162 H2 + C6H → C6H2 + H 1.20 × 10−11e−998/T Est. as k(H2 + C2H)

R163 H2 + C6H5 → C6H6 + H 9.48 × 10−20T 2.43e−3159/T Mebel et al. (1997) 300 – 5000

R164 2 C + M → C2 + M k0 = 4.97 × 10−27T−1.6 Slack (1976) 5000 – 6000

k∞= 2.16 × 10−11 Martinotti et al. (1968) 298

R165 C + CH4 → C2H4 2.0 × 10−15 Husain & Kirsch (1971) 300
R166 C + C2H2 → C3H2 k0 = 1.0 × 10−30 Moses et al. (2005) Est.

k∞= 5.75 × 10−10T−0.12 Chastaing et al. (2001) 15 – 295

R167 C + C2H4 → C3H3 + H 5.61 × 10−10T−0.11 / /
R168 C + CH3C2H → C4H3 + H 5.05 × 10−10T−0.11 / /
R169 C + CH2CCH2 → C4H3 + H 3.71 × 10−10T−0.01 / /
R170 C + C3H6 → C4H5 + H 4.57 × 10−10T−0.08 Chastaing et al. (1998) /
R171 C + C4H6 → Products 1.1 × 10−9 Husain & Ioannou (1997) 300

R172 C + C4H8 → Products 4.3 × 10−10 Haider & Husain (1973) 300

R173 2 CH → C2H2 1.99 × 10−10 Braun et al. (1967) 298

R174 CH + CH4 → C2H4 + H 3.96 × 10−8T−1.04e−36.1/T Canosa et al. (1997) 23 – 295

R175 CH + C2H2 → C3H2 + H 1.59 × 10−9T−0.23e−16/T / /
R176 CH + C2H4 → CH3C2H + H 3.87 × 10−9T−0.55e−29.6/T / /
R177 CH + C2H4 → CH2CCH2 + H 3.87 × 10−9T−0.55e−29.6/T / /
R178 CH + C2H6 → C3H6 + H 1.9 × 10−8T−0.86e−53.2/T / /
R179 CH + C2H6 → C2H4 + CH3 1.9 × 10−8T−0.86e−53.2/T / /
R180 CH + CH3C2H → C4H4 + H 4.6 × 10−10 Butler et al. (1981) 298

R181 CH + C3H6 → C4H6 + H 5.3 × 10−11e528/T Est. from Zabarnick et al. (1988) 295 – 668

R182 CH + C3H8 → C3H6 + CH3 1.9 × 10−10e242/T Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 700

R183 CH + C4H4 → Products + H 1.59 × 10−9T−0.23e−16/T Est. as k(CH + C2H2)

R184 CH + C4H8 → Products 8.78 × 10−9T−0.53e−33.5/T Canosa et al. (1997) 23 – 295

R185 CH + C4H10 → C4H8 + CH3 4.4 × 10−10e28/T Baulch et al. (1992) 250 – 700
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R186 2 1CH2 → C2H2 + 2 H 5.0 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R187 1CH2 + 3CH2 → C2H2 + 2 H 3.0 × 10−11 / /
R188 1CH2 + CH3 → C2H4 + H 3.0 × 10−11 / /
R189 1CH2 + CH4 → 2 CH3 5.9 × 10−11 Böhland et al. (1985a)

R190 1CH2 + CH4 → 3CH2 + CH4 1.2 × 10−11 / /
R191 1CH2 + C2H → C2H2 + CH 3.0 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R192 1CH2 + C2H2 → 3CH2 + C2H2 9.2 × 10−11 Blitz et al. (2000) 205
R193 1CH2 + C2H2 → C3H3 + H 3.27 × 10−10 / /
R194 1CH2 + C2H3 → C2H2 + CH3 3.0 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986)

R195 1CH2 + C2H4 → 3CH2 + C2H4 2.3 × 10−11 Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 3000

R196 1CH2 + C2H4 + M → C3H6 + M k0 = 1.5 × 10−18T−3e−300/T Moses et al. (2005) Est.
k∞= 1.5 × 10−10 Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 3000

R197 1CH2 + C2H5 → C2H4 + CH3 1.5 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R198 1CH2 + C2H5 → C3H6 + H 1.5 × 10−11 / /
R199 1CH2 + C2H6 → 3CH2 + C2H6 3.6 × 10−11 Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 3000

R200 1CH2 + C2H6 → C2H5 + CH3 5.9 × 10−11 Est. as k(1CH2 + CH4)
R201 1CH2 + C3H3 → C4H4 + H 3.3 × 10−10 Est. as k(1CH2 + C3H5)

R202 1CH2 + CH3C2H → C4H5 + H 5.0 × 10−11 Est. based on other 1CH2 reactions

R203 1CH2 + CH2CCH2 → C4H5 + H 5.0 × 10−11 /
R204 1CH2 + C3H5 → C4H6 + H 3.3 × 10−10 Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R205 1CH2 + C3H5 → C2H4 + C2H3 6.67 × 10−11 / /
R206 1CH2 + C3H6 → 3CH2 + C3H6 5.0 × 10−11 / /
R207 1CH2 + C3H6 → C3H5 + CH3 8.7 × 10−11 / /
R208 1CH2 + C3H6 + M → C4H8 + M k0 = 1.5 × 10−18T−3e−300/T Est. as k0(

1CH2 + C2H4)

k∞= 8.1 × 10−11 Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500
R209 1CH2 + C3H7 → C2H5 + C2H4 4.29 × 10−11 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R210 1CH2 + C3H7 → C3H6 + CH3 1.71 × 10−11 / /
R211 1CH2 + C3H8 → 2 C2H5 1.6 × 10−10 / /
R212 1CH2 + C4H4 → Product + H 3.27 × 10−10 Est. as k(1CH2 + C2H2)

R213 1CH2 + C4H8 + M → Product + M k0 = 1.5 × 10−18T−3e−300/T Est. as k0(
1CH2 + C2H4)

k∞= 8.1 × 10−11 Est. as k∞(1CH2 + C2H4)
R214 1CH2 + C4H10 → C2H5 + C3H7 1.6 × 10−10 Est. as k(1CH2 + C3H8)

R215 1CH2 + N2 → 3CH2 + N2 1.0 × 10−11 Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 3000

R216 2 3CH2 → C2H2 + 2 H 1.8 × 10−10e−400/T / /
R217 2 3CH2 → C2H2 + H2 2.0 × 10−11e−400/T / /
R218 3CH2 + CH3 → C2H4 + H 7.0 × 10−11 / /
R219 3CH2 + CH4 → 2 CH3 7.13 × 10−12e−5052/T Böhland et al. (1985b) 296 – 707

R220 3CH2 + C2H → C2H2 + CH 3.0 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R221 3CH2 + C2H2 → C3H3 + H 2.0 × 10−11e−3330/T / /
R222 3CH2 + C2H3 → C2H2 + CH3 3.0 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R223 3CH2 + C2H4 → C3H5 + H 5.31 × 10−12e−2658/T Kraus et al. (1993) 296 – 728

R224 3CH2 + C2H5 → C2H4 + CH3 3.0 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R225 3CH2 + C2H6 → C2H5 + CH3 1.07 × 10−11e−3981/T Böhland et al. (1985b) 296 – 707

R226 3CH2 + C3H3 → C4H4 + H 5.0 × 10−11 Est. as k(3CH2 + C3H5)
R227 3CH2 + CH3C2H → C4H5 + H 5.0 × 10−11 Est. based on other 3CH2 reactions

R228 3CH2 + CH2CCH2 → C4H5 + H 5.0 × 10−11 /
R229 3CH2 + C3H5 → C4H6 + H 5.0 × 10−11 Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R230 3CH2 + C3H6 → C3H5 + CH3 1.2 × 10−12e−3120/T / /
R231 3CH2 + C3H7 → C3H6 + CH3 3.0 × 10−12 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R232 3CH2 + C3H7 → C2H4 + C2H5 3.0 × 10−11 / /
R233 3CH2 + C3H8 → C3H7 + CH3 1.5 × 10−24T 3.65e−3600/T / /
R234 3CH2 + C4H2 → C4H + CH3 2.16 × 10−11e−2165/T Böhland et al. (1988) 296 – 700

R235 3CH2 + C4H6 → CH3C2H + C2H4 6.14 × 10−12e−1732/T Kraus et al. (1993) 296 – 728

R236 3CH2 + C4H10 → Products + CH3 8.1 × 10−12 Halberstadt & Crump (1973) 304

R237 2 CH3 → C2H5 + H 8.28 × 10−12T 0.1e−5335/T Stewart et al. (1989) 200 – 2500

R238 2 CH3 + M → C2H6 + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T See text, Part II

k∞= 9.3132 × 10−11e−1.519×10−3×T Cody et al. (2003) 155 – 906
R239 CH3 + C2H → C3H3 + H 4.0 × 10−11 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R240 CH3 + C2H2 → CH3C2H + H 3.18 × 10−20T 2.42e−6488/T Diau & Lin (1994) 300 – 3000

R241 CH3 + C2H2 + M → C3H5 + M k0 = 3.3 × 10−30e−740/T Est. as k0(H + C2H2 + M)

k∞= 1.0 × 10−12e−3880/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R242 CH3 + C2H3 → C2H2 + CH4 3.4 × 10−11 Fahr et al. (1991) 298

R243 CH3 + C2H3 + M → C3H6 + M k0 = 1.646 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as 10×k0(2 CH3 + M), Laufer et al. (1983)

k∞= 1.2 × 10−10 Fahr et al. (1991) 298

R244 CH3 + C2H4 → C2H3 + CH4 1.1 × 10−23T 3.7e−4780/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R245 CH3 + C2H4 + M → C3H7 + M k0 = 7.7 × 10−30e−380/T Est. as k0(H + C2H4 + M)

k∞= 3.5 × 10−13e−3700/T Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 600
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R246 CH3 + C2H5 → C2H4 + CH4 5.04 × 10−14T 0.41e429/T Zhu et al. (2004) 200 – 600

R247 CH3 + C2H5 + M → C3H8 + M k0 = 1.01 × 10+20T−16.14e−1897/T Laufer et al. (1983) Est. 100 – 300

k∞= 2.41 × 10−10T−0.34e259/T Zhu et al. (2004) 200 – 600

R248 CH3 + C2H6 → C2H5 + CH4 2.5 × 10−31T 6e−3043/T Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 1500

R249 CH3 + C3H3 + M → C4H6 + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 6.8 × 10−11e131/T Knyazev & Slagle (2001b) 300 – 800

R250 CH3 + CH3C2H → C2H6 + C2H 8.32 × 10−13e−4428/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 379 – 465

R251 CH3 + CH2CCH2 → C2H5 + C2H2 3.32 × 10−13e−4076/T / /
R252 CH3 + C3H5 → CH2CCH2 + CH4 5.0 × 10−12T−0.32e66/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R253 CH3 + C3H5 + M → C4H8 + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞ = 1.55 × 10−9T−0.54e117/T Knyazev & Slagle (2001a) 300 – 800

R254 CH3 + C3H6 → C3H5 + CH4 2.66 × 10−13e−4440/T Kinsman & Roscoe (1994) 300 – 580

R255 CH3 + C3H6 → Products k0= 7.7 × 10−30e−380/T Est. as k0(H + C2H4 + M)

k∞ = 1.19 × 10−13e−3260/T Kinsman & Roscoe (1994) 300 – 580
R256 CH3 + C3H7 → C3H6 + CH4 1.9 × 10−11T−0.32 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R257 CH3 + C3H7 + M → C4H10 + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 3.06 × 10−11e387/T Knyazev & Slagle (2001b) 297 – 600

R258 CH3 + C3H8 → C3H7 + CH4 1.5 × 10−24T 3.65e−3600/T Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R259 CH3 + C4H4 → C4H3 + CH4 6.61 × 10−13e−2502/T Scherzer et al. (1985) 553 – 593

R260 CH3 + C4H6 → Products k0= 3.3 × 10−30e−740/T Est. as k0(H + C2H2 + M)

k∞= 1.35 × 10−13e−2063/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 353 – 453

R261 CH3 + C4H8 → Products 1.69 × 10−13e−3620/T / /
R262 CH3 + C4H10 → Products + CH4 6.64 × 10−13e−4840/T Warnatz (1984) 300 – 1000

R263 CH3 + C5H3 → 2 C3H3 4.0 × 10−11 Est. Moses et al. (2005)

R264 CH3 + C5H3 + M → C6H6 + M k0= 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 3.06 × 10−11e387/T Est. as k∞(CH3 + C3H7 + M)

R265 CH3 + C6H4 → C6H3 + CH4 6.61 × 10−13e−2502/T Est. as k(CH3 + C4H4)

R266 CH4 + C2 → C2H + CH3 5.05 × 10−11e−297/T Pitts et al. (1982) 300 – 600

R267 CH4 + C2H → C2H2 + CH3 1.2 × 10−11e−491/T Opansky & Leone (1996a) 154 – 359

R268 CH4 + C2H3 → C2H4 + CH3 2.4 × 10−24T 4.02e−2754/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R269 CH4 + C2H5 → C2H6 + CH3 1.43 × 10−25T 4.14e−6322/T / /
R270 CH4 + C3H7 → C3H8 + CH3 4.0 × 10−26T 4.02e−5473/T Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R271 CH4 + C4H → C4H2 + CH3 1.2 × 10−11e−491/T Est. as k(CH4 + C2H)

R272 CH4 + C6H → C6H2 + CH3 1.2 × 10−11e−491/T /
R273 CH4 + C6H5 → C6H6 + CH3 3.32 × 10−11e−4328/T Heckmann et al. (1996) 560 – 1410

R274 C2 + C2H2 → 2 C2H 4.3 × 10−10 Reisler et al. (1980) 300

R275 C2 + C2H4 → C4H3 + H 3.26 × 10−10 /, Balucani et al. (2001) /
R276 C2 + C2H6 → C2H + C2H5 3.0 × 10−10 /, Est. /
R277 C2 + CH3C2H → C2H + C3H3 4.74 × 10−10 / /
R278 C2 + CH2CCH2 → C2H + C3H3 4.74 × 10−10 / /
R279 C2 + C3H8 → C2H + C3H7 3.3 × 10−10 / /
R280 C2 + C4H10 → C2H + Products 3.19 × 10−10 Huang et al. (2004) 298
R281 C2 + C6H6 → C2H + C6H5 5.2 × 10−10 Reisler et al. (1980) 300

R282 2 C2H → C2H2 + C2 3.0 × 10−12 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500
R283 C2H + C2H2 → C4H2 + H 1.3 × 10−10 Vakhtin et al. (2001a) 103

R284 C2H + C2H3 → 2 C2H2 1.6 × 10−12 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R285 C2H + C2H4 → C4H4 + H 1.4 × 10−10 Vakhtin et al. (2001b) 103
R286 C2H + C2H5 → C2H2 + C2H4 3.0 × 10−12 Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R287 C2H + C2H5 → C3H3 + CH3 3.0 × 10−11 / /
R288 C2H + C2H6 → C2H2 + C2H5 5.1 × 10−11e−76/T Murphy et al. (2003) 96 – 800

R289 C2H + CH3C2H → C4H2 + CH3 1.6 × 10−10e71/T Hoobler & Leone (1999) 155 – 298

R290 C2H + CH2CCH2 → C2H2 + C3H3 1.3 × 10−10e103/T / /
R291 C2H + C3H5 → CH2CCH2 + C2H2 1.2 × 10−11 Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500
R292 C2H + C3H6 → Products + H 2.4 × 10−10 Vakhtin et al. (2001b) 103

R293 C2H + C3H7 → C3H3 + C2H5 2.0 × 10−11 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R294 C2H + C3H7 → C3H6 + C2H2 1.0 × 10−11 / /
R295 C2H + C3H8 → C3H7 + C2H2 9.8 × 10−11e−71/T Murphy et al. (2003) 96 – 297
R296 C2H + C4H2 → C6H2 + H 1.3 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C2H2)

R297 C2H + C4H6 → C6H6 + H 3.1 × 10−10 Nizamov & Leone (2004) 104 – 296

R298 C2H + C4H8 → Products 2.6 × 10−10 Laufer & Fahr (2004) 296

R299 C2H + C4H10 → Products + C2H2 8.3 × 10−11e−112/T Hoobler et al. (1997) 176 – 297

R300 C2H2 + C2H3 → C4H4 + H 3.32 × 10−12e−2516/T Fahr & Stein (1989) 298 – 1330
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R301 C2H2 + C2H3 + M → C4H5 + M k0 = 1.54 × 10−14T−5.84e−2364/T Wang & Frenklach (1994) 500 – 2500

k∞= 4.16 × 10−19T 1.9e−1058/T Weissman & Benson (1988) 300 – 1500

R302 C2H2 + C2H5 + M → Products + M k0 = 3.3 × 10−30e−740/T Est. as k0(H + C2H2)

k∞= 8.32 × 10−14e−3520/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 373 – 473

R303 C2H2 + C3H5 + M → Products + M k0 = 3.3 × 10−30e−740/T Est. as k0(H + C2H2)

k∞= 5.3 × 10−14e−3500/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R304 C2H2 + C3H7 → C2H4 + C3H5 1.2 × 10−12e−4531/T Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500
R305 C2H2 + C4H → C6H2 + H 1.3 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C2H2)

R306 C2H2 + ∗C4H2 → C6H2 + 2 H 3.5 × 10−13 Seki et al. (1986) Est. as k(∗C2H2 + C2H2)

R307 C2H2 + C4H3 + M → C6H5 + M k0 = 3.3 × 10−30e−740/T Est. as k0(H + C2H2)

k∞ = 5.53 T−3.89e−4635/T Westmoreland et al. (1989) 400 – 1600

R308 C2H2 + C4H5 → C6H6 + H 3.16 × 10−17T 1.47e−2471/T / /
R309 C2H2 + C4H5 + M → C6H7 + M k0 = 1.24 × 10−21T−3.28e−5130/T Wang & Frenklach (1994) 600 – 2500

→ C6H6 + H k∞ = 4.2 × 10−19T 1.8e−602/T Weissman & Benson (1988) 300 – 1500

R310 2 C2H3 → C2H2 + C2H4 3.5 × 10−11 Laufer & Fahr (2004) 298

R311 2 C2H3 + M → C4H6 + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 9.5 × 10−11 Laufer & Fahr (2004)) 298

R312 C2H3 + C2H4 → C4H6 + H 8.3 × 10−13e−3676/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500
R313 C2H3 + C2H5 → C2H2 + C2H6 8.0 × 10−13 / /
R314 C2H3 + C2H5 → 2 C2H4 8.0 × 10−13 / /
R315 C2H3 + C2H5 + M → C4H8 + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 6.5 × 10−11 Laufer & Fahr (2004) 298

R316 C2H3 + C2H6 → C2H4 + C2H5 9.98 × 10−22T 3.3e−5285/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500
R317 C2H3 + C3H3 → CH3C2H + C2H2 8.0 × 10−12 Est. as k(C2H3 + C3H5),Vuitton et al. (2006c)

R318 C2H3 + C3H3 → Products k0= 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 8.0 × 10−11 Est. as k(C2H3 + C3H5),Vuitton et al. (2006c)

R319 C2H3 + C3H5 → CH2CCH2 + C2H4 4.0 × 10−12 Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500
R320 C2H3 + C3H5 → C3H6 + C2H2 8.0 × 10−12 / /
R321 C2H3 + C3H5 → Products k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 8.0 × 10−11 Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R322 C2H3 + C3H6 → C4H6 + CH3 1.2 × 10−12e−2520/T / /
R323 C2H3 + C3H6 → C3H5 + C2H4 3.68 × 10−24T 3.5e−2356/T / /
R324 C2H3 + C3H6 → Products + H 1.2 × 10−12e−3240/T / /
R325 C2H3 + C3H7 → C3H6 + C2H4 2.0 × 10−12 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500
R326 C2H3 + C3H7 → C3H8 + C2H2 2.0 × 10−12 / /
R327 C2H3 + C3H7 + M → Adduct + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 1.6 × 10−11 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R328 C2H3 + C3H8 → C3H7 + C2H4 1.0 × 10−21T 3.3e−5285/T / /
R329 C2H3 + C4H3 → C2H4 + C4H2 1.75 × 10−12 Est. as k(2 C2H3)
R330 C2H3 + C4H3 → C2H2 + C2H4 1.75 × 10−12 /
R331 C2H3 + C4H3 + M → C6H6 + M k0 = 1.646 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T /

k∞= 9.5 × 10−11 /
R332 C2H3 + C4H4 → C6H6 + H 1.23 × 10−5T−0.66e4235/T Wang & Frenklach (1997) 400 – 1600

R333 C2H3 + C4H5 → C6H6 + H2 3.05 × 10−37T 7.07e1817/T Westmoreland et al. (1989) 400 – 1600

R334 C2H3 + C4H6 + M → Adduct + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 2.45 × 10−12T−0.17e−1630/T Westmoreland et al. (1989) 400 – 1600

R335 C2H3 + C4H10 → C2H4 + Product 2.25 × 10−24T 3.65e−2600/T Est. from Tsang (1990) 300 – 2500

R336 C2H4 + C2H5 → C2H6 + C2H3 1.0 × 10−21T 3.13e−9063/T Tsang & Hampson (1986) 300 – 2500

R337 C2H4 + C2H5 + M → Product + M k0 = 7.7 × 10−30e−380/T Est. as k0(H + C2H4 + M)

k∞= 6.6 × 10−21T 2.44e−2700/T Knyazev & Slagle (1996) 298 – 1500

R338 C2H4 + C3H5 → Products + H 1.0 × 10−14e−5776/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R339 C2H4 + C3H7 + M → Adduct + M k0 = 7.7 × 10−30e−380/T Est. as k0(H + C2H4 + M)

k∞= 3.24 × 10−14e−3070/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 375 – 503

R340 C2H4 + C4H → C4H2 + C2H3 1.4 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C2H4)
R341 C2H4 + ∗C4H2 → C6H4 + H2 3.87 × 10−13 Zwier & Allen (1996) Relative to R306

R342 C2H4 + ∗C4H2 → C6H5 + H 1.03 × 10−13 / /
R343 C2H4 + C6H → C6H2 + C2H3 1.4 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C2H4)

R344 2 C2H5 → C2H6 + C2H4 2.4 × 10−12 Baulch et al. (1992) 300 – 1200

R345 2 C2H5 + M → C4H10 + M k0 = 6.59 × 10−6T−6.39e−301/T Laufer et al. (1983) 100 – 300

k∞= 1.26 × 10−11e−96/T Teng & Jones (1972) 303 – 603

R346 C2H5 + C3H3 → CH3C2H + C2H4 4.3 × 10−12e66/T Est. as k(C2H5 + C3H5),Vuitton et al. (2006c)

R347 C2H5 + C3H3 + M → Products + M k0= 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 9.24 × 10−11 Est. as k(C2H5 + C3H5),Vuitton et al. (2006c)
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R348 C2H5 + C3H5 → CH2CCH2 + C2H6 1.6 × 10−12e66/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R349 C2H5 + C3H5 → C3H6 + C2H4 4.3 × 10−12e66/T / /
R350 C2H5 + C3H5 + M → Products + M k0= 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 9.24 × 10−11 Garland & Bayers (1990) 300

R351 C2H5 + C3H6 → C2H6 + C3H5 3.7 × 10−24T 3.50e−3340/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R352 C2H5 + C3H6 + M → Products + M k0 = 7.7 × 10−30e−380/T Est. as k0(H + C2H4 + M)

k∞= 1.69 × 10−13e−3620/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500
R353 C2H5 + C3H7 → C3H6 + C2H6 2.4 × 10−12 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R354 C2H5 + C3H7 → C3H8 + C2H4 1.9 × 10−12 / /
R355 C2H5 + C3H7 → Products k0 = 6.59 × 10−6T−6.39e−301/T Est. as k0(2 C2H5 + M)

k∞= 3.3 × 10−11 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R356 C2H5 + C3H8 → C2H6 + C3H7 1.5 × 10−24T 3.65e−4600/T / /
R357 C2H5 + C4H3 → C4H2 + C2H6 8.0 × 10−13 Est. as k(C2H3 + C2H5)

R358 C2H5 + C4H3 → C4H4 + C2H4 8.0 × 10−13 /
R359 C2H5 + C4H3 + M → C4H8 + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 6.5 × 10−11 Est. as k∞(C2H3 + C2H5 + M)

R360 C2H5 + C4H4 + M → Products + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞= 6.8 × 10−11e−131/T Est. as k∞(CH3 + C3H3 + M)

R361 C2H5 + C4H8 + M → Products + M k0 = 7.7 × 10−30e−380/T Est. as k0(H + C2H4 + M)

k∞= 1.69 × 10−13e−3620/T Est. as k∞(C2H5 + C3H6 + M)

R362 C2H5 + C4H10 → C2H6 + Products 1.5 × 10−24T 3.65e−4600/T Est. as k(C2H5 + C3H8)

R363 C2H6 + C3H5 → C3H6 + C2H5 3.9 × 10−22T 3.30e−9986/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R364 C2H6 + C3H7 → C3H8 + C2H5 4.2 × 10−25T 3.82e−4550/T Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R365 C2H6 + C4H → C4H2 + C2H5 5.1 × 10−11e−76/T Est. as k(C2H + C2H6)

R366 C2H6 + C6H → C6H2 + C2H5 5.1 × 10−11e−76/T Est. as k(C2H + C2H6)

R367 2 C3H3 + M → C6H6 + M k0 = 6.0 × 10−28e1680/T Moses et al. (2000) Est.

k∞ = 1.2 × 10−10 Morter et al. (1994) 298

R368 C3H3 + C3H5 → 2 CH2CCH2 1.4 × 10−13e132/T Est. as k(2 C3H5)

R369 C3H3 + C3H5 + M → Product + M k0 = 1.65 × 10−4T−8.75e−985.4/T /
k∞ = 1.7 × 10−11e132/T /

R370 CH3C2H + ∗C4H2 → C6H2 + CH3 + H 2.43 × 10−13 Zwier & Allen (1996) Relative to R306

R371 CH3C2H + ∗C4H2 → Products + H2 1.67 × 10−13 / /
R372 CH3C2H + ∗C4H2 → Products + C2H2 2.58 × 10−13 / /
R373 CH3C2H + ∗C4H2 → Products + C2H3 9.12 × 10−14 / /
R374 2 C3H5 → CH2CCH2 + C3H6 1.4 × 10−13e132/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R375 2 C3H5 + M → Products + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est.as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞ = 1.69 × 10−11e131/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R376 C3H5 + C3H6 → Products + H 1.0 × 10−14e−5776/T / /
R377 C3H5 + C3H7 → 2 C3H6 2.4 × 10−12e66/T / /
R378 C3H5 + C3H7 → CH2CCH2 + C3H8 1.2 × 10−12e66/T / /
R379 C3H5 + C3H7 + M → Product + M k0 =2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞ = 3.4 × 10−11e66/T Tsang (1991) 300 – 2500

R380 C3H5 + C3H8 → C3H6 + C3H7 3.9 × 10−22T 3.3e−9986/T / /

R381 C3H6 + C3H7 → C3H8 + C3H5 3.7 × 10−24T 3.5e−3340/T / /
R382 C3H6 + ∗C4H2 → C6H4 + CH3 + H 3.94 × 10−13 Zwier & Allen (1996) Relative to R306

R383 C3H6 + ∗C4H2 → Products + H2 1.71 × 10−13 / /
R384 C3H6 + ∗C4H2 → Products + C2H2 2.4 × 10−13 / /
R385 C3H6 + ∗C4H2 → Products + C2H3 5.1 × 10−14 / /

R386 2 C3H7 → C3H8 + C3H6 2.8 × 10−12 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R387 2 C3H7 + M → Product + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)
k∞ = 1.7 × 10−11 Tsang (1988) 300 – 2500

R388 *C4H2 → C4H2 10 Vuitton et al. (2003) 11 – 40

R389 *C4H2 + N2 → C4H2 + N2 1.4 × 10−15 Zwier & Allen (1996) Relative to R306
R390 ∗C4H2 + C4H2 → C6H2 + C2H2 8.58 × 10−13 / /
R391 ∗C4H2 + C4H2 → Products + 2 H 1.59 × 10−12 / /
R392 *C4H2 + C4H6 → C6H6 + C2H2 1.48 × 10−12 Arrington et al. (1998) Relative to R306

R393 *C4H2 + C4H6 → Products + 2 H 1.48 × 10−12 / /
R394 2 C4H4 + M → Product + M k0 = 2.822 × 10−3T−8.749e−985.4/T Est. as k0(2 CH3 + M)

k∞ = 7.25 × 10−14e−9261/T Lungard & Heicklen (1984) 573 – 723
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N i t r i l e s
R395 N+

2 + e− → 2 N 3.5 × 10−7(300/Te)0.5 Keller et al. (1992) Te ∼ 1200 K

R396 N+
2 + N → N+ + N2 1.0 × 10−11 McEwan & Phillips (1975) Upper Limit

R397 N+
2 + CH4 → CH3 + N2 + H + e− 1.0 × 10−9 Est. based on Keller et al. (1992)

R398 N+ + e− → N 3.5 × 10−12(300/Te)0.7 Keller et al. (1992) Te ∼ 1200 K

R399 N+ + NH → N+
2 + H 3.7 × 10−10 / /

R400 N+ + CH4 → CH3 + NH + e− 5.0 × 10−10 Est. based on Keller et al. (1992)
R401 N+ + CH4 → H2CN + H2 + e− 5.0 × 10−10 /

R402 N(2D) → N 2.3 × 10−5 Okabe (1978)
R403 N(2D) + e− → N + e− 6.0 × 10−10(300/Te)−0.5 Frederick & Rusch (1977) Te ∼ 1200 K

R404 N(2D) + NH3 → NH + NH2 5.0 × 10−11 Herron (1999) 298

R405 N(2D) + N2 → N + N2 1.7 × 10−14 / /
R406 N(2D) + H2 → NH + H 4.2 × 10−11e−880/T / 200 – 300

R407 N(2D) + CH4 → NH + CH3 9.6 × 10−12e−750/T / 232 – 292

R408 N(2D) + CH4 → CH2NH + H 3.84 × 10−11e−750/T / 232 – 292

R409 N(2D) + C2H2 → CHCN + H 1.6 × 10−10e−270/T / 220 – 300

R410 N(2D) + C2H4 → CH3CN + H 2.3 × 10−10e−503/T Sato et al. (1999) 225 – 292

R411 N(2D) + C2H6 → C2H5N 1.9 × 10−11 Herron (1999) 298

R412 N(2D) + CH3C2H → C2H3CN + H 1.6 × 10−10e−270/T Est. as k(N(2D) + C2H2)

R413 N(2D) + C3H6 → Product + H 2.3 × 10−10e−503/T Est. as k(N(2D) + C2H4)

R414 N(2D) + C3H8 → Product + H 2.9 × 10−11 Herron (1999) 298

R415 N(2D) + C4H2 → Product + H 1.6 × 10−10e−270/T Est. as k(N(2D) + C2H2)

R416 N(2D) + C4H8 → Product + H 2.3 × 10−10e−503/T Est. as k(N(2D) + C2H4)
R417 N(2D) + C4H10 → Product + H 3.1 × 10−11 Herron (1999) 298

R418 N(2D) + CH2NH → Products 2.3 × 10−10e−503/T Est. as k(N(2D) + C2H4)

R419 2 N + M → N2 + M k0 = 1.78 × 10−33e483/T Clyne & Stedman (1967) 90 – 611

k∞ = 5.0 × 10−16 Takahashi & Miyazaki (1977) 298

R420 N + H + M → NH + M k0= 5.0 × 10−32 Brown (1973) /
R421 N + H2 + M → NH2 + M k0= 1.0 × 10−36 Petrishchev et al. (1981) /

k∞ = 1.94 × 10−20 Aleksandrov et al. (1994) /
R422 N + C + M → CN + M k0= 9.41 × 10−33 Kley et al. (1974) /
R423 N + CH → CN + H 2.67 × 10−10T−0.09 Brownsword et al. (1996) 216 – 584

R424 N + CH3 → H2CN + H 5.76 × 10−11 / /
R425 N + CH3 → HCN + H2 5.76 × 10−12 Marston et al. (1989) 200

R426 N + C2H3 → CH3CN 3.1 × 10−12 Payne et al. (1996) 298
R427 N + C2H3 → C2H2 + NH 1.23 × 10−11 / /
R428 N + C2H3 → Products 6.16 × 10−11 / /
R429 N + C2H4 → HCN + CH3 3.32 × 10−14e−352/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 291 – 600

R430 N + C2H5 → C2H4 + NH 7.1 × 10−11 Stief et al. (1995) 298
R431 N + C2H5 → H2CN + CH3 3.9 × 10−11 / /
R432 N + C2H6 → C2H5N + H 4.0 × 10−16 Aleksandrov et al. (1990) 253

R433 N + CH3C2H → CHCN + CH3 1.15 × 10−13e−745/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 320 – 550

R434 N + C3H6 → C2H4 + HCN + H 1.94 × 10−13e−654/T / 338 – 697

R435 N + C3H8 → C2H6 + HCN + H 3.39 × 10−13e−2561/T Onyszchuk et al. (1953) 336 – 523

R436 N + C4H6 → CH3C2H + HCN + H 3.09 × 10−13e−926/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 320 – 550

R437 N + C4H8 → Products 2.57 × 10−13e−659/T / /
R438 N + C4H10 → C3H8 + HCN + H 2.97 × 10−14e−1812/T Back & Winkler (1954) 348 – 523
R439 N + NH → N2 + H 2.49 × 10−11 Hack et al. (1994) 298

R440 N + NH2 → 2 NH 1.15 × 10−10 Dransfeld & Wagner (1987) /
R441 N + CN → N2 + C 3.24 × 10−13e−1771/T Atakan et al. (1992) 298 –534

R442 N + H2CN → HCN + NH 1.0 × 10−10e−200/T Nesbitt et al. (1990) 200 – 363

R443 N + CH2NH → H2CN + NH 3.32 × 10−14e−352/T Est. as k(N + C2H4)

R444 N + C2N → 2 CN 1.0 × 10−10 Whyte & Phillips (1983) 300
R445 N + CHCN → C2N2 + H 1.0 × 10−12 Yung (1987)

R446 NH + H → N + H2 3.12 × 10−12T 1.55e−103.2/T Adam et al. (2005) 300 - 2000

R447 2 NH → NH2 + N 9.9 × 10−22T 2.89e1021.5/T Zu et al. (1997) 297

R448 2 NH + M → N2 + 2 H + M k0 = 1.0 × 10−33 Yung et al. (1984) Est.
k∞= 3.49 × 10−12 Nicholas et al. (1986) 298

R449 NH + CH3 → CH2NH + H 1.0 × 10−11 Est.

R450 NH + CH4 → NH2 + CH3 2.11 × 10−24 Xu et al. (1999) 300
R451 NH + C2H2 → CHCN + H2 2.01 × 10−9T−1.07 Mullen & Smith (2005) 53–188

R452 NH + C2H4 → CH3CN + H2 1.15 × 10−9T−1.09 / /
R453 NH + C2H6 → NH2 + C2H5 1.41 × 10−23 Xu et al. (1999) 300
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R454 NH + C3H6 → Products 6.24 × 10−9T−1.27 Mullen & Smith (2005) 53 – 188

R455 NH + C4H2 → Products 8.24 × 10−9T−1.23 / /
R456 NH + NH3 + M → N2H4 + M k0 = 5.02 × 10−35 Zetzsch & Stuhl (1981) 298

k∞= 1.08 × 10−12e820/T Mantei & Bair (1968) 300 – 345

R457 NH2 + H + M → NH3 + M k0 = 3.0 × 10−30 Schofield (1973) 298

k∞= 2.66 × 10−11 Pagsberg et al. (1979) 348

R458 NH2 + H2 → NH3 + H 4.89 × 10−25T 3.89e−1399/T Garrett et al. (1990) 200 – 2400

R459 NH2 + CH4 → NH3 + CH3 5.11 × 10−23T 3.59e−4540/T Mebel & Lin (1999) 300 – 2000

R460 2 NH2 → NH3 + NH 2.26 × 10−21T 2.79e−664/T Xu et al. (1998) 300 – 1800

R461 2 NH2 + M → N2H4 + M k0 = 8.97 × 10−20T−3.9 Fagerstrom et al. (1995) 200 – 400
k∞= 2.5 × 10−11T 0.27 /

R462 NH2 + CH3 + M → CH3NH2 + M k0 = 6.0 × 10−18T−3.85 Jodkowski et al. (1995) 200 – 400
k∞= 1.2 × 10−11T 0.42 /

R463 NH3 + H → NH2 + H2 1.14 × 10−23T 3.87e−3920/T Garrett et al. (1990) 200 – 2400

R464 NH3 + CH → CH2NH + H 4.11 × 10−9T−0.56e−3/T Bocherel et al. (1996) 23 – 296

R465 NH3 + CN → NH2 + HCN 1.83 × 10−8T−1.14 Sims et al. (1994) 25 – 295

R466 N2 + CH + M → product + M k0 = 3.86 × 10−25T−2.6 Fulle & Hippler (1996) 200 – 715

k∞= 9.65 × 10−11T−0.15 /
R467 N2H3 + H → 2 NH2 2.66 × 10−12 von Gehring et al. (1971) 300
R468 2 N2H3 → N2H4 + N2 + H2 1.84 × 10−11 Stief (1970) 298

R469 2 N2H3 → 2 NH3 + N2 4.98 × 10−12 Schiavello & Volpi (1962) 423

R470 N2H4 + H → N2H3 + H2 1.17 × 10−11e−1260/T Vaghjiani (1995) 222 – 657

R471 CN + H + M → HCN + M k0= 2.39 × 10−24T−2.2e−569/T Tsang (1992) 500 – 2500
k∞= 2.99 × 10−9T−0.5 / /

R472 CN + H2 → HCN + H 2.23 × 10−21T 3.31e−756/T Sun et al. (1990) 209 – 740

R473 CN + CH4 → HCN + CH3 5.73 × 10−12e−674/T Sims et al. (1993) 160 – 298

R474 CN + C2H2 → HC3N + H 5.26 × 10−9T−0.52e−20/T /, Huang et al. (1999) 25 – 298

R475 CN + C2H4 → C2H3CN + H 1.36 × 10−8T−0.69e−30/T /, Balucani et al. (2000) /
R476 CN + C2H6 → HCN + C2H5 5.91 × 10−12T 0.22e58/T / /
R477 CN + CH3C2H → Products + H 4.1 × 10−10 Carty et al. (2001) 15 – 298
R478 CN + CH2CCH2 → Products + H 4.1 × 10−10 / /
R479 CN + C3H6 → Products + H 1.73 × 10−10e101/T Sims et al. (1993) 160 – 298

R480 CN + C3H8 → HCN + C3H7 3.58 × 10−15T 1.14e284/T Hess et al. (1989) 298 – 736

R481 CN + C4H2 → Products + H 4.2 × 10−10 Seki et al. (1996) 298

R482 CN + C4H4 → Products + H 1.07 × 10−7T−0.82e−228/T Yang et al. (1992b) 174 – 740

R483 CN + C4H6 → Products + H 2.57 × 10−10e−171/T Butterfield et al. (1993) 297 – 740

R484 CN + C6H6 → Products + H 2.82 × 10−10 Balucani et al. (1999) 297 – 740
R485 2 CN + M → C2N2 + M k0= 9.41 × 10−23T−2.61 Tsang (1992) 500 – 2500

k∞= 9.4 × 10−12 / /
R486 CN + HCN → C2N2 + H 2.5 × 10−17T 1.71e−770/T Yang et al. (1992a) 297 – 740

R487 CN + CH2NH → HCN + H2CN 6.71 × 10−11e−412/T Est. as k(CN + CH2O),Chang & Wang (1994)

R488 CN + CH3CN → C2N2 + CH3 6.46 × 10−11e−1190/T Zabarnick & Lin (1989) 296 – 578

R489 CN + HC3N → C4N2 + H 1.7 × 10−11 Halpern et al. (1989) 298

R490 CN + C4N2 → C2N2 + C3N k0= 9.41 × 10−23T−2.61 Est. as k0(2 CN + M)
k∞= 5.4 × 10−13 Seki et al. (1996) 298
k = k∞ − k(p)

R491 HCN + H + M → H2CN + M k0 = 4.4 × 10−24T−2.73e−3860/T Tsang & Herron (1991) 300 – 2500

k∞ = 5.5 × 10−11e−2438/T / /
R492 HCN + CH → CHCN + H 5.0 × 10−11e498/T Zabarnick & Lin (1991) 296 – 674

R493 HCN + C2H → HC3N + H 5.26 × 10−12e−770/T Hoobler & Leone (1997) 297 – 360

R494 HCN + C2H3 → C2H3CN + H 1.1 × 10−12e−900/T Monks et al. (1993) 298

R495 HCN + C3N → C4N2 + H 3.0 × 10−11 Petrie & Osamura (2004) 298

R496 H2CN + H → HCN + H2 7.0 × 10−11 Nesbitt et al. (1990) lower limit, 298

R497 2 H2CN + M → Product + M k0= 9.41 × 10−23T−2.61 Est. as k0(2 CN + M)
k∞ = 2.57 × 10−12 Nizamov & Dagdigian (2003),

R498 2 H2CN → HCN + CH2NH k0= 5.13 × 10−12 Horne & Norrish (1970)

R499 CH2NH + H → H2 + H2CN k0= 4.0 × 10−14 Est. as k(H + CH2O),Dobe et al. (1994)
R500 CH2NH + C2H → Products + H 1.4 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H4 + C2H)
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Table 2.3 continued
R e a c t i o n R a t e R e f e r e n c e T(K)

R501 C2N + CH4 → CHCN + CH3 6.0 × 10−14 Zhu et al. (2003) 298

R502 C2N + C2H6 → CHCN + C2H5 2.9 × 10−12 / /
R503 C2N + C3H8 → CHCN + C3H7 1.9 × 10−11 / /
R504 C2N + C4H10 → CHCN + Products 4.2 × 10−11 / /

R505 2 CHCN → C4N2 + H2 5.0 × 10−11 Yung (1987) Est.

R506 CH3CN + H → HCN + CH3 3.39 × 10−12e−3950/T Jamieson et al. (1970) 313 – 780

R507 CH3CN + H → CN + CH4 1.66 × 10−13e−1500/T / /
R508 CH3CN + C2H → HC3N + CH3 1.79 × 10−11e−770/T Hoobler & Leone (1997) 262 – 360

R509 C3N + H + M → HC3N + M k0= 1.26 × 10−18T−3.1e−721/T Est. as k0( H + C2H + M)

k∞ = 3.0 × 10−10 /
R510 C3N + H2 → HC3N + H 1.2 × 10−11e−998/T Est. as k(C2H + H2)

R511 C3N + CH4 → HC3N + CH3 1.11 × 10−10e−998/T Clarke & Ferris (1995) Relative to R510

R512 C3N + C2H2 → Products + H 1.3 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C2H2)
R513 C3N + C2H4 → Products + H 1.4 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C2H4)

R514 C3N + C2H6 → HC3N + C2H5 7.56 × 10−10e−998/T Clarke & Ferris (1995) Relative to R510

R515 C3N + C3H8 → HC3N + C3H7 7.56 × 10−10e−998/T Est. as k(C3N + C2H6)
R516 C3N + C4H2 → Products + H 1.3 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C4H2)

R517 C3N + C4H10 → HC3N + Products 7.56 × 10−10e−998/T Est. as k(C3N + C2H6)

R518 HC3N + H + M → H2C3N + M k0 = 1.0 × 10−27e−740/T Est. based on Parker et al. (2004)

k∞= 1.1 × 10−12e−500/T Parker et al. (2004) 200 – 298

R519 HC3N + CH3 + M → Product + M k0 = 3.3 × 10−28e−740/T Est. as k(CH3 + C2H2)

k∞= 1.1 × 10−12e−3880/T /

R520 H2C3N + H → C2H2 + HCN 6.86 × 10−11e23/T Est. as k(H + C2H3)

R521 C2H3CN + C2 → C2H3 + C3N 4.4 × 10−10 Reisler et al. (1980) 300

R522 C2H3CN + C2H5 → Products 1.02 × 10−13e−1710/T Kerr & Parsonage (1972) 323 – 454

R523 C2N2 + C → C2N + CN 3.0 × 10−11 Whyte & Phillips (1983) 300

R524 C4N2 + C2H → Products + CN 1.3 × 10−10 Est. as k(C2H + C2H2)

2.3.3 Vertical transport

The vertical transport of the produced species in the 1D simulated atmosphere
is defined by the molecular and turbulent (eddy) diffusion. The former is con-
trolled by the properties of each species and can be well reproduced by the
evaluation of the diffusion coefficient for each molecule or atom, while the latter
provides a representation for the impact of the atmospheric advection in the
vertical profile of each species. This can only be reproduced by the validation
of the model simulations against measurements. The combined contribution of
the two diffusion processes can be described by the total diffusive flux at each
region of the atmosphere, for each species i:

Φi =
Dn

H

(
1− Mi

M
− αT

H

T

∂T

∂z

)
fi − (D + K)n

∂fi

∂z
(2.13)

with D and K the molecular and eddy diffusion coefficients respectively, αT the
thermal diffusion coefficient, H the atmospheric scale height, Mi the molecular
weight of species i, n and M the number density and the mean molecular weight
of the atmosphere and fi the mole fraction of species i.

For the molecular diffusion, measurements of the binary coefficients have
been performed only for some of the species included in the model. These are
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given in the form:

Dij = Aij
T s

n
(2.14)

where Aij and s are parameters that depend on the pair of diffusing species and
are presented in Table 2.4. For the rest of the species for which no measurements
exist, the diffusion coefficients can be calculated using the formula (Banks &
Kockarts, 1973):

Dij = 1.52× 1018

(
1

Mi
+

1
Mj

)1/2
T 1/2

n
(2.15)

with i corresponding to the diffusing minor species and j to the bath mole-
cule. In order to take into account the variation of the atmospheric composition
with altitude due to the changes in methane’s vertical profile in the upper at-
mosphere for Titan’s case, the bath gas molecular weight can be replaced by
the atmospheric mean molecular weight.

The eddy mixing coefficient, K, can be retrieved by fitting the vertical pro-
files of tracer species. These are species which exhibit a very long photochemical
life time compared to the characteristic for transport and in this way their struc-
ture dependents on the dynamical processes. Such species are the noble gases
(from which only Ar is present in Titan) while in the past HCN and CH4 have
been used for the derivation of the eddy coefficient at different altitudes inTi-
tan’s atmosphere. The tracer species used here and the derived mixing profile
are discussed in the following chapter along with the chemical composition of
the simulated atmosphere.

2.3.4 Condensation

For most of the hydrocarbons and nitriles found in the lower stratosphere -
troposphere of Titan, their saturation vapor pressure for the prevailing temper-
ature conditions is smaller than their partial pressure allowed by photochemistry
(Sagan & Thompson, 1984). This means that their saturation ratio, S, exceeds
unity and that these species can condense. Under such conditions and pro-
vided that the atmosphere contains enough nucleation sites on the surface of

Table 2.4: Binary and thermal diffusion coefficients used in the model calcula-
tions. A is given in cm2s−1.

Pair Ax1017 s αT Reference

H-N2 4.87 0.698 -0.38 Banks & Kockarts (1973)
H2-N2 2.80 0.740 -0.38 Banks & Kockarts (1973)
N-N2 0.969 0.770 Mason & Marreno (1970)
Ar-N2 0.362 0.833 0.17 Mason & Marreno (1970)

CH4-N2 0.734 0.750 Banks & Kockarts (1973)
C2H6-N2 0.561 0.730 Wakeham & Slater (1973)
C3H8-N2 0.653 0.660 Wakeham & Slater (1973)
C4H10-N2 0.734 0.610 Wakeham & Slater (1973)
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which condensation proceeds readily (heterogeneous nucleation), the nucleation
rate reaches very high values that lead to rapid loss of the condensing species
(Pruppacher & Klett, 1978). In order to take into consideration the effects of
this process in the final vertical profiles of the calculated species, a loss rate is
included of the form:

Lc = −Ac(S − 1)
exp (−0.5/ ln (S + 1)2)

ln (S + 1)2
, S > 1 (2.16)

where Ac is constant in units of s−1. The last part of the expression resembles
the dependence of the heterogeneous nucleation rate of spherical nuclei on the
saturation ratio, while the (S − 1) term forces the calculated volume mixing
ratio to converge close to the saturated value. As can be seen in Fig. 2.11, the
above expression provides increasing loss rates with increasing saturation ratios.
Also shown for comparison, is a loss rate of the form ∼ −(S − 1)/S which is
similar to the ones used in previous photochemical models (Yung et al., 1984).
This expression must provide a smooth transition between the condensing and
non-condensing regions which is necessary in order to avoid the oscillation of
the simulation between the two. Typical values used for Ac are of the order (0.1
- 1)×10−7s−1. For the calculation of the saturation vapor pressure curves for
each condensing species we used the data from Vargaftik (1975) and the NIST
web database (http://webbok.nist.gov/chemistry/). The vapor pressure curves
are usually parameterized in the function form of the Antoine equation:

log10(PS(T )) = A− B

T + C
(2.17)

were A, B and C are constants characteristic of each species. Values for the
species found in Titan’s atmosphere are presented in Table 2.5.

2.3.5 Simulation method

The model solves the time-dependent continuity equation in 1D for spherical
geometry :

∂ni

∂t
= − 1

r2

∂(r2Φi)
∂r

+ Pi − Li (2.18)

for each species i at each altitude z with r = RT + z, RT being Titan’s ra-
dius. In the above, ni is the number density of species i, Φi is the vertical flux
and Pi and Li describe production (photochemistry) and loss (photochemistry,
condensation, surface deposition) processes, respectively.

This approach of spherical geometry is necessary for Titan’s case because
the atmosphere, due to the low gravity, is extended to high altitudes above the
surface that are comparable with the size of the satellite. This makes the in-
clusion of the spherical correction necessary in order to take into account the
dilution of the atmosphere as we move to higher altitudes. The importance of
the spherical correction is manifested in Fig. 2.12 where the vertical profiles of
some hydrocarbon and nitrile species are presented, calculated under spherical
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Figure 2.11: Loss rate for condensing species as a function of their saturation
ratio from the function used in this work (solid line) and used in previous pho-
tochemical models (dashed line).

and plane-parallel geometry. The general trend is as follows. For species pro-
duced in the upper atmosphere and diffused downwards, the spherical solution
requires that as the species move to lower altitudes the equivalent surface of the
atmosphere becomes smaller. Hence their abundance must increase.

Using the hydrostatic equilibrium approximation in order to transform 2.18
to a pressure dependent form, the flux divergence term takes the form:

− 1
r2

∂(r2Φi,k)
∂r

=
p

H

∂Φi,k

∂p
− 2

r
Φi,k (2.19)

where k refers to the pressure level and H is the atmospheric pressure scale
height. In the same way, the vertical flux can be written in a compact form as:

Φi,k = C1(p, T )fi,k + C2(p, T )
∂fi,k

∂p
(2.20)

with (see equation 2.13)

C1(p, T ) =
Dp

kBTH

(
1− Mi

M
+ αT

p

T

∂T

∂p

)

C2(p, T ) = (D + K)
p2

kBTH
(2.21)

Under this form, 2.19 can be expressed as:

− 1
r2

∂(r2Φi,k)
∂r

=D1(p, T )fi,k + D2(p, T )
∂fi,k

∂p
+ D3(p, T )

∂2fi,k

∂p2
(2.22)
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Figure 2.12: Impact of geometry assumed in the vertical species profiles. Solid
lines describe the mole fractions calculated under spherical geometry and dashed
lines the ones under plane-parallel geometry.
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with:

D1(p, T ) =
p

H

∂C1

∂p
− 2

r
C1

D2(p, T ) =
p

H
(C1 +

∂C2

∂p
)− 2

r
C2 (2.23)

D3(p, T ) =
p

H
C2

On the other hand, the time derivative of the number density of each species
can be written as:

∂ni,k

∂t
=

∂(nfi,k)
∂t

=n
∂fi,k

∂t
+ B(p, T )fi,k, B(p, T ) = − p

kBT 2

∂T

∂t
(2.24)

Substituting the above in 2.20, the continuity equation can be written as:

∂fi,k

∂t
+ akfi,k + bk

∂fi,k

∂p
+ ck

∂2fi,k

∂p2
= ui,k − vi,k (2.25)

where

ak =
1
nk

(B(p, T ) + D1(p, T ))

bk =
D2(p, T )

nk
, ck =

D3(p, T )
nk

(2.26)

uik = Pi,k/nk, vi,k = Li,k/nk

Grid transformation and boundary conditions

In view of the discrete pressure grid in the model, the continuity equation at
each pressure level k and for each species i takes the form:

∂fi,k

∂t
= Hi,k(f1,i, f2,k, ..., fI,k; f ′i,k; f ′′i,k, pk, Tk, t) (2.27)

where
Hi,k = −αkfi,k − wi,k + ui,k − vi,k (2.28)

and
wi,k = bkf ′i,k + ck,f

′′
i,k (2.29)

with

f ′i,k =
∂fi

∂p
and f ′′i,k =

∂f2
i

∂p2
(2.30)

Introducing finite differences, the two derivatives can be written as:

f ′i,k = (fi,k+1 − fi,k)/spk (2.31)

f ′′i,k = g
2

spk

(
fi,k+1 − fi,k

∆pk
− fi,k − fi,k−1

∆pk−1

)
(2.32)
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where

∆pk = pk+1 − pk

spk = ∆pk + ∆pk+1 (2.33)

g =
(

2∆pk∆pk−1

∆p2
k + ∆p2

k−1

)

so that wi,k can be expressed as:

wi,k = αkfi,k−1 + βkfi,k + γkfi,k+1 (2.34)

with

αk =
bk

spk
+

2gck

∆pkspk

βk = − 2gck

∆pk∆pk−1
(2.35)

γk = − bk

spk
+

2gck

∆pkspk

At the boundaries the first and second derivatives in the three term ap-
proximation introduced above, include an imaginary point. For the surface we
consider that the value of the mixing ratio for the imaginary point under the
surface is the same with the surface value. The physical meaning of this condi-
tion is that there is no loss or gain through the surface boundary by transport.
Under this condition, the parameters of wi,1 take the values:

α1 = 0, β1 =
b1

2∆p1
− ck

∆p2
1

, γ1 = −β1. (2.36)

At the top of the atmosphere (TOA) the adopted condition is that of a
continues first derivative. Under this approximation the value of the imaginary
point can be calculated from the nullification of the second derivative and the
wi,TOA parameters take the form:

αTOA =
bTOA

∆pTOA
, βTOA = −αTOA, γTOA = 0. (2.37)

Method of solution

The continuity equation (2.27) can not be directly integrated because the char-
acteristic time of change of each species mixing ratio at each altitude, can differ
by many orders of magnitude. This explains the characterization ‘stiff’ used
for this type of equations. In order to overcome this obstacle an integration
method with varying integration step (time in our case) must be used, such as
the Newton-Raphson iteration method (e.g. Vardavas (1984)):

fi,k(tm+1) = fi,k(tm) + ∆tmHi,k(tm) (2.38)
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where ∆tm is the integration time step chosen with the criterion to be smaller
than the smallest characteristic time for change in any species concentration at
any altitude:

∆tm < τikm = |fi,k,m/(∂fi,k/∂t)m| (2.39)

As shown in Vardavas (1984), for most cases ∆tm = 0.1τikm is sufficient. As
a species approaches chemical equilibrium, τikm→∞, the continuity equation
reduces to Hi,k = 0, its steady state form. Setting Qi,k = ui,k − vi,k the H
function takes the form:

Hi,k = −ai,kfi,k − wi,k + Qi,k (2.40)

and the continuity equation for species i at level k can be written in the func-
tional form:

Gi,k(f1,k, f2,k, ..., fI,k; f ′i,k; f ′′i,k, pk, Tk, t) = 0 (2.41)

where
Gi,k(τm+1) = fi,k(tm+1)− fi,k(tm)−∆tmHi,k(tm). (2.42)

The last equation can be solved with Newton-Raphson iteration for the mixing
ratio of each species i, at a level k. If we know the mixing ratios at a time tm,
fi,k,m, then an estimation for the mixing ratio at the next time step, fi,k,m+1 is
performed, say f

(1)
i,k,m+1. This estimation is accompanied with an error ε

(1)
i,k for

each species i at level k, which is defined by:

ε
(1)
k = f

(1)
i,k,m+1 − fi,k,m+1 =

f
(1)
i,k,m+1 − fi,k,m −∆tmHi,k(f (1)

i,k−1; f
(1)
k ; f (1)

i,k+1) (2.43)

with the vector f(1) defined as:

f(1)k = (f1,k, f2,k, ..., fI,k). (2.44)

The minimization of these errors is performed by imposing a correction ∆f (1)
k

to the initial guess f(1). The corrections are defined by equation (2.41), which
when expanded in a Taylor series around the initial guess, takes the form:

G
(1)
i,k + (∂Gi,k/∂fj,l)(1) ∆f

(1)
j,l = 0 (2.45)

with the j and l indices covering the total number of species and levels. Using
the previous definitions, the last is reduced to the form:

∆tm

[
αk∆fi,k+1 + β′k∆fi,k + γ∆fi,k−1 −

∑
qi,l,k∆fi,k

]
=− εi,k (2.46)

with

qi,l,k =
∂Qi,k

fi,k
β′k = 1/∆tm + αk + βk (2.47)
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The above system can be written in a matrix representation as:



A1 C1 0 · · · · · · 0

B2 C2 A2 0 · · · ...

0 B3 C3 A3 · · · ...
...

. . . 0
...

. . . CK−1

0 · · · · · · 0 BK AK







∆f1

...

...

...

...
∆fK




=




-ε1
...
...
...
...

-εK




(2.48)

with the elements of the I x I matrices A, B and C given by:

ailk = -qilk∆tm + β
′
k∆tm , for l=i

= -qilk∆tm , for l 6=i
bilk = ∆tmγk , for l=i

= 0 , for l6=i
cilk = ∆tmαk , for l=i

= 0 , for l6=i

(2.49)

for K levels and I species. Once the corrections ∆f
(1)
k are known an improved

vector f
(2)
k can be calculated and the procedure is repeated until the mixing

ratios converge and the errors are negligible.

2.4 Microphysics

The chemical interaction of the haze precursors in Titan’s atmosphere with
the bulk gas phase species has a specific limit beyond which the growth of
the precursors due to addition of new molecules is negligible. At this point
the coalescence between the produced structures (the monomers), controls the
evolution of their size and from this point and on the laws of microphysics
apply. The basic equation describing the evolution of size and density of an
initial monomer population in 1D is provided by the Smoluchowski description
which in discrete form can be written as:

∂n(vk)
∂t

= −∂Φ(vk)
∂z

+ 1
2

k−1∑
i=1

K(ui, vk − ui)n(ui), n(vk − ui)

−n(vk)
∞∑

i=1

K(ui, vk)n(ui) + p(vk). (2.50)

This is no more than a continuity equation saying that the evolution of the num-
ber density of volume vk spherical particles is controlled by the flux of particles
of this volume, Φ(vk), the production of size vk particles from smaller ones (first
sum), the loss of size vk particles to bigger ones (second sum) and the chemical
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production of this size particles (only for the monomers) and/or loss due to
precipitation or other processes. K is the coagulation kernel which describes
the efficiency of the process between different size particles at different temper-
ature and pressure conditions. These parameters are described analytically in
the following sections.

2.4.1 Radial grid

Microphysical models provide a description for the evolution of an initial pop-
ulation of particles with a specified size distribution, over time. In order to
simulate the production of bigger and bigger size particles due to coalescence
between the initial population and new particles, a discrete radial grid must
be used. Each bin of this grid will correspond to an average volume for the
particles inside it. Because the range of values between the size of the initial
population and that of the final particles could cover many orders of magnitude,
the use of a linear grid is not favored. This would require a large number of
bins that would lead to very large computational time. A different approach is
used in which the size of each bin increases geometrically as the particles get
bigger. The most well known technic applied in grid division is the volume-ratio
size grid in which the average volume of each bin is equal to the volume of the
previous bin multiplied with a constant value called the volume ratio, Vr :

vi+1 = Vrvi (2.51)

where v is the average volume of each bin i. Vr can take any value greater
than unity and the choice depends on the resolution needed in the calculations.
Due to the form of the grid the boundaries of each grid are related through the
volume-ratio:

vhigh
i = Vrv

low
i . (2.52)

Combining the last with:

vi =
1
2
(vhigh

i + vlow
i ) (2.53)

provides the following two expressions for the lower and upper limits of each
bin:

vlow
i =

2vi

1 + Vr
, vhigh

i =
2Vrvi

1 + Vr
(2.54)

In the calculations that follow the volume-ratio has been set to:

Vr = 2.

The resulting bin structure is shown in Table 2.4.1. There are 35 bins used
ranging from the monomers size (0.735 Å) up to ∼2 microns. Higher size values
are not necessary due to the electrostatic repulsion between the particles that
constrain their final size to small values, as will be shown later.

Since, due to the discrete shape of the volume spectrum division, each bin
corresponds to a range of volume values, the coagulation between two particles
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Figure 2.13: Evolution of average bin volume and the corresponding radius with
bin number. Values are given in terms of the initial volume and radius.

can lead to the production of new bigger particles whose volume can range
between adjacent bins. This requires the incorporation in the calculations of
the volume fraction that the new particle has in each domain of the grid. The
parameterization for the calculation of the volume fractions can be described
by a simple form (see e.g. Jacobson (2005)). If i and j are the bins from which
particles coagulate and the produced particle ranges in size between bins k and
k + 1, then the volume fraction, Fi,j,k of the new particle over each bin will be:

Fi,j,k =





vk+1−Vi,j

vk+1−vk

vk

Vi,j
vk ≤ Vi,j < vk+1 k < N

1− fi,j,k−1 vk−1 ≤ Vi,j < vk k > 1
1 Vi,j ≥ vk k = N
0 Other

(2.55)

where Vi,j = vi + vj and N is the number of bins used in the calculations.

2.4.2 Physical parameters

Before describing the basic concepts of microphysical processes an introduction
to the physical parameters used is necessary. These parameters describe the
properties of the atmosphere as a medium and also the properties of the particles
moving in the atmospheric medium.

Thermal Velocity, VT (cm/s) Based on the Boltzmann distribution for
the velocities of the molecules at a specific temperature, the average thermal
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Table 2.6: The radial grid used in the microphysical model. There are totally
35 size bins considered ranging between the monomers size (0.735 Å) and ∼2
microns. Vmin and Vmax are the range of volumes for each size bin, Vmid is the
average volume of each bin and Rmid the corresponding average radius. Volumes
are in units of the initial bin volume, V1=4πR3

1/3, and radii in microns.
Bin Vmin Vmax Vmid Rmid

1 0.667D+00 0.133D+01 0.100D+01 0.73500D-03
2 0.133D+01 0.267D+01 0.200D+01 0.92604D-03
3 0.267D+01 0.533D+01 0.400D+01 0.11667D-02
4 0.533D+01 0.107D+02 0.800D+01 0.14700D-02
5 0.107D+02 0.213D+02 0.160D+02 0.18521D-02
6 0.213D+02 0.427D+02 0.320D+02 0.23335D-02
7 0.427D+02 0.853D+02 0.640D+02 0.29400D-02
8 0.853D+02 0.171D+03 0.128D+03 0.37042D-02
9 0.171D+03 0.341D+03 0.256D+03 0.46670D-02
10 0.341D+03 0.683D+03 0.512D+03 0.58800D-02
11 0.683D+03 0.137D+04 0.102D+04 0.74083D-02
12 0.137D+04 0.273D+04 0.205D+04 0.93339D-02
13 0.273D+04 0.546D+04 0.410D+04 0.11760D-01
14 0.546D+04 0.109D+05 0.819D+04 0.14817D-01
15 0.109D+05 0.218D+05 0.164D+05 0.18668D-01
16 0.218D+05 0.437D+05 0.328D+05 0.23520D-01
17 0.437D+05 0.874D+05 0.655D+05 0.29633D-01
18 0.874D+05 0.175D+06 0.131D+06 0.37336D-01
19 0.175D+06 0.350D+06 0.262D+06 0.47040D-01
20 0.350D+06 0.699D+06 0.524D+06 0.59267D-01
21 0.699D+06 0.140D+07 0.105D+07 0.74671D-01
22 0.140D+07 0.280D+07 0.210D+07 0.94080D-01
23 0.280D+07 0.559D+07 0.419D+07 0.11853D+00
24 0.559D+07 0.112D+08 0.839D+07 0.14934D+00
25 0.112D+08 0.224D+08 0.168D+08 0.18816D+00
26 0.224D+08 0.447D+08 0.336D+08 0.23707D+00
27 0.447D+08 0.895D+08 0.671D+08 0.29869D+00
28 0.895D+08 0.179D+09 0.134D+09 0.37632D+00
29 0.179D+09 0.358D+09 0.268D+09 0.47413D+00
30 0.358D+09 0.716D+09 0.537D+09 0.59737D+00
31 0.716D+09 0.143D+10 0.107D+10 0.75264D+00
32 0.143D+10 0.286D+10 0.215D+10 0.94827D+00
33 0.286D+10 0.573D+10 0.429D+10 0.11947D+01
34 0.573D+10 0.115D+11 0.859D+10 0.15053D+01
35 0.115D+11 0.229D+11 0.172D+11 0.18965D+01
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velocity of the molecules in the medium is given by the expression:

VT =

√
8RT

πm
(2.56)

where R is the universal gas constant, T the local temperature and m the
atmospheric mean molecular weight.

Dynamic Viscosity, η (gcm−1s−1) Viscosity is a measure of a fluid’s
internal friction. The higher the viscosity the higher the resistance to the flow.
In the atmospheric viscosity is calculated from:

η =
5

16NAd2

√
mRT

π
(2.57)

with NA the Avogadro number and d the average molecular diameter. The last
can be estimated for Titan’s atmosphere from:

d =
dN2xN2 + dCH4xCH4

xN2 + xCH4

(2.58)

with x the mole fraction of each species. The values of the individual molec-
ular diameters are taken from Allen (1976) (dN2 = 3.282Å, dCH4 = 3.5Å). A
parameter related to viscosity is the kinematic viscosity, ν (cm2/s):

ν =
η

ρ
(2.59)

with ρ (g/cm3) the atmospheric mass density. Note that the units of ν are the
same as for the molecular diffusion coefficient, so that the kinematic viscosity
is an average molecular diffusion coefficient for the atmosphere.

Atmospheric Mean Free Path, λ (cm) This parameter expresses the
average distance a molecule can move before colliding with another molecule.
It can be calculated through:

λ =
2η

ρVT
=

2ν

VT
(2.60)

The last three parameters along with the atmospheric scale height for Titan’s
atmosphere are presented in Fig. 2.14.

Knudsen, Reynolds & Schmidt Numbers These dimensionless para-
meters are defined as:

Kn =
λ

r
, Re =

2rvs

ν
, Sc =

ν

D
(2.61)

where vs is the particle’s settling speed and D the diffusion coefficient defined
below. The first parameter, provides an estimate of the relative importance of
different processes impacting on a particle’s flow. For small values (<< 1), the
size of the particle is very big compared to the mean free path of the molecules,
hence the particles’ environment is a continues fluid (continuum regime). For
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Figure 2.14: The vertical variation of thermal speed, dynamic viscosity and scale
height (bottom scale) along with the atmospheric mean free path (top scale) for
Titan’s atmospheric conditions.

large values (> 10) the size of the particle is smaller than the mean free path
of the atmospheric molecules and its motion is controlled by statistical laws
of random collisions between particles and the atmospheric molecules (free-
molecular regime, slip flow). Between the two limiting cases there is a transition
regime. The Reynolds number provides another parameter for defining the type
of flow the particles are experiencing. It provides an estimate for the importance
of inertial forces (in this case the gravitational settling) acting on a particle
relative to the force due to the viscosity of the medium. For Kn < 1 and
0.01 < Re < 1 the Navier-Stokes equation can be analytically solved. This is
the case of the Stokes flow. For larger Reynolds numbers the flow approaches
the continuum regime while for smaller values the Stokes flow approaches the
slip flow. Similarly to the Reynolds number, the Schmidt number is a measure
of the importance of the viscous forces relative to the diffusive forces acting on
the particle.

Particle Settling Speed, Vs (cm/s) The settling speed of a particle with
radius r due to the gravitational acceleration can be calculated from:

Vs =
2ρpgr2

9η
(2.62)

where ρp is the mass density of the particle and g is the gravity acceleration. This
formula results by equating the drag force on the particle by the medium under
Stokes flow conditions, to the gravity force. In order to correct this expression
as the flow approaches the slip limit, a multiplication correction factor has been
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Figure 2.15: The effect of the slip correction introduced with the Cunningham-
Millikan expression. The left panel presents the variation of the G factor with
the Knudsen number while the right panel the effect of the slip correction on
the settling speed of a 1.9µm radius particle in Titan’s atmosphere. The sharp
variation of the Stokes velocity above 50 km is due to the rapid increase in
Titan’s atmospheric temperature observed at this region.

introduced by Cunningham (1910):

Gr = 1 + Kn
[
A + Be−C/Kn

]
. (2.63)

This is known as the Cunningham-Millikan slip flow correction. The three
parameter can be deduced from experiments (A=1.257, B=0.4 and C=1.1 as
reported by Davies (1945)). When the flow is characteristic of Stokes conditions,
the Knudsen number is very small and therefore Gr = 1. As Kn increases and
the flow attains a slip character, Gr also increases as expected since the particle’s
resistance to motion decreases (Fig. 2.15).

Diffusion Coefficient, Dr (cm2/s) The diffusion coefficient for a particle
under Stokes flow conditions is described by:

Dr =
kBT

6πriη
(2.64)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. As for the case of the settling speed,
the correction for the slip flow has to be included with a multiplication by Gr.
The diffusion coefficients of different size particles in Titan’s atmosphere are
presented in Fig.2.16 along with their corresponding settling velocities.

2.4.3 Coagulation kernels

The most important contribution in the coagulation comes from the Brownian
kernel which describes the random collisions among particles. The last, consid-
ering the coagulating particles to have a spherical shape, can be described in
terms of their radii r and s:

KB(r, s) = 4π(Dr + Ds)(r + s)β (2.65)
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Figure 2.16: Upper panel: Settling speeds for different size particles in Titan’s
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mum (7.35Å) to maximum (1.9µm) sizes presented. Lower panel: The same for
the diffusion coefficient.

The term β:

β−1 =
r + s

r + s +
√

δ2
r + δ2

s

+
4(Dr + Ds)

(r + s)
√

V̄ 2
r + V̄ 2

s

(2.66)

with

δr =
(2r + λr)− (4r2 + λ2

r)
3/2

6rλr
− 2r (2.67)

is an interpolation formula (Fuchs, 1964) that connects the continuum regime
(where β = 1) with the free-molecular regime where the Brownian kernel is
given by:

KB(r, s) = π(r + s)2
√

V̄ 2
r + V̄ 2

s (2.68)

In the above, V̄r is the particle’s thermal velocity and λr is the particle’s mean
free path. These two parameters can be calculated from:

V̄r =

√
8kBT

πM̄r
, λr =

8Dr

πV̄r
(2.69)

An enhancement to the Brownian kernel comes from the increased diffusion
produced by eddies created in the wake of large falling particles. The effect of
the process can be described in terms of the Reynolds, Re, and Schmidt, Sc,
particle numbers. The convective Brownian diffusion enhancement kernel can
be parameterized as:

KD(r, s) =

{
KB(r, s)0.45Re

1/3
s Sc

1/3
r Res ≤ 1, s ≥ r

KB(r, s)0.45Re
1/3
s Sc

1/2
r Res > 1, s ≥ r

(2.70)
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Another contribution in the total coagulation kernel comes from the varying
settling velocities among different size particles. This is the gravitational coag-
ulation and it can be described in terms of the relative settling velocities among
particles (Pruppacher & Klett, 1978):

KG(r, s) = E(r, s)π(r + s)2|Vs(r)− Vs(s)| (2.71)

with E the collision efficiency between particles. The last can be parameterized
as (Jacobson, 2005):

E(r, s) =
60EV (r, s) + EA(r, s)Res

60 + Res
, s ≥ r (2.72)

with

EV (r, s) =

{ [
1 + 0.75ln(2St(r,s))

St(r,s)−1.214

]−2

St(r, s) > 1.214
0 St(r, s) ≤ 1.214

(2.73)

and

EA(r, s) =
St2(r, s)

(St(r, s) + 0.5)2
(2.74)

where

St(r, s) =
Vs(r)|Vs(s)− Vs(r)|

sg
, s ≥ r (2.75)

The total coagulation kernel is then given by:

K(r, s) = αc [KB(r, s) + KD(r, s) + KG(r, s)] (2.76)

with αc the coalescence efficiency which describes the probability that two col-
liding particles will remain stuck to each other after the collision. In the cal-
culations, αc, was restrained only by the electrostatic repulsion between the
particles, which are described by (Toon et al., 1980):

αc(r, s) = e−τ (2.77)

with

τ(r, s) =
(rχe)(sχe)
(r + s)kBT

(2.78)

In the above, χ, is the particles charging rate (number of electrons per radius)
which is considered to be constant with altitude and e is the unit charge. When
the particles are small their total charge and hence their electrostatic repulsion
is small, hence the affect in the coagulation rate, minimal. As the size increases,
the electrostatic forces between the particles become stronger and the sticking
efficiency drops rapidly to very small values. Fig.2.17 presents the coagulation
kernel between different size particles with and without the inclusion of the
charging effect. Without the electrostatic repulsion the coagulation kernel ap-
proaches large values for different size particles and small values for similar size
ones. With the inclusion of the charging effect, the coagulation rate is reduced
as particles become big.
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Figure 2.17: Variation of sticking efficiency between particles due to their mutual
electrostatic repulsion. The charging rate is set at 30 e−/µm. Size values are in
microns.
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2.4.4 Method of solution

The flux of particles with volume v, comprises two terms, one originating from
the settling of the particles in the atmosphere and the other describing the
mixing of the particles due to eddy:

Φ(v) = −n(v)VS(v)−Kn(v)
∂fv

∂z
(2.79)

where K is the eddy diffusion coefficient, VS the settling speed of particles of
volume v and fv the volume mixing ratio of the particles with volume v. The
particles for each size bin are considered as another species of the photochemical
model that is described by equation(2.18) but with modified parameters for
expressions (2.20):

C ′1(p, T ) = D
kBT VS(v)

C ′2(p, T ) = K p2

kBTH (2.80)

and the production and loss rates which are defined by the coagulation rate
multiplied by the volume fraction for each colliding pair of particles.
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Chapter 3

Pathways of Haze
Formation

The chemical reactions in Titan’s atmosphere, lead to increasingly complex
species from which the formation of haze particles is believed to emerge. Lab-
oratory experiments have been performed in order to derive information about
how this gas-to-particle transformation happens, while further theoretical esti-
mations have been suggested. In this chapter a description of the laboratory
results is given and the pathways tested in the model are presented.

3.1 Laboratory measurements

Based on the idea of photochemical origin for the haze particles, many labora-
tory attempts for simulating this production were performed. The main idea
of the simulation is to irradiate a specific mixture of nitrogen, methane and
possibly other hydrocarbons (in amounts equivalent with those present in the
atmosphere of Titan) with an energy source analogous to those in Titan (UV ra-
diation, magnetospheric electrons and protons, cosmic rays). The energy sources
usually chosen are electric discharge, cold plasma discharge and UV radiation.
The results of such experiments were the production of complex organic solids,
which were baptized tholins (Sagan & Khare, 1979).

The most well established laboratory simulation of tholins is the one made
by Khare et al. (1984a) using a mixture of 90% N2 - 10% CH4 with DC electrical
discharge. This is because they provided for the first time measurements of the
complex refractive index that exhibited the correct wavelength dependence of
the imaginary part, necessary to fit the geometric albedo. As it was shown by
Rages & Pollack (1980), haze is the main absorber in the UV region responsi-
ble for the sharp decrease in the geometric albedo below 0.6µm and the slope
of the geometric albedo is directly correlated with the slope of the refractive
index’s imaginary part in this region. All radiation transfer models published
so far use the above refractive index values scaled by a (wavelength dependent)
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multiplication factor in order to achieve the best possible fit to the geometric
albedo.

Other simulations for the production of haze analogs had as primary mix-
ture photochemical products of a N2 - CH4 atmosphere. Bar-Nun et al. (1988)
used acetylene (C2H2), ethylene (C2H4) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) in Ar
while Scattergood et al. (1992) used C2H2 and C2H4 in N2, HCN in He and
also mixtures of them in different amounts. They both obtained spherical par-
ticles, which were sticky and hence formed clusters giving in this way credit
to the suggestion of West & Smith (1991) of non - spherical final particles in
Titan’s atmosphere. The disadvantage of these simulations was that they didn’t
correspond to the mixtures found in Titan’s atmosphere.

With the interest in Titan’s organic chemistry increasing, laboratory re-
searchers tried to simulate better the conditions prevailing in Titan’s atmosphere.
Coll et al., in a series of publications (1995, 1998, 1999), pointed out the sig-
nificance of low temperature conditions in the experiments, close to the ones in
Titan’s atmosphere, and the possible contamination of previous simulations by
terrestrial gases; many of the species formed in the reactor vessels were found to
be unstable at standard room temperature and the solid products were of low
stability in the presence of O2 and H2O. McKay (1996) investigated the effect
of different initial methane amounts in the mixture on the optical properties of
the produced particles. He concluded that increasing the methane content of
the mixture, produces tholins which are darker in the UV and violet compared
to the visible and near-IR. Clarke & Ferris (1997) studied the possible forma-
tion of haze analogs from cyanoacetylene (HC3N) and cyanoacetylene-acetylene
copolymers. They concluded that HC3N is much more reactive in polymeriza-
tion than HCN and that the optical properties of the produced HC3N/C2H2

copolymers could fit Titan’s haze properties better than the pure polymers.
Khare et al. (2002) studied the time evolution of laboratory produced tholins
and observed the formation of aromatic rings almost immediately after the glow
discharge in their initial mixture. Ramirez et al. (2002) used a N2/CH4 mixture
closer to the one in Titan’s atmosphere and without the possible effects of ter-
restrial contamination; the refractive index of their produced tholins exhibited
a wavelength variation similar to the one of Khare et al. (1984a) but of smaller
absolute value. Tran et al. (2003) used mixtures of CH4, H2, C2H2, C2H4 and
HC3N in N2, and produced haze analogs using as energy source direct UV light.
They also retrieved similar slope for the k(λ) plot as previous investigators, but
the absolute value of their imaginary refractive index varied depending on the
composition of the mixture and the conditions of the experiment.

Many methods have been used for the chemical analysis and elemental com-
position of the produced tholin particles (Khare et al., 1984b; Ehrenfreund et
al., 1995; McKay, 1996; Coll et al., 1999; Khare et al., 2002; Tran et al., 2003).
Their structure was found to be a complex mixture of hydrocarbon and nitriles
including aromatic compounds and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH),
but the results between different experiments were not always similar. The pa-
rameters commonly used for the elemental composition of the particles are their
C/N and C/H ratios. These are important not only because they provide an
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Figure 3.1: Imaginary part of refractive index of laboratory produced-haze
analogs.

estimate of the bulk mass of the haze particles, but also an estimate of the role
of the haze particles as a possible sink for atmospheric gases. Again, as for the
optical properties, the derived ratios depend on the experimental conditions and
the energy sources used: C/N ratios were found to range from 0.75 (McDonald
et al., 1994) to 17.6 (Tran et al., 2003) and C/H ratios between 0.6 (Khare et
al., 1984a) and 1.6 (Clarke & Ferris, 1997) (see Table 3.1).

Motivated by the different results between the published simulations, Imanaka
et al. (2004) performed a systematic study, with experiments covering a wide
range of pressures that represent different altitude regions in Titan’s atmosphere.
They found that the pressure is a critical parameter in the chemical and hence
optical properties of the derived analogs, with nitrogen being more efficiently
incorporated in the particles in low deposition pressures (increasing C/N ra-
tio with increasing pressure). In addition the presence of aromatic compounds
and nitrogen-containing polycyclic aromatic compounds (N-PACs) was found
to increase with decreasing pressure, making in this way the derived tholins
more absorbing in the UV/Visible region due to the delocalized π electrons of
these structures. These conclusions explained the differences observed between
the previous experiments and proved that the haze particles found in Titan’s
atmosphere, by and large will have different properties at different pressure
regions, as was suggested in the past (Chassefiere & Cabane, 1995).
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3.2 Huygens in situ measurements

The ACP instrument on board the Huygens probe, provided the first results
regarding the chemical composition of the haze particles in Titan’s atmosphere
(Israel et al., 2005). The pyrolysis of the refractory core of the particles, provided
indications for the presence of HCN and NH3 in their structural form, although
the results were preliminary and as the authors say, the poor resolution of the
mass spectrometer did not allow for a clear verification of the above conclusions.
If correct, they suggest that there is a strong incorporation of nitrogen in the
haze particles which could act as a significant sink for this atmospheric com-
ponent. In addition to the above, the two different altitude sample collections
have shown that the aerosol composition is homogeneous below 130 km which
suggests that the production region must be situated above this altitude.

In view of the low temperature conditions prevailing in the interstellar medium,
and the formation of complex organic structures in it, possible pathways in which
haze could be formed in Titan’s atmosphere can be suggested. The presence
of polyaromatics (PAH) in the interstellar clouds has been known for long time
(Allamandola et al., 1989), while recently Hudgins (2005) have found that N-
PACs to be also abundant in the universe and produced around dying stars.
These are considered to be much more important than simple PAHs due to
their connection with the chemistry of life. Chlorophyll for example is such a
compound. Although it was believed that the formation of these complexes was
related to ion chemistry, recent results (Ricca et al., 2001) suggest that they
are produced by neutral radical reactions which proceed even at the very low
temperatures found in these regions of the universe. Similar mechanisms could
also lead to the production of haze in Titan’s atmosphere.

3.3 Suggested pathways

Based on the laboratory measurements certain possible pathways for the trans-
formation of gases to particles have been suggested (Lebonnois et al., 2002; Wil-
son & Atreya, 2003) but remain to be tested with regard to the formation of the
haze from the photochemistry. In the present work these suggested pathways,
along with new ones, are used to generate the vertical haze structure from the
photochemistry, and are validated by comparing the model vertical temperature
structure, spectral geometric albedo and vertical species distributions against
measurements.

The reactions used along with their rates are given in Table 3.2. The par-
ticles are believed to form from the chemical growth of certain polymer struc-
tures. Allen et al. (1980) suggested that a possible mechanism for the produc-
tion of these polymers could be the photolysis of acetylene, leading to polyyne
(C2n+2H2) formation. The first step of this process, as was described in the
previous section, is the production of diacetylene from the reaction of ethyl rad-
ical with acetylene. The process continues giving higher order polyacetylenes
(C6H2, C8H2, etc.):
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C2nH2 + C2H → C2n+2H2 + H.

In addition to the above, the photolysis of the polyynes formed leads to the
production of polyyne radicals (C4H, C6H, C8H) which also enhance the poly-
merization. On the other hand, the production of polyynes is constrained by
the acetylenic recycling of the C2H and other polyyne radicals through reac-
tions with the saturated hydrocarbons in the atmosphere from which the main
contribution comes from methane:

C2H + CH4 → C2H2 + CH3.

Due to the high number densities of the saturated species, this recycling is very
efficient and the contribution of increasing order polyynes will have a decreasing
effect on the total haze production (Wilson & Atreya, 2003). According to
laboratory measurements, (Opansky & Leone, 1996a; Chastaing et al., 1998;
Vakhtin et al., 2001a), the reaction of the ethyl radical with acetylene proceeds
readily even at very low temperatures. Since the reaction rates for the higher
order polyyne radicals have not been measured at low temperatures, these were
estimated from their equivalent reactions with the C2H radical. All reactions
leading to the formation of hydrocarbons with more than ten carbon atoms are
considered to lead to the formation of haze. Based on this, the reactions used
in the model as haze pathways in Titan’s atmosphere from this process, are:

C4H + C6H2 → polymer
C6H + C4H2 → polymer
C6H + C6H2 → polymer.

Similar to polyynes, cyanopolyynes are also possible haze precursors. These are
formed in the same way as polyynes but with the ethynyl radical replaced by
its isoelectronic nitrile equivalent, the cyanogen, CN. The process is initiated
with the reaction of the CN radical with unsaturated hydrocarbons and nitriles
giving cyanoacetylene, acrylonitrile and dicyanoacetylene, as described in the
chemistry section. The polymerization is considered to proceed with further
addition of the CN radical on the produced polyynes and nitriles. In the model
calculations, the reaction used is:

CN + C6H2 → polymer.

The above pathways lead to the production of polymers which due to their
structural form, are characterized by large C/N and C/H ratios, which are not
supported by the laboratory results. This suggests that if indeed the haze in
Titan’s atmosphere is similar to the analogs produced in the laboratories, these
polymers must have a small contribution to the total haze production.

Polymers of HCN could lead to C/N ratios closer to those observed in the lab-
oratory. In these, the polymerization starts with the production of an (HCN)2
dimer and subsequent addition of HCN molecules leads to poly-HCN structures
(Rettig et al., 1992). Even though HCN structures were defined in the haze
analogs produced (Coll et al., 1999), the optical properties of pure poly-HCN
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structures do not exhibit the correct wavelength dependence inferred from Ti-
tan’s geometric albedo (Khare et al., 1994) and hence they are not expected
to have a major contribution to bulk haze production. Thompson & Sagan
(1989) suggested the possible formation of heteropolymeric structures from the
addition of R-CN structures and CN radicals on nitriles. In order to take into
consideration the R-CN type process, the following pathway was suggested:

H2CN + HCN → polymer.

The rate for this reaction has not been measured and in previous works it was
estimated with the rate of the C2H3 + HCN reaction (Monks et al., 1993),
due to the similarity observed for the rates of reaction between H2CN and
C2H3 with H and N. Wilson & Atreya (2003) suggested that the measured
rate, is strongly overestimated based on their calculated vertical profiles for
C2H3CN and HC3N, which were above the observed values. In addition, using
the measured rate for the H2CN + HCN reaction, led to large haze production in
the lower atmosphere, which was above the magnitude defined by microphysical
models. Hence they estimated the rate of the latter reaction to be 1000 times
smaller than that of Monks et al. (1993).

This requirement for a lower rate could possibly originate from the presence
of the CN radical on the two reactants. Seki & Okabe (1993) have measured the
rates for the reaction of CN radicals with diacetylene and dicyanoacetylene and
reported the first to be about 500 times faster than the second, while Butterfield
et al. (1993) found that the rate of reaction between CN and acrylonitrile is
significantly smaller that the rate for reaction with ethylene. This decrease
in the rate of CN reaction between hydrocarbons and their equivalent H/CN
replaced nitriles is attributed to a significant electron withdrawing effect of the
cyanogen group. It could be possible that the same process reduces the rate of
the H2CN + HCN reaction relative to its C2H3 equivalent.

A sensitivity test of the model results for different values of the above reac-
tion rate was performed (see Chapter 5). The results suggest that the chemical
loss of atmospheric molecules in the growth of the polymer structures described
here, to the monomer size beyond which microphysics takes over, has an im-
portant role in the total haze production. The way this loss is included in the
model calculations is described in the following section.

Pathways based on the CN addition process on nitrile species are described
by:

CN + C2N2 → polymer
CN + C4N2 → polymer

CN + C2H3CN → polymer.

The rates for the last two reactions have been measured, as discussed above,
while the rate for the CN reaction with cyanogen was measured by Yang et al.
(1992b). Although these measurements were performed at temperature condi-
tions higher than in Titan’s atmosphere, the radical character of the reactions
with the small negative temperature dependence suggests that these reactions
can take place at very low temperatures with rates close to the above.
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Clarke & Ferris (1997) suggested a pathway for HC3N/C2H2 copolymer mix-
tures. HC3N was found to be much more reactive in polymerization than HCN
and that the copolymers formed could exhibit the necessary wavelength depen-
dence, something which the pure polymers of either case did not do. For this
case the reactions used are:

C4H2 + C3N → polymer
HC3N + C4H → polymer.

The rates for these reactions are also not measured, however, based on the
relative rates of abstraction between C2H and C3N radicals with hydrocar-
bons (Clarke & Ferris, 1995), they can be estimated with their C2H equivalent.
Lebonnois et al. (2002) have included also a possible pathway based on:

HC3N + C4H3 → polymer

This is a pressure-dependent reaction and we have used the rate expression of
Wang & Frenklach (1994).

Pathways including aromatic hydrocarbons have also been suggested. PAHs
are well known to exist in the low temperatures of the interstellar medium
(Allamandola et al., 1989) in significant amounts. Since benzene, C6H6, the
simplest aromatic hydrocarbon, has been detected on Titan (Coustenis et al.,
2003), PAH could also be a possible pathway for haze formation. The production
of PAHs is considered to proceed through the reaction of benzene molecules with
acetylene (Bauschlicher & Ricca, 2000):

C2H2 + C6H5 → polymer.

The rate for this reaction has been measured but, as in the case of benzene
formation, the measurements were performed at high temperatures. Yu et al.
(1994) measured the rate in the temperature range 297 - 523 K, while Wang
& Frenklach (1994) preformed theoretical simulations for the rate in the range
300 - 2500 K. Both studies suggest that the overall reaction rate is pressure-
independent while the products (either stabilized adduct which leads to the
formation of PAHs or dissociation of the initially vibrationally excited adduct)
have a strong temperature and pressure dependance, with the adduct becoming
increasingly more important as the pressure increases and the temperature de-
creases. Another pathway considered in previous works is the one of the direct
addition of phenyl radical on a benzene molecule:

C6H5 + C6H6 → polymer

with the rate for this reaction measured by Park et al. (1999).
For the case of the N-PACs, Ricca et al. (2001) investigated the possible

incorporation of nitrogen atoms in the PAH structures. Considering reactions
between C6H5, HCN and C2H2 they found that the formation of a second ring
with a nitrogen atom in the skeleton through radical reactions, is strongly pro-
hibited by high energy barriers unless the aromatic molecules are vibrationally
excited. Yet once such a ring is formed, the presence of the nitrogen atom
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promotes the formation of the next ring. On the other hand reactions with
cyanoacetylene and acetylene which lead to the formation of rings with CN as
a side group, have barriers which are very close to those for the case of pure
PAHs and hence can proceed in Titan’s low temperatures. Thus the following
reaction has been included as a possible pathway in the model:

HC3N + C6H5 → polymers

and the rate was estimated with that of acetylene reaction with phenyl.
Finally, another pathway with methyleneimine, based on the suggestions

of Redondo et al. (2006) has been included in the simulation. CH2=NH is a
suitable compound for polymerization and could be a precursor for haze produc-
tion. The same component was also found in the low pressure tholins produced
in the Imanaka et al. (2004) experiments. The growth of this polymer could
be initiated by the addition of the H2CN radical, as for the case of the HCN
polymerization:

H2CN + CH2=NH → polymer.

Some of the above pathways have been used in photochemical models in
order to test their validity (Lebonnois et al., 2002; Wilson & Atreya, 2003).
Even though their results showed that the suggested reactions lead to column
haze production rates which are close to those needed by microphysical models
for the reproduction of the geometric albedo, the effects of the derived haze
production rates on the radiation field and the temperature structure were not
tested, as done in the present work.

3.3.1 Monomer size

The above pathways describe the production and chemical growth of the haze
precursors by means of polymerization. This growth is considered to proceed
until the precursors reach a specific size beyond which the chemical growth
ceases and the laws of microphysics control their evolution. This is the monomer
stage in our work. It should be made clear that the monomers in this work do not
correspond to the monomers used in other microphysical models of fractal-type
particles where the monomers define the transition region between spherical
growth of particles and fractal growth (Rannou et al., 2003). In the present
work, the monomers correspond to the lower size limit of haze particles from
which all others are produced through coagulation. The size of the monomers
was set to 7.35 Å. This choice was based on laboratory results which showed
that nucleation of polymers to particles starts at masses between 600 - 2000 amu
depending on the chemical composition of the particles and the environment in
which they nucleate (Dimitrov & Bar-Nun, 1994; Richter & Howard, 2000).
Taking as a typical value the mass for the monomers to be of the order of 1000
amu and considering the mass density of the particles to have the typical value
of 1 gm/cm3 (an assumption used in all microphysical models) we obtain the
above radius for the spherical monomers.
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3.3.2 Chemical loss to haze

The impact of haze formation on the chemical loss of species is also an im-
portant issue for atmospheric composition. The production of haze monomers
discussed above, does not include the chemical growth of the polymers but only
the production of an initial dimer. From the monomer point of view this is re-
alistic because the chemical growth of these dimers provides the final monomer
population. The chemical addition of molecules to these structures will only
change their size and not their number density. Yet, for the atmospheric com-
position there is a sink for the gas molecules lost during the chemical growth of
the dimers that has to be taken into account. This loss was estimated based on
the assumed mass of the haze monomers and that the chemical growth of the
dimers for each suggested pathway is based on the smallest mass molecule. That
is, the growth of the initially formed dimers proceeds with the addition of the
smallest of the two molecules that form it. Under this condition the chemical
loss for atmospheric gases can be estimated from:

∂ni

∂t
= −εiPri (3.1)

were ni is the number density of the gas molecule which is lost during the
chemical growth of the dimer described through pathway i, Pri is the production
rate of dimers for this pathway and εi is the number of molecules that have to
be added onto the dimer in order to reach the mass of the monomer. The ε
factors are presented in Table 3.2 for each pathway. Their values range between
11 and 35.5, which means that the total chemical loss is significantly larger than
the loss due to the dimer formation.
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Chapter 4

Chemical Composition

This chapter presents the results of the photochemical modelling. These pro-
vide the basis for the description of the haze-formation pathways presented in
the following chapter. The species vertical profiles that will be presented in
turn implicitly include the effects of the haze structure on the radiation field
and on the temperature structure. The calculated spectrally-resolved geomet-
ric albedo that corresponds to the radiation field that determines the species
vertical profiles presented hereafter and the corresponding vertical temperature
profile, are discussed in Chapter 6. The species vertical profiles are validated
against the latest measurements from the Cassini/Huygens mission and previous
observations. Upper atmospheric neutral abundances were retrieved from neu-
tral (Waite et al., 2005) and ion (Vuitton et al., 2006a,b) spectra of the INMS
instrument, while stratospheric vertical profiles and abundances were retrieved
from the CIRS limb (Vinatier et al., 2006) and nadir (Coustenis et al., 2007)
spectra, respectively. In addition, ground-based observations for some of the
nitrile species from Marten et al. (2002) are presented.

4.1 Eddy mixing profile

One dimensional photochemical models, rely on the eddy mixing coefficient for
the inclusion of turbulent diffusion effects on the simulated species vertical dis-
tribution. As discussed previously (see 2.3.3), this parameter is usually derived
by fitting the measured profiles of species whose vertical structure is controlled
only by transportation (inert species). Previous photochemical models have
used methane (CH4) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) for this purpose. This of
course does not mean that these species are inert; after all the complex chem-
istry of Titan’s atmosphere is initiated from methane photodissociation. Their
characteristic time for transport in some regions of the atmosphere is consider-
ably smaller than the characteristic times of photochemical variation and this
allows the use of the above molecules as mixing tracers.

Methane is expected to become diffusively separated in the upper atmosphere,
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Figure 4.1: Characteristic life time of C2H6 relative to characteristic time of
transport due to eddy mixing.

above the homopause, while in the lower atmosphere, above the tropopause, its
mole fraction is constant and hence no conclusions about the effects of turbu-
lence can be retrieved from there. On the other hand, HCN is produced in the
upper atmosphere and as it settles towards the surface, its chemical lifetime
increases compared to the diffusion characteristic time, due to its low reactivity
with other species. Hence the CH4 vertical profile and the location of the ho-
mopause and slope of its increase due to diffusive separation was used to retrieve
information on the extent of turbulent mixing in the thermosphere, while HCN
was used for the determination of the mixing in the lower atmosphere.

After the success of the Cassini/Huygens mission, the above approach has
become equivocal. Methane’s abundance in the upper atmosphere has been
measured by Cassini, putting an end to the controversy originating from the
initially retrieved value by the Voyager UVS observations (Smith et al., 1982)
and their later re-analysis by Vervack et al. (2004). The analysis of the INMS
measurements (Waite et al., 2005; Yelle et al., 2006), showed that methane’s
mole fraction is 2.71 ± 0.1 % at 1174 km. Based on a diffusion model and
an isothermal temperature structure they inferred an eddy mixing coefficient
of about 4+4

−3×109 cm−2s−1, assuming that it is constant in the region between
1200 and 1550 km and that methane does not escape. Yet, allowing methane
to escape, the above measured methane mole fraction can be reproduced using
a lower eddy mixing coefficient that moves the location of the homopause to
lower altitudes (Yelle et al., 2005, 2006).

As was shown by Vinatier et al. (2006), a problem arises if a single mix-
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Figure 4.2: The retrieval of the eddy diffusion coefficient used in the model cal-
culations. The left panel presents the derived vertical eddy mixing profile that
provided the best fit to the calculated vertical profiles of the simulated species,
along with the molecular diffusion coefficients for argon, methane and molec-
ular hydrogen. The altitude at which the argon molecular diffusion coefficient
intersects the eddy mixing profile, provides an estimation of the region where
the homopause is placed. The right panel presents the model calculated vertical
profiles of the species used for the retrieval of the mixing profile. The filled
circle and square correspond to the argon measurements from INMS (Waite et
al. 2005) and GCMS (Niemann et al., 2005) measurements, respectively. The
open square and circle are the INMS measurements for ethane (Waite et al.,
2005, Vuitton et al., 2006a) and the filled diamond is the INMS measurement
for methane (Yelle et al., 2006). The box represents the CIRS-retrieved range of
abundances for C2H6 at 33◦N (Coustenis et al., 2007) and the dashed and dot-
ted lines correspond to the CIRS-inferred profiles of ethane at 15◦S and 80◦N,
respectively (Vinatier et al., 2006). Solid lines correspond to the model results,
while the dashed-dotted line represents the sensitivity of the model ethane pro-
file to the N2 dissociative photoionization scheme.
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ing profile is used to fit the vertical distributions of HCN and C2H6. The
modelling of the HCN profile requires the use of strong eddy mixing in the
lower atmosphere, which when applied leads to the rapid destruction of ethane.
This occurs because the large downward fluxes, generated by the strong mixing,
rapidly transport C2H6 towards the lower stratosphere where it condenses and
is irreversibly lost. This problem was initially reported by Lara et al. (1996),
who also found difficulties in matching at the same time the HCN profile and
the C2Hx hydrocarbons with a single mixing profile for all species. This led to
the conclusion that, possibly, a loss mechanism for HCN is present in the lower
atmosphere, efficient enough to constrain the HCN vertical profile without the
use of a large eddy mixing coefficient.

From a different point of view, the recent analysis of ion spectra from INMS
(Vuitton et al., 2006a) has identified the presence of methyleneimine (CH2NH)
along with other new nitrile species and also provided an abundance measure-
ment for HCN, with a mole fraction of 2×10−4 at 1200 km, which is smaller than
the abundances given in this region by previous photochemical models. CH2NH
is an intermediate species in HCN production, the photochemical evolution of
which has not been followed by previous models. Its inclusion could possibly
explain the overestimation of the HCN abundance in the upper atmosphere and
also provide a loss mechanism in the lower atmosphere through its polymer-
ization. These issues are addressed in the following paragraphs, describing the
results of the photochemistry.

Based on the above discussion, it is evident that there are processes that
control the HCN vertical profile, and also the nitrile chemistry in general, that
are not clear yet and have to be investigated. Hence, in the current work
the eddy mixing profile retrieval was not based on HCN but was used as a
secondary validation parameter. Ethane was used in its place. As a saturated
hydrocarbon it is characterized by low chemical reactivity, while due to the
overlap of its absorption cross section in the UV region with that of methane,
its photochemical life time is significantly large. As shown in Fig. 4.1, where
the characteristic times for mixing and photochemical changes are presented,
ethane’s vertical profile is mainly controlled by mixing below 700 km making it
appropriate as a tracer species.

In addition to the above tracers, we also have now information for the mixing
in Titan’s atmosphere from a really inert species, argon (Ar). INMS (Waite et
al., 2005) has detected 40Ar at a 7.1 ± 0.1×10−6 mixing ratio in the upper
atmosphere, while the GCMS instrument onboard the Huygens probe has given
4.32 ± 0.1 x 10−5 in the lower atmosphere, close to the tropopause (Niemann et
al., 2005). Argon’s vertical profile is constant since it does not react with other
species in the atmosphere and varies only as it moves into the diffusive separation
region. Hence its variation with altitude provides realistic information about
the turbulence effects and can set constraints on the minimum and maximum
values of eddy mixing in the atmosphere.

The eddy mixing coefficient used in the calculations is presented in Fig. 4.2
along with the calculated vertical profiles of the above species used for its deriva-
tion. Using only argon as a tracer for the atmospheric eddy mixing is not
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Figure 4.3: Eddy diffusion profiles used in previous photochemical models. The
solid line traversing all mixing profiles is the methane diffusion coefficient.

sufficient, because its vertical profile, defined by the above two altitude mea-
surements, can be fitted with different altitude variations of the mixing profile.
That is why at least one more tracer species is necessary. In order to keep the
simulated ethane vertical profile close to the CIRS observed values, which sug-
gest a rather constant variation with altitude in the region between 200 and 500
km (Vinatier et al., 2006), a strong eddy mixing profile must be considered. In
the lower atmosphere, the magnitude of the mixing profile controls the flow of
species towards the condensation region. The values of the eddy profile in this
region affect the ethane profile, shifting the whole distribution towards larger
(smaller) mole fractions for smaller (larger) values of the mixing coefficient.
Having this region constrained, the upper atmosphere mixing profile was varied
until a good fit to the argon measurement was achieved.

A comparison with the eddy mixing profiles used in previous photochemical
models is provided in Fig. 4.3. It is obvious that the current mixing profile is
significantly larger in the lower atmosphere, between 250 and 650 km than the
previously suggested profiles in order to constrain the ethane profile to a vertical
variation similar to the observed one. The new profile follows very closely the
profile suggested by Vinatier et al. (2006) which was calculated based on the
CIRS retrieved ethane profile for the region below 500 km. Above this region,
our mixing profile is close to the Wilson & Atreya (2004) profile but slightly
larger in the upper atmosphere above 1000 km, in order to fit the argon mea-
surement. Between 150 and 250 km, Hourdin et al. (2004) derived an estimate
for the eddy mixing profile based on GCM simulations. They suggested a ver-
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tical mixing between 106 and 5×107 cm2s−1. The lower limit of this range is
close to the magnitude of the current mixing profile at 250 km but the struc-
ture of the latter suggests a rapid decrease of the mixing coefficient at lower
altitudes in order to constrain the loss of the species due to condensation. It
should be kept in mind that transport in other directions than the vertical can
significantly affect the species profiles and explain the differences in the mixing
profiles derived by GCM simulations and 1D models.

The position of the homopause, based on the argon molecular diffusion co-
efficient (which is very close to that of methane used in previous models) and
the calculated vertical temperature profile and number density, is near 900 km,
which is close to the 850 km retrieved by Wilson & Atreya (2004). Apart from
the use of different photochemical schemes and reaction rates, the variability
observed between previous photochemical models for the shape of the mixing
profile and the position of the homopause, is related to the fact that the methane
stratospheric abundance was not well constrained at that time but varied sig-
nificantly among different simulations, while the thermospheric abundance was
overestimated. Now, from the Cassini/Huygens mission there are significantly
better constraints for the methane profile, as discussed in §1.2.3.

In addition, it becomes apparent that in order to provide a match to the
INMS measured methane abundance in the upper atmosphere (Yelle et al.,
2006), a strong eddy coefficient cannot be applied, since this would lead to a
large overestimation of the argon profile. This leaves us with the second choice,
that of methane escape. In the profile presented in Fig. 4.2 methane was allowed
to escape from the top of the simulated atmosphere with a flux equal to 70%
of the diffusive flux at that level, with the latter reaching at these altitudes
its diffusion limited value. Under this condition the simulated methane mole
fraction is very close to the observed one. The sensitivity of the thermospheric
methane profile on the escaping flux used is presented in Fig. 4.4.

4.2 Validation with Cassini/Huygens

The model vertical profiles for the main hydrocarbons, and nitriles are described
in the following paragraphs and compared with the measurements of the instru-
ments on board Cassini. Before comparing them with the observations, it is
important to note that the model solves for a solar zenith angle of 60◦, which
corresponds to mid-latitude conditions, so that the derived profiles should, in
principle, lie between the equatorial and northern vertical profiles retrieved from
CIRS limb spectra (Vinatier et al., 2006). The polar profiles are affected by the
downwelling of air masses, i.e. the Hadley cell. The subsiding cell at the winter
North pole, enhances the transport of species formed in the upper atmosphere
towards the lower layers, which explains the latitudinal variations observed.
Such a process is not described under the 1D character of our simulation. We
furthermore compare with the 33◦N values of the CIRS retrieved stratospheric
abundances from nadir spectra (Coustenis et al., 2007), which represent mid-
latitude conditions (keeping in mind the large obliquity of Titan’s rotational
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Figure 4.4: Sensitivity of methane’s thermospheric profile to the escape rate
assumed. The measurement is the Yelle et al. (2006) derived abundance from
INMS measurements.

axis, 27◦). In addition, it must be noted that the INMS derived abundances
correspond to a specific flyby (T5) that represents a specific location and solar
illumination conditions on Titan’s disk. Although the atmosphere at the probed
altitudes is expected to be well mixed (due to the observed super-rotation of the
atmosphere and also suggested by the convergence of the vertical temperature
profiles from different latitudes above 400 km (see Fig. 1.7), possible variations
can not be excluded when comparing the global average results of the model
with the local observations. Unless stated otherwise, the upper atmosphere will
correspond to the INMS probed altitude region (thermosphere), while the lower
atmosphere corresponds to the CIRS probed region (stratosphere).

4.2.1 Hydrocarbons

C2H6 Ethane production is dominated by the methyl radical (CH3) recombi-
nation rate. This is a pressure-dependent reaction and the rate used in the
model description for the low-pressure limit has a major impact, not only to the
final ethane profile in the upper atmosphere, but also to the profiles of ethylene,
acetylene and methane. This happens because the methyl radical is related to
the formation of all C2Hx species. The efficiency of the recombination reaction
at low pressures, controls the population of methyl radicals that are available
for the production of ethylene through reaction with excited methylene:

1CH2 + CH3 → C2H4 + H
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of CH3 absorption cross section at different tempera-
tures.

while the photolysis of ethylene is the main production pathway for acetylene in
the upper atmosphere. Hence, the efficiency of recombination at low pressures
controls the relative magnitudes of acetylene and ethane. In addition, CH3

radical photolysis at 216 nm, is a significant source of excited methylene radicals:

CH3 + hν → 1CH2 + H

that enhances methane’s catalytic destruction and hence affects the production
of all hydrocarbons.

The importance of methyl photolysis was originally noted by Yung et al.
(1984) and included in all photochemical models for Titan’s atmosphere since
then. The absorption cross section used is the one in a very narrow region around
216 nm, which has been reported over a large range of temperatures. For room
temperature, which is the lowest temperature we found in the literature, we
used the Adachi et al. (1980) high resolution measurements that cover the 215.3
- 217.1 nm region. It is important to note the strong temperature dependence
of the cross section (with increasing absorptivity for decreasing temperature)
that can be readily seen if these cross sections are compared with the Zalicki et
al. (1995) high resolution cross sections reported for the same spectral region
but at 1600 K (Fig.4.5). Previous models have included the photolysis of CH3

in this region but used the cross section of Parks et al. (1973).
The Callear & Metcalfe (1976) measurements have shown that the electronic

transitions in this region overlay a continuum, which extends down to 204 nm
and although it is of a smaller cross section, it could also contribute to the total
photodissociation due to its broad character. Absorption peaks have also been
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observed around 150 nm (Pilling et al., 1971). Photolysis at these wavelengths
follow a different pathway giving (Kassner &Stuhl, 1994):

CH3 + hν → CH + H2 .

Due to the significant role of CH3 in Titan’s photochemistry, it is important to
have a better understanding of its absorption spectrum, which at the moment
doesn’t exist. The current calculations include along with the 216 nm absorp-
tion feature, the absorption cross sections at 150 nm but not the absorption
continuum reported in the region between 204 and 216 nm, since there are no
clear measurements of the latter.

For the methyl recombination rate, laboratory measurements have provided
some results for the high-pressure limit rate over a range of temperatures, with
most recent, the results of Cody et al. (2003), which were obtained for low tem-
perature conditions, appropriate to Titan. The low-pressure limit is difficult to
measure and the contribution of theoretical descriptions based on measurements
at the fall-off region and at the high-pressure limit, was necessary in order to
retrieve a rate. The suggested rates found in the literature depend also on the
bath gas responsible for the deactivation of the energized complex, which is
usually taken to be one of either H2, He, Ar or N2. The extrapolation though,
of the suggested low-pressure limit rates to Titan’s conditions leads to results
that can vary by orders of magnitude and hence produce significantly different
C2H6 profiles (Fig. 4.6).

In the current calculations the high and low pressure rate limits given in
the Cody et al. (2003) work have been initially used. Although the latter have
used He as a bath gas, which could lead to smaller rates compared to those for
N2, we have used their results since they are the only ones published for low
temperature conditions. A correction to the rate due to the N2 bath in Titan’s
atmosphere can be performed through the theoretical estimation of Smith (2003)
who calculated the ratio of the low pressure limits due to different bath gases.
For the case of He and N2 the ratio is k0(N2)/k0(He)=1.714 although this, in
general, is temperature dependent. Nevertheless using this low pressure limit for
the methyl recombination produces an ethane profile that is significantly lower
than what is observed. The same has been noticed by Wilson & Atreya (2004)
who multiplied their low pressure limit (they used the low pressure limit rate
suggested by Slagle et al. (1988), which is of similar magnitude with the Cody
et al. (2003) rate) by a factor of 10. This is also suggested by ISO observations
of CH3 on Saturn (Bézard et al., 1998; Atreya et al., 1999). In view of these
results this conclusion of under-estimation was adopted for the low pressure
limit of methyl recombination and multiplied the above rate by 10. The model
profile for ethane, with the above described rate, was presented in Fig. 4.2. In
the upper atmosphere, the calculated mole fraction at 1200 km is 6.8×10−5

compared to the 1.2×10−4 retrieved by the INMS neutral spectra (Waite et al.,
2005) and within the range reported based on the ion spectra (Vuitton et al.,
2006a).

A different approach to this need for an enhanced low pressure limit of methyl
recombination is that the population of methyl radicals is under-estimated. The
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Figure 4.6: Low pressure limit rates for methyl recombination derived by dif-
ferent measurements and theoretical estimations. The shaded area marks the
range of temperatures found in Titan’s atmosphere.
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Figure 4.7: Vertical profiles of methane (top scale), ethane & methyl radical
(bottom scale) with (solid line) and without (dashed line) the 1CH2 collisional
de-excitation included. When the 1CH2 population is not de-excited, methane’s
destruction is enhanced with the production of a minimum around 900 km
and the methyl radical’s population is increased leading to an increase on the
ethane’s abundance. The rate of methyl recombination is set to the Cody et al.
(2003) rate for both cases.
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population of CH3 radicals in the upper atmosphere can be significantly affected
by the presence of excited methylene radicals (1CH2). The latter are produced
in methane’s photolysis (see §2.3.1) and further catalytically dissociate it giving:

1CH2 + CH4 → 2 CH3.

The population of 1CH2 is controlled by the collisional de-excitation with N2.
If the rate for this reaction is decreased then the abundance of methyl radicals
is rapidly increased leading to an increased ethane abundance in the upper
atmosphere without the need for an enhanced low pressure rate relative to the
one suggested by Cody et al. (2003). Further, the enhanced destruction of
methane, leads to the production of a minimum to its vertical profile, situated
at about 900 km. These features are presented in Fig. 4.7 where the 1CH2

collisional de-excitation by N2 has been switched off.
The dissociative ionization scheme used (see discussion in 2.3.1) has a rather

small but observable impact on ethane’s abundance in the thermosphere. When
the N2 dissociative ionization is assumed to yield ground state nitrogen atoms,
as was done in previous models, the loss of ethane is decreased and its mole
fraction at the same altitude increases to 7.8×10−4 (see dash-dotted line in
Fig. 4.2).

C2H4 Ethylene has been a source of surprise in photochemical models, due
to the low abundance predicted by them in the lower atmosphere, compared to
the observed one. Voyager’s IRIS measurements have placed the stratospheric
C2H4 mole fraction at 1.5×10−7 at the equator, increasing up to 1.5×10−6 at
the winter pole (North at that time), while ISO retrieved a disk-average value
of 1.2×10−7 (Coustenis et al., 2003). The above values are in agreement with
the mid-latitude mole fraction of 1.5×10−7 retrieved by CIRS nadir spectra
(Coustenis et al., 2007), although this time there is a hint for a reversed latitu-
dinal variation. The latest results from the limb spectra (Vinatier et al., 2006)
have shown that ethylene’s vertical profile increases monotonically below 300
km, with the difference of the two latitude profiles becoming smaller towards
the surface. From previous works, only Lara et al. (1996) provided a vertical
profile which matched the observed stratospheric abundance, by forcing the sur-
face mole fraction to a fixed value, which is equivalent to assuming a surface
emission of C2H4. The current model simulation, suffers from the same low
estimation of the ethylene abundance (Fig. 4.8a) although it provides a mole
fraction in the upper atmosphere which is in close agreement with the INMS
retrieved one (Vuitton et al., 2006b).

The loss processes for ethylene in the lower atmosphere are dominated by
photolysis and reaction with atomic hydrogen leading to the formation of the
ethyl radical (C2H3). Recent results from 2-D photochemical models and GCMs
have provided a possible solution for this underestimation, by suggesting that
the enhancement of ethylene could be due to circulation effects (S. Lebonnois,
personal communication). The downwelling flux of C2H4 due to the Hadley
cell circulation, could lead to an enhancement in the lower atmosphere, since
ethylene does not condense at the low temperature conditions found in this part
of Titan’s atmosphere, while most of the other species do condense. In view of
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Figure 4.8: Model results for the mixing ratio of ethylene (a) and acetylene
(b) in Titan’s atmosphere and comparison with the latest measurements from
the Cassini/Huygens mission. Solid lines correspond to model results, dashed
and dotted lines correspond to the CIRS retrieved profiles for 15◦S and 80◦N,
respectively (Vinatier et al., 2006) based on limb spectra, while open squares
and circles represent the INMS measurements for the upper atmosphere from
Waite et al. 2005 and Vuitton et al. 2006a,b, respectively). CIRS abundances
from nadir spectra at 33◦N are also shown in boxes (Coustenis et al., 2007) and
the short-dotted line corresponds to the Hourdin et al. (2004) acetylene profile
generated by a 2-D photochemical/dynamical model that was found to provide
a good fit to the CIRS nadir spectra for the equator. The dash-dotted line
presents the sensitivity of the model to the N2 dissociative ionization scheme.
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the relatively good agreement of our model and that of previous models with
measurements regarding the other hydrocarbons in this region, the dynamical
solution seems to be a possible scenario. Whether this process can account
for the total abundance of ethylene in the lower atmosphere or there is a need
for photochemical adjustments to obtain an abundance comparable with the
observed one, is something which must be tested by future simulations.

C2H2 Acetylene’s vertical profile is presented in Fig. 4.8b. The simulated
profile is close to the upper atmosphere retrieved abundance by INMS (Waite et
al., 2005; Vuitton et al., 2006a). The structure observed in this region, with the
small minimum at about 1100 km is related to the N2 photolysis scheme and
the reaction of the produced N(2D) atoms with acetylene. The new scheme used
in the current calculations regarding the products of the N2 photodissociative
ionization, increases the production of excited nitrogen atoms and enhances
their role in the destruction of hydrocarbons in the upper atmosphere. The
scheme used in previous models, where only N(4S) atoms are formed yields the
dash-dotted line in Fig. 4.8b.

In the mesosphere, the model results provide a reasonable profile which is in
between the equatorial and polar vertical profiles retrieved by CIRS (Vinatier
et al., 2006). Only in the lower atmosphere, below 300 km do the results un-
derestimate the acetylene abundance. At 200 km the calculated abundance
is smaller by a factor of 1.33 and 1.48 from the CIRS equatorial value and
mid-latitude value (Coustenis et al., 2007), respectively. Due to the broad
pressure-range probed by the ν5 band of acetylene, the latter authors managed
to retrieve information about the vertical structure of its profile from the CIRS
nadir spectra. They concluded that the vertical profile generated through the
2-D photochemical-dynamical model of Hourdin et al. (2004) (see description
in Coustenis et al. (2007) and short-dotted line in Fig. 4.8b) provided the best
fit to the observed spectra relative to previous photochemical results. Although
the profile gives a similar altitude variation with their suggested profile above
250 km, it decreases faster at lower altitudes. The observed difference could be
corrected by adjusting the mixing efficiency in the lower stratosphere, but such
a treatment would lead to an increase in other hydrocarbons and nitriles in this
region that are well simulated by the current eddy mixing profile. Further, de-
creasing the eddy mixing in the mesosphere provides an acetylene profile which
is closer to the CIRS observed one, but in this way the fit to C2H6 and Ar that
are used as tracers, is destroyed. Possibly, dynamical effects are able to adjust
the acetylene mole fraction closer to the observed one.

C3H4 Methylacetylene (CH3C2H) and its isomer allene (CH2CCH2) are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.9. INMS (Waite et al., 2005) has provided a mole fraction of
3.86±0.22×10−6 for the C3H4 mass channel, a value close to that of the model
profile for the combined contribution (2.7×10−6). Allene is converted to methy-
lacetylene in the presence of atomic hydrogen, as described in §2.3.2, which
explains its decrease relative to the CH3C2H abundance as we move towards
lower altitudes. Yet, in the lower atmosphere the CH3C2H profile is underesti-
mated compared to the CIRS lower limit retrieved abundance for the equator
(Vinatier et al., 2006) and the CIRS mid-latitude abundance (Coustenis et al.,
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Figure 4.9: Model calculated vertical profile of methylacetylene and its isomer
allene. The symbols are the same as those used in Fig. 4.8.

2007). At 300 km our profile is five times smaller than the equatorial value and
also it presents a vertical structure significantly different from the observed one.
Previous photochemical models also tend to underestimate the methylacetylene
abundance relative to that observed by CIRS, with the exception of Toublanc
et al. (1995) although this is probably related to their use of a significantly
smaller eddy mixing coefficient (see Fig. 4.3) rather than due to differences in
the photochemical scheme.

The possible reasons for this underestimation are open to discussion. The
main loss mechanisms for methylacetylene are photolysis and the three body
reaction with atomic hydrogen that leads to the production of C3H5. From the
good agreement between the observed and modelled geometric albedo in the UV
region (see Fig. 6.7), and the structure of the modelled haze extinction profile
(Fig. 6.5 & 6.6), which is in reasonable agreement with that retrieved by the
HASI instrument on board the Huygens probe, the possibility of an enhanced
photolysis due to a possible underestimation of the haze or gas opacities, is
probably not the answer to our problem. For the hydrogen population, the
model provides a realistic simulation as will become apparent in the discussion
for the diacetylene profile later on. Hence the underestimation is probably
related to a lack of production in the lower atmosphere. An enhanced production
in the lower atmosphere could be related to the local enhancement observed for
ethylene but not reproduced by the model calculations. Another possible source
for the low abundance of CH3C2H could be the overestimation of the propane
profile in the lower atmosphere discussed later.
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Figure 4.10: Model calculated vertical profile of propane. The symbols are
the same as those used in Fig. 4.8 and the dashed-dotted box corresponds to
the range of values set by the Roe et al. (2003) measurements for the propane
stratospheric abundance.

C3H8 Propane’s production is dominated by the combination reaction be-
tween methyl and ethyl radicals. The high-pressure limit rate for this reaction
has been measured for elevated temperatures and theoretically investigated for
lower ones. Most recent laboratory measurements are those of Sillesen et al.
(1993) and Knyazev & Slagle (2001), while previous measurements are reviewed
in Tsang & Hampson (1986) and Baulch et al. (1992). The rates measured in
these reports, include also the hydrogen abstraction channel:

CH3 + C2H5 → C2H4 + CH4

which was not possible to isolate. Theoretical investigations have attempted to
provide some information about the relative importance of the two channels and
the transition through which they proceed. Zhu et al. (2004) reported rates for
the two main energetically possible channels (association/abstraction). Their
results are in good agreement with the latest measurements and other theo-
retical investigations and are those used in the current calculations. Based on
these reports, for temperatures below 600 K the reaction rate presents a nega-
tive temperature dependence and the association rate appears to be dominant
and pressure independent for the measured pressure range (1 - 21 Torr). This
suggests that for Titan, propane production can proceed readily even at low
pressures compared to other three-body reactions. For the low pressure limit
the rate was estimated from the methyl radical recombination rate.
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The resulting propane profile (fig. 4.10) is significantly different from what
is suggested by the observations. In the upper atmosphere the model suggests
an abundance that is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than that
measured by INMS (Waite et al., 2005). This suggests that other processes,
not included in the model, are responsible for the production of propane in the
upper atmosphere.

In the lower atmosphere the modelled profile is larger and has a significantly
different altitude variation than the CIRS retrieved vertical profiles (Vinatier et
al., 2006) and stratospheric abundance (Coustenis et al., 2007). The observed
profiles suggest a decreasing abundance with altitude, with the two latitude
profiles converging towards the condensation region. In contrast, the model
suggests a constant vertical mole fraction, before the abundance starts to de-
crease towards the condensation region. In previous photochemical models,
Lara et al. (1996) have provided a vertical profile which increased with altitude
in the above region similar to the observed altitude variation, while Wilson &
Atreya (2004) suggested that the absence of the C3H7 radical in the former
photochemical model, led to this altitude variation. The recycling induced by
the following scheme:

C3H8 + hν → C3H6 + H2

H + C3H6 + M → C3H7 + M
2 C3H7 → C3H6 + C3H8

conserves propane and provides the constant mole fraction in the lower at-
mosphere observed in their model results, as in ours. Hence, one would expect
that if this process was for some reason reduced, then the abundance of C3H6

would increase and by its photolysis an enhancement in the methylacetylene
profile would be observed. Yet, based on the current calculations, removing
the above scheme, did not have any significant effect on the structure and abun-
dance of propane or methylacetylene, rendering the above scheme not important
in our simulation. The reason for this is that propane’s production is dominated
by the methyl - ethyl addition reaction in the total vertical range of Titan’s at-
mosphere, with any secondary production mechanisms having a negligible con-
tribution. Since C3H8 is not affected, C3H6 also remains the same and hence
there is no significant change in C3H4.

Photochemical loss processes for propane are limited. Due to the overlap
of propane’s absorption cross section with that of methane, which is present
in significantly larger amounts, propane photodissociation is small. On the
other hand, as a saturated hydrocarbon it presents limited reactivity with other
species, of which the most important is that with C2H. Hence, its vertical profile
is balanced by diffusion and loss to condensation. Reducing the eddy mixing
coefficient in the stratosphere - mesosphere, in order to provide a better match,
destroys the agreement with ethane and argon, which are used as mixing tracers.
Increasing the mixing in the lower atmosphere, below the stratopause, in order
to increase the condensation flux, leads to a strong underestimation of ethane
and acetylene in the lower atmosphere, since the condensation fluxes of these
species (along with all other condensing species) increases also. Hence, we are
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Figure 4.11: Model calculated vertical profile of diacetylene. The symbols are
the same as those used in Fig. 4.8 and the solid and dashed-dotted lines corre-
spond to model results with and without the inclusion of the PRM heterogeneous
process, respectively.

currently left with the possibility of an enhanced production of propane in the
lower atmosphere to explain the model overestimated abundance in this region.

C4H2 & H, H2 Diacetylene is an important species because it is directly
related to haze production pathways. In addition, since in the lower atmosphere
the chemical loss of C4H2 is dominated by reaction with atomic hydrogen, the
vertical profile of diacetylene can be used as a tracer for the maximum abundance
of atomic hydrogen allowed in this part of the atmosphere. INMS (Vuitton et al.,
2006b) has measured the upper atmospheric abundance at 1×10−5 mole frac-
tion, while the CIRS retrieved vertical profiles have constrained the mole fraction
to ∼10−8 in the vicinity of the stratopause (Vinatier et al., 2006). At about 110
km, where the contribution function from nadir spectra for this species peaks
at mid-latitudes, CIRS gave a mole fraction of 1.8+0.6

−0.5×10−9 (Coustenis et al.,
2007). In Fig. 4.11 the dashed dotted line presents the calculated vertical profile
of C4H2. It is obvious that in the region of 400 km where the calculated atomic
hydrogen abundance presents a broad maximum (see Fig. 4.13b), C4H2 exhibits
a significant decrease below the lower limit set by the CIRS equatorial profile
(Vinatier et al., 2006), while for higher and lower altitudes the agreement with
the observed abundances is better. The vertical profile of diacetylene presents
a dependence on the used eddy profile, something which was also reported by
Wilson & Atreya (2004). Yet, having the mixing profile set with the above
described method and assuming a single mixing profile for all gas species, there
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Figure 4.12: The calculated production rate of H2, or equivalently loss rate for
atomic H due to heterogeneous transformation of atomic to molecular hydrogen
at the surface of the aerosol particles. The rate has two pronounced peaks
related to the number density of atomic hydrogen and size distribution of the
aerosol particles (see text).

is not much that can be done by changing the mixing profile in order to correct
the C4H2 profile, without destroying the fit to the tracers used. At the same
time, the calculated H2 profile (Fig. 4.13a) is lower than the INMS retrieved
abundance in the upper atmosphere (Yelle et al., 2006). These two facts hint
at the possibility of an underestimation in the conversion of atomic hydrogen
to molecular.

The underestimation of the conversion of H to H2 was initially noted by
Yung et al. (1984) who suggested that heterogeneous processes at the surface
of the aerosol particles could possibly enhance this process. Bakes et al. (2003)
and Lebonnois et al. (2003) were the first to describe and model this process
for Titan’s haze particles based on the prompt-reaction model (PRM) of Duley
(1996). In this model, atomic hydrogen from the gas medium reacts readily
with H atoms that are bonded at the surface of the particles giving H2, which
is released to the atmosphere. They concluded that this was an important
process for the H and H2 abundances, but also for other hydrocarbon species
in the stratospheric region. In their calculations, they used the Toon et al.
(1992) size distribution for the haze particles and estimated the activation en-
ergy for hydrogen abstraction based on the Sugai (1989) measurements, which
were performed at room temperature. Recently, Sekine et al. (2006) have re-
ported measurements for the activation energy at low temperatures, appropriate
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Figure 4.13: The effects of heterogeneous transformation of atomic to molecular
hydrogen at the surface of the aerosol particles. The impact of the PRM process
on the resulting mixing ratios of atomic (bottom scale) and molecular hydrogen
(top scale) of the model (a) is significant with a decrease in the H abundance
between 300 and 800 km, which is more evident when viewed in terms of number
density (b), and an increase in the H2 mole fraction, giving better agreement
with the observed abundance in the upper atmosphere from Yelle et al. (2006).
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for Titan’s conditions and found that the activation barrier for abstraction is
significantly smaller than previous estimates, making this process even more
efficient. Based on their results, the probability of reaction of atomic hydrogen
with the surface of an aerosol particle is given by:

pb=1.9×10−3e−300/T

for the temperature range 160 - 300 K, which means that the cross section for
bonded hydrogen abstraction will be given by:

σb=4πr2pb

with r the radius of the aerosol particle.
We have included this process in our calculations following the description

given in Lebonnois et al. (2003) and using the size distribution for the haze
particles calculated in our microphysical model, presented in the next chapter
(see Fig. 6.2). The impact of the process on the vertical profiles is found to
be important. The production rate of H2 molecules and hence loss rate of
atomic H, is presented in Fig. 4.12. The shape of the profile is different from
that shown in Bakes et al. (2003) due to the significant differences between the
size and number density profiles used in the two calculations. There are two
production peaks observed, which are related to the fact that the production
rate is proportional to the number density of atomic hydrogen and to the number
density and surface area of the particles. The upper peak is related to the region
where the H number density reaches its maximum value due to production by
photochemical processes, while the lower peak comes from the fact that as we
move towards the surface the size and hence the surface area of the particles
upon which abstraction of H atoms can take place becomes larger due to the
coagulation process. At the same time though, larger size particles are present
in smaller densities, which explains the decreased contribution of the secondary
peak to the overall production rate.

The resulting model atomic hydrogen and molecular hydrogen mole fractions
are presented in Fig. 4.13a. A sharp decrease in the H profile in the region be-
tween 300 and 800 km is evident as shown in Fig. 4.13b in terms of the number
density. The molecular hydrogen formed, increases the initial abundance calcu-
lated by the model and provides a mole fraction in the upper atmosphere that
is closer to one retrieved from the INMS measurements (Yelle et al., 2006). The
escaping hydrogen fluxes at the top of the simulated atmosphere are presented

Table 4.1: Mole fractions at 1200 km and escaping H & H2 fluxes (molecules
cm−2s−1) at the top of the simulated atmosphere.

Mole Fraction at 1200 km Escaping Flux
w/o PRM with PRM w/o PRM with PRM

H 5.2×10−4 4.9×10−4 1.0×109 9.3×108

H2 2.9×10−3 3.3×10−3 3.7×109 4.2×109
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Figure 4.14: Model calculated vertical profile for C6Hx species. The upper
atmosphere measurement corresponds to an upper limit for the benzene abun-
dance retrieved during the first flyby of Cassini. The lines correspond to the
model profiles for benzene (solid line), triacetylene (dash-dotted line) and ben-
zyne (dash-double-dotted line).

in Table 4.1 for the two cases. The total escaping flux in terms of H2 molecules
when the PRM process is included is 4.7×109 molecules/cm2/s. The decrease
in the atomic hydrogen population, allows for more diacetylene, in the above
region, with the new simulated profile (solid line in Fig. 4.11) being in good
agreement with the CIRS retrieved vertical profiles (Vinatier et al., 2006).

C6H6 Benzene was initially detected by ISO with a mole fraction of 4±3×10−10

in the stratosphere (Coustenis et al., 2003). From limb spectra, CIRS have man-
aged to retrieve a vertical profile only for high latitudes, which represents an
average between 65 and 80◦N, while for equatorial regions the derived upper
limit was 1.1×10−9 mole fraction (Vinatier et al., 2006). From nadir spectra, a
significantly improved retrieval for the abundance of this species was possible;
Coustenis et al. (2007) suggested a mole fraction of 4.3+3.0

−2.5×10−10 at 120 km
for 33◦N, while a strong latitudinal variation was observed with more than an
order of magnitude increase in the stratospheric abundance when moving from
70◦S to 70◦N. In the upper atmosphere, the INMS detected abundance at 1200
km was of ppm order of magnitude (Waite et al., 2005), which is significantly
larger than the model-derived abundances at that level.

The pathways of benzene formation at low temperatures are far from being
well defined due to the fact that the suggested processes correspond to labora-
tory and theoretical work at high temperatures, as discussed also in 2.3.2. The
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main production process for benzene in the upper atmosphere under the scheme
used is the recombination of two propargyl radicals (C3H3). The high-pressure
limit for this reaction has been measured (Morter et al., 1994) but the low pres-
sure one is not know and hence must be estimated. A common approach among
photochemical modellers is the use of the low pressure limit of methyl recombi-
nation multiplied by a factor of 10. Yet, the problem is far from being resolved
since the rates for the methyl recombination at the low pressure limit are also
not well established, as discussed previously for the case of ethane. Hence, the
use of different rates can lead to mole fractions in the upper atmosphere that
can vary by a few orders of magnitude. In view of the large abundances ob-
served in the upper atmosphere, the low pressure limit suggested by Moses et
al. (2000) and also by Lebonnois (2005), which is significantly larger than the
rate suggested by Cody et al. (2003), has been used.

The resulting vertical profile, under the scheme used in the model produces
the profile presented in Fig. 4.14. The model abundance in the upper atmosphere
is still significantly smaller than the INMS derived one. This probably enhances
the idea that the benzene formation could be related with the ion chemistry
in that region. The model vertical profile satisfies, the CIRS upper limit from
limb spectra (Vinatier et al., 2006), the above described ISO disk-average obser-
vations in the stratosphere and it is well within the CIRS reported abundance
at the same altitude region for mid-latitude conditions based on nadir spectra
(Coustenis et al., 2007). Yet, the resulting abundance shows a different vertical
variation from previous models with a minimum near 350 km. Previous photo-
chemical models have managed to produce benzene profiles of higher abundance
in the stratosphere, relative to the one reported here. Yet, these results could be
over-estimated as discussed in the following paragraph. Further, the observed
vertical structure from CIRS (Vinatier et al., 2006) corresponds to high lati-
tude regions in which the enhancement due to the circulation descending cell,
could enhance the mesosphere with benzene molecules produced in the upper
atmosphere and remove the minimum observed in our result. In other words,
the possibility that the minimum observed in the profile is present to some ex-
tent in the benzene profiles at lower latitudes, can not be excluded. In any case,
the C6H6 production in Titan’s atmosphere still suffers from large uncertainties
and the possibility of other photochemical/ion-chemistry pathways, which could
lead to its production must be investigated.

C6H4 & C6H2 Also presented in Fig. 4.14, are the vertical profiles of ben-
zyne and triacetylene, respectively. The former is a direct product of benzene
photolysis. Previous models have not included its photolysis. Yet based on
the current calculations, if it is not photodissociated, larger abundances of this
species would occur in the atmosphere that would have been observed. In ad-
dition, the abundances of other species related to the C6Hx formation are un-
derestimated since they are effectively lost to C6H4. Similarly, benzyne is not
efficiently lost to its precursors resulting in an increased benzene abundance,
which although closer to the observed abundance it is artificial. Hence, we have
decided to estimate the benzyne photolysis; Münzel & Schweig (1988) reported
that electronically, C6H4 is similar to benzene with an additional σ bond. Hence,
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we have estimated benzyne photolysis with the absorption cross section of ben-
zene and a similar photochemical scheme. With this description, a significant
photolysis product of C6H4 is triacetylene, which explains the larger abundance
obtained by our calculations for this species relative to previous photochemical
models (Wilson & Atreya, 2003, 2004).

4.2.2 Nitriles

HCN & CH2NH The HCN vertical profile has been retrieved by ground-based
millimeter (Tanguy et al., 1990; Hidayat et al., 1997; Marten et al., 2002) and
submillimeter (Gurwell, 2004) observations, while the stratospheric abundances
have been inferred by the Voyager IRIS disk-resolved measurements (Coustenis
& Bézard, 1995), which showed the latitudinal variability due to seasonal effects,
and by the ISO disk-average observations (Coustenis et al., 2003). The Cassini
CIRS results have shown again that HCN has a strong latitudinal variation
(Teanby et al., 2006), with stratospheric abundances increasing towards the
north pole, which is entering the winter season at this time. The vertical profiles
inferred at different latitudes from CIRS (Vinatier et al., 2006; Coustenis et
al., 2007), depict this variation of the HCN abundance but also show that the
vertical variation of the mole fraction is not with a steady slope but similar to
the Marten et al. (2002) measurements, although not as steep.

The production of hydrogen cyanide is directly related to the production of
atomic nitrogen from the photolysis of N2. The latter is rapidly transformed
to H2CN and CH2NH, which eventually provide HCN on reaction with H and
photolysis, respectively. As discussed in 2.3.2, previous photochemical models
have not included or followed the production of CH2NH in their schemes, since
there is a lack of information about its photochemical properties. The main
problem is the absence of reaction rates and pathways regarding the loss of
methyleneimine to other species. The main production and loss mechanisms
included in the model calculations are presented in Table 4.2.

In the calculations CH2NH is mainly produced by:

N(2D) + CH4 → CH2NH + H
NH + CH3 → CH2NH + H.

The rate for the first reaction is taken from Herron (1999) where a yield of
80% was suggested for this pathway with the remaining 20% attributed to the
NH + CH3 pathway. Recent results by Balucani & Casavecchia (2006) at low
temperatures appropriate for Titan, also suggest that the production of CH2NH
in the above reaction is the main process, possibly with a larger yield. For
the second reaction, which was recently suggested to provide methyleneimine
(Redondo et al., 2006), the rate was estimated based on a comparison with other
radical-radical reactions (10−11 cm3s−1). The same approach was followed by
Lellouch et al. (1994) for this reaction. For the photolysis products I have
assumed a single pathway leading to HCN formation directly:

CH2NH + hν → HCN + 2 H
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based on the results of Nguyen et al. (1996). Assuming as a photolysis product
the H2CN radical, there were no significant changes in the HCN profile, since
the former readily provides the latter in reaction with H.

According to the present literature, only recently there has been some inves-
tigation of methyleneimine’s UV spectrum by Teslja et al. (2004) who measured
the absorption cross section in the 235 - 260 nm region and found it to range
between 2-4×10−19cm2. No published measurements of the CH2NH absorp-
tion cross section in any other part of the spectrum was found. The possible
chemical loss mechanisms for CH2NH remain another open question. Basiuk
(2001) has investigated theoretically the reactions of methyleneimine with CN
and HCN, water and OH. Between CN and HCN he found that although re-
action with HCN is not allowed to occur, due to the presence of three high
energy transition states, reaction with CN is without a barrier and can proceed
readily in the gas phase. In addition, CH2NH is isoelectronic with formaldehyde
(CH2O) and ethylene for which rates for reaction with some of the important
radicals present in Titan’s atmosphere have been measured. Hence, reactions
of methyleneimine with H, C2H, N, N(2D) and CN have been included and
their products were estimated based on the equivalent reactions with the above
two species. Finally, another possible loss mechanism could be related to the
polymerization of methyleneimine, a process which is known to proceed readily
for CH2O. No published laboratory or theoretical investigation, regarding the
process which could lead to the production of this polymer under the conditions
found in Titan’s atmosphere was found. Hence, it was assumed that it is initi-
ated by the addition of H2CN radicals similar to the process assumed from the
HCN polymerization:

H2CN + CH2NH → polymer.

The resulting profiles of CH2NH and HCN are presented in Fig. 4.15. In
order to have a view of the impact of the different processes in the final pro-
files, the calculated vertical profiles at different steps are presented. For the
methyleneimine the solid curve corresponds to the case were all production re-
actions presented in Table 4.2 are included and for the photochemical loss, there
is only photolysis (case A). In case B (dashed line) the rest of the chemical re-
actions suggested are included. The large decrease in the profile observed above
400 km is due to the reaction with atomic hydrogen, which is the most impor-
tant among those included. The N2 dissociative ionization has also a significant
impact in the upper atmosphere abundance of methyleneimine. In the previous
two cases the N2 dissociative photoinization was assumed to provide excited
state N atoms. In case C (dotted line), the production of ground state N atoms
is assumed. Due to the smaller abundance of N(2D) atoms in this case, the pro-
duction is significantly decreased, leading to a vertical profile which is 2 times
smaller than that of case B at 1100 km.

Yet in all cases the calculated abundance is larger than the one retrieved
by the INMS measurements (Vuitton et al., 2006b) suggesting that the loss
processes for CH2NH in the model calculations are underestimated. In view
of the narrow region of the spectrum for which we have information about the
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Figure 4.15: Model calculated vertical profiles for methyleneimine (a) and hy-
drogen cyanide (b). The references for the measurements are the same as those
in Fig. 4.8. In (a) for the solid line only photolysis is included as a loss process
for CH2NH (case A in text). For the dashed line all chemical loss processes
considered are included (case B) and for the dotted line the N2 dissociative
ionization is set to yield ground state nitrogen atoms. In (b) the solid line cor-
responds to case B discussed above, the dashed line corresponds to the case
were the evolution of CH2NH is not followed and the dotted line presents the
sensitivity of the profile on the N2 dissociative ionization scheme.
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absorption cross section, it is realistic to expect that there has to be some con-
tribution to the photodissociation by the rest of the spectrum. On the other
hand, reactions with other hydrocarbons and nitriles could also contribute to
reducing the abundance in the upper atmosphere closer to the observed one.
It is important to note that for most of the reactions assumed here, the ones
that have an important role, produce either HCN directly or H2CN that even-
tually yields HCN. This means that the inclusion of methyleneimine under the
current scheme can not have any important effect on the HCN profile. This is
shown in Fig. 4.15b. with the solid and dashed lines. The latter corresponds to
the case assumed in previous models where the CH2NH was produced but its
evolution was not followed. This effectively corresponds to its removal from the
system. The former, represents case B discussed above, where the evolution of
methyleneimine is followed. It is obvious that there are no significant changes
in the HCN profile, since processes which could transform methyleneimine to
other channels than HCN are of low efficiency.

As discussed previously, in the retrieval of the eddy mixing coefficient, pre-
vious works have reported the difficulty of simulating the HCN and C2Hx
stratospheric abundances with a unique mixing profile. The resulting HCN pro-
file presents the same problem with the mole fraction being significantly bigger
than the observed abundances by CIRS measurements in the lower atmosphere.
Compared to the mid-latitude stratospheric abundance retrieved by Coustenis
et al. (2007) our profile is 3.3 times larger at 120 km (where the contribution
function peaks), while compared to the CIRS observations at 15◦S and 80◦N,
retrieved by Vinatier et al. (2006) (although the polar profile is affected by cir-
culation effects) our profile is larger by 5 and 1.2 times, respectively, at 200
km.

In the upper atmosphere, the calculated mole fraction is well above the re-
trieved abundance by INMS (Vuitton et al., 2006a), a characteristic common
in all previous photochemical models. The inclusion of the new N2 dissociative
ionization scheme produces only a very small reduction in the abundance at
1100 km relative to that with the ground state N atoms scheme (dotted line in
Fig. 4.15b) and the calculated mole fraction (1×10−3) is well above the mea-
sured 2×10−4. This over-estimated production of HCN in the upper atmosphere
is probably responsible for the enhanced abundance resulting in the lower at-
mosphere. It is evident that there is something missing in the photochemical
models with regard to the description of HCN evolution. From current knowl-
edge and estimates performed here for the properties of CH2NH, it seems that
its role is limited. Yet in order to come to a clear conclusion, new laboratory
measurements regarding the reactivity of CH2NH are needed.

NH3 Ammonia has only been observed in Titan’s thermosphere. The INMS
measurements in the upper atmosphere (Vuitton et al., 2006b) retrieved a mole
fraction of 4×10−6 at 1100 km while the model calculated mole fraction at
the same altitude is about 2.1×10−7 (Fig. 4.16). Although this result is about
10 times larger than previous estimates from photochemical models (Wilson &
Atreya, 2004), there is another issue. The calculated vertical profile of eth-
ylenimine, the photolysis of which is the main source of the enhanced NH3
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Figure 4.16: Calculated vertical profiles of NH3 and C2H5N from the model.
The open circle corresponds to the ammonia abundance retrieved by the INMS
instrument (Vuitton et al., 2006b).

production, shows a significant abundance in the upper atmosphere that has
not been observed by any INMS measurements. No published measurements
for the UV absorption cross section of C2H5N have been found and it was esti-
mated from that of C2H5NH2. Possibly, the over prediction of the abundance
of the former by the model, is not due to the possible underestimation of its
cross section, but due to the overestimation of its production from the reaction
between N(2D) and ethane. It has been assumed that the only product of this
reaction is ethylenimine, in order to investigate the maximum contribution to
ammonia production. This is probably not the case with other products being
more stable. From the above, it is concluded that ethylenimine’s production in
Titan’s atmosphere is smaller than that provided by the simulation, hence its
role in the production of ammonia should be of secondary importance relative
to the processes which allow its abundance to be closer to the observed.

CH3CN Acetonitrile’s production is dominated by the reaction of N(2D)
with C2H4, while its loss is controlled by photolysis. This description is based
on the latest measurements by Sato et al. (1999), Balucani et al. (2000a) and
Payne et al. (1996), as was described by Wilson & Atreya (2004). For this
species, the effects of the N2 dissociative-ionization possible products have the
most pronounced effect due to its dependence on the N(2D) population. In the
model results shown in Fig. 4.17, the two vertical profiles correspond to N (solid
line) and N(2D) (dotted line) production by N2 dissociative photoionization.
When the nitrogen atoms are assumed to be in their ground state, the result-
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Figure 4.17: Model vertical profile for acetonitrile. Upper atmosphere measure-
ment is from Vuitton et al. (2006a) and the horizontal error bars connected with
dashed lines represent the Marten et al. (2002) ground-based observations. The
solid and dotted lines present the sensitivity of the profile on the N2 dissociative
ionization scheme.

ing acetonitrile mole fraction is about 2.4 times smaller than the one when the
atoms are produced in their excited state, at 1010 km, where the maximum is
observed. Assuming the production of ground state nitrogen atoms, a vertical
profile is produced that is closer to the observations. Although for both cases the
upper atmosphere abundance calculated by the model is overestimated relative
to the INMS derived mole fraction (Vuitton et al., 2006b), the agreement is sig-
nificantly improved in the lower atmosphere relative to the Marten et al. (2002)
retrieved abundance at 400 km for the case of N(4S) production. The model
profile suggests a larger abundance of acetonitrile in the region below, com-
pared to the observations. It is important to note that the above disk-average
observations, as the authors report, are representative of low latitude regions.
This could explain the different slope observed between the measurements and
model in the region between 150 and 400 km since the current calculations are
representative of mid-latitude regions, which are expected to have an enhanced
nitrile abundance.

C2H3CN The production of acrylonitrile in the upper atmosphere is con-
trolled by the reaction of CN radicals with ethylene. Although the rate for this
reaction has been measured down to very low temperatures (Sims et al., 1993),
the possible products have been a subject of debate for some time. Monks et al.
(1993) measurements suggested a yield of 20% for acrylonitrile with the rest 80%
attributed to the C2H3 + HCN formation. This branching ratio is used in most
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Figure 4.18: Model vertical profile for acetonitrile. Upper atmosphere mea-
surement is from Vuitton et al. (2006b) and the vertical dotted line is the
stratospheric detection limit from Marten et al. (2002).

of the published photochemical models of Titan’s atmosphere. More recently,
Balucani et al. (2000b) have reported the production of C2H3CN but were un-
able to detect HCN and C2H3 due to the high background signal at m/e=27
in their experiment. The RRKM theoretical investigation by Vereecken et al.
(2003) suggested that the major product is acrylonitrile with the HCN path-
way becoming important only at high temperatures (T > 1000 K). Recently
Choi et al. (2004) suggested a branching ratio of 1 for acrylonitrile production,
by measuring the H atom branching ratio at room temperature. The recent
results from INMS for the composition of the upper atmosphere (Vuitton et
al., 2006a), also show that the mole fraction of acrylonitrile is about an order
of magnitude higher than those suggested by previous photochemical models,
assuming the Monks et al. (1993) branching ratio. Based on the above, in the
current calculations the products of the CN + C2H4 reaction were attributed
solely to acrylonitrile production. The model calculated profile (Fig. 4.18) is in
very good agreement with the observed abundance in the upper atmosphere.

Until now there has been no observation of C2H3CN in Titan’s lower at-
mosphere. There, its production depends on the reaction of hydrogen cyanide
with vinyl radical (C2H3). The rate of this reaction has also been measured
by Monks et al. (1993) at room temperature, with the reported temperature
dependence assumed based on similar reactions of C2H3 with acetylene and
ethylene. The reaction was suggested to lead to the formation of acrylonitrile
based on thermochemical considerations, although C2H3CN was detected only
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Figure 4.19: Model vertical profile for cyanoacetylene. Upper atmosphere mea-
surement is from Vuitton et al. (2006a), the horizontal error bars connected
with dashed lines represent the Marten et al. (2002) ground-based observations
and the box represents the CIRS observations from Coustenis et al. (2007). The
solid and dash-dotted lines correspond to the model results with and without
the PRM process, respectively.

in trace amounts. Previous photochemical models concluded that the inclu-
sion of this pathway with the suggested rate, leads to excessive production of
acrylonitrile in the lower atmosphere, well above the detection limit placed by
ground-based observations (∼2×10−9, Marten et al. 2002) with mole fraction
values reaching above 10−8 in Wilson & Atreya (2004). The current results
provide a stratospheric abundance for C2H3CN that is just above the upper
defined limit. This improved agreement, is mainly related to chemical loss to
haze, which is specifically described in the current work (see next chapter). In
addition, the larger mixing profile in the lower atmosphere, constrains the mole
fractions of species in this region to smaller values, since it increases their flow
towards the condensation region where they are irreversibly lost.

HC3N The photolysis of the produced acrylonitrile is the main source for
the formation of cyanoacetylene. This is enhanced in the upper atmosphere by
the reaction of CN radicals with acetylene, while the main loss mechanisms are
photolysis and reaction with atomic hydrogen:

H + HC3N + M → H2C3N + M.

The high pressure limit of the latter has been recently measured for the first
time by Parker et al. (2004) down to 200 K and was found to be about 4 times
faster at this temperature, than that of the equivalent reaction with acetylene:
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H + C2H2 + M → C2H3 + M

which was used in previous models for the estimation of this rate. In addition,
based on their measurements at different pressures, the authors concluded that
the pressure dependence for this reaction is smaller than that of the equivalent
reaction with C2H2, which means that the reaction proceeds with a significant
rate even at small pressures.

The model vertical profile of cyanoacetylene is presented in Fig. 4.19. Al-
though the calculated profile for acrylonitrile is in good agreement with the
INMS derived abundance in the thermosphere (Vuitton et al., 2006a), the model
cyanoacetylene in the upper atmosphere is below the retrieved abundance. The
contribution of the acetylene based pathway:

CN + C2H2 → HC3N + H

has a comparable magnitude at these altitudes with that of C2H3CN photolysis.
But, in view of the reasonably good agreement of the model with the C2H2

profile, we cannot expect a significant enhancement of the model acrylonitrile
by improving the match to this species either. This probably suggests that
other processes not included in the model enhance the production of HC3N in
the upper atmosphere.

In the stratosphere it is important to note the effects of the heterogeneous
process described previously, on the model HC3N vertical profile. When the
heterogeneous hydrogen scavenging is not included, the large atomic hydrogen
population that is allowed to survive in the mesosphere, leads to a large chemical
loss through the formation of H2C3N discussed above. This loss brings the
calculated mesospheric mole fraction (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 4.19) below
the retrieved mole fraction from the ground-based observations in the region
between 350 and 450 km (Marten et al., 2002). When the atomic hydrogen
population is strongly reduced by the inclusion of the heterogeneous process
(solid line in Fig. 4.19), the HC3N profile increases towards the polar profile
retrieved by the CIRS observations (Vinatier et al., 2006).

Yet in both cases the calculated mole fractions below 350 km increase due to
the contribution of the photolyzed C2H3CN in this region. This brings the model
abundance in the stratosphere closer to the mole fractions reported by CIRS for
higher latitudes compared to the mid-latitude reported abundance (Coustenis et
al., 2007), shown in Fig. 4.19. It is important to note that the model abundance
for C2H3CN, which has not been detected in Titan’s stratosphere, is very close
to the upper detection limit defined by the observations. Hence, the possibility
of an enhanced production for this species by the model calculations compared
to that actually present (but not detectable) in Titan’s stratosphere, leading
eventually to an increased HC3N abundance in this region, can not be excluded.

C2N2 & C4N2 Cyanogen and dicyanogen are presented in Fig. 4.20. CIRS
observations (Teanby et al., 2006) have managed to retrieve an upper limit of
5×10−10 for the low latitude regions increasing to a mole fraction of ∼9×10−10

at 50◦N, both at 3 mbar (∼150 km). No information for gaseous C4N2 has been
published so far. The calculated profile for C2N2 is well below the previous upper
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Figure 4.20: Model vertical profiles for cyanogen and dicyanogen. The verti-
cal line and the filled square correspond to the upper limit-low latitude and
high northern latitude retrieved abundance, respectively, for C2N2 from CIRS
measurements by Teanby et al. (2006).

limit, with a mole fraction of 3.9×10−12 at 150 km. As reported by previous
works also, the vertical profiles of these two species demonstrate the significant
impact of the GCR process with an increase observed when the enhanced N2

destruction is included. This is presented with the dashed lines in Fig. 4.20,
which correspond to the model calculated profiles if the galactic cosmic rays are
not included. Yet the contribution of GCR, based on the results is significantly
smaller than the one reported by Wilson & Atreya (2004). The latter, reported
an increase of the C2N2 abundance in the stratosphere larger than 6 orders of
magnitude with the mole fraction reaching very close to the reported upper limit
from CIRS. The reasons for this disagreement between the two model results is
not clear.

In Table 4.3 the model calculated photochemical column production and loss
rates along with the net production for the major species in Titan’s atmosphere
are presented. For N2 and CH4, which are the only species (along with argon)
for which their surface abundances are kept fixed, assuming there is a constant
supply from the surface, the net production is negative demonstrating the fact
that these species are destroyed and so provide the rest of the chemical com-
position that is observed. For all other long-lived species the net production is
positive, since these are present in the atmosphere after the convergence to a
steady state. Their vertical profiles are determined by a balance between diffu-
sion, loss due to escape to space and/or condensation and surface deposition.
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From the above results it is concluded that the model successfully reproduces
the observed abundances for the upper atmosphere, retrieved by INMS for most
of the hydrocarbons. C2H6, C2H4, C2H2 and C3H4 are well reproduced, while
C4H2 is just below the observed lower limit, and only C3H8 and C6H6 are sig-
nificantly under-estimated. For the nitrile species, the model results are again
close to observed abundances but the agreement is not as good as that observed
for the hydrocarbons. The resulting HCN abundance is above the observed up-
per limit, which is also the case for CH3CN and CH2NH, while the case reverses
for HC3N and NH3 for which the calculated abundances are below the lower
defined limit. The calculated abundance for C2H3CN provides an excellent fit
to the observed one. In the region of the INMS observations (thermosphere)
the atmosphere is expected to be well mixed, thus dynamical effects are not
expected to have a significant impact on the observed abundances. This means
that the observed difference should be attributed to the photochemical descrip-
tion (rates and yields used). Further, the large number of new nitrile species
observed by INMS in the upper atmosphere (Vuitton et al., 2006b), which are
not included in the current calculations, could possibly have an impact on the
above species, leading to the observed abundances.

In the region of the CIRS observations (stratosphere) dynamical processes
are expected to have a stronger effect. This is more well observed for the case
of C2H4 as discussed above. The model results for C2H6, C4H2 and C6H6 are
in close agreement with the observed abundances, while C2H2 is slightly below
the observed profiles below 300 km. For CH3C2H and C3H8 the model under-
estimates and over-estimates their abundances, respectively. A possible reason
for this discrepancy is presented in the last chapter, regarding the role of the
methyl radicals. For nitriles, the simulated HCN is above the observed range of
abundances. For the rest of the observed nitriles in this region (CH3CN, HC3N,
C2H3CN), the model is in agreement with the abundances and upper limits set
by CIRS and ground-based observations.

4.3 Solar cycle effects

The variability of the incoming solar flux, due to the 11-yr solar cycle (SC),
at the top of Titan’s atmosphere can induce significant temporal changes in
the species vertical profiles. This happens because the photolysis rates are
directly dependent on the incoming solar flux (c.f. Eq. 2.12). For SC minimum
(maximum) methane’s photolysis is reduced (enhanced) and this leads to a
reduced (increased) production for the rest of hydrocarbon species (Fig. 4.21.
Between solar minimum and solar maximum the difference in the photolysis
rates relative to the average:

RSC =
JMaximum − JMinimum

Javerage
(4.1)

suggests a 43% increase in methane’s photolysis at 1300 km and 68% increase
for N2 photolysis. Keep in mind that the solar cycle variability is spectrally de-
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Figure 4.21: Variation of photolysis rates for N2 and CH4 due to variability of
the incoming solar flux during the solar cycle. The solid line corresponds to
solar average conditions, the dashed to solar minimum and the dotted to solar
maximum.

Table 4.3: Column photochemical production and loss rates for the main hy-
drocarbon and nitrile species in Titan’s atmosphere (cm−2s−1).

Species Production Loss Net Production

H 1.6×1010 1.2×1010 3.8×109

H2 8.5×109 3.0×109 8.2×109

CH4 7.5×108 1.4×1010 -1.3×1010

C2H6 4.7×109 6.0×108 4.1×109

C2H4 1.9×109 1.8×109 6.0×107

C2H2 1.2×1010 1.1×1010 3.2×108

CH3C2H 9.7×107 9.5×107 2.3×106

C3H8 4.8×108 1.1×108 3.7×108

C4H2 2.6×109 2.6×109 4.6×106

C6H6 3.8×108 3.8×108 2.1×105

N2 1.1×108 4.7×108 -3.6×108

HCN 2.3×109 1.9×109 3.2×108

CH2NH 5.3×107 5.3×107 3.7×104

NH3 2.7×106 2.6×106 6.7×104

CH3CN 2.7×107 1.0×107 1.7×107

C2H3CN 1.6×109 1.6×109 2.8×105

HC3N 1.2×109 1.1×109 9.2×106

C2N2 3.5×105 3.3×105 2.6×104

C4N2 1.1×108 1.1×108 1.9×106
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pendent (c.f. section 2.1.1) with the difference between minimum and maximum
increasing towards shorter wavelengths. This explains the stronger sensitivity of
N2 photolysis on the SC since its cross section is located at smaller wavelengths
relative to methane’s.

Similar variability is observed for nitriles. The model vertical profiles for
solar average, solar minimum and solar maximum conditions are presented in
Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 for hydrocarbons and nitriles, respectively. In the upper
atmosphere the observed variability for hydrocarbons is small. Propane is the
only species, after methane, for which at solar minimum conditions the calcu-
lated mole fraction profile is larger than that for solar maximum conditions.
This happens because its destruction is dominated by the photolysis and not
by the rest of the chemistry, which is the case for the other species. At lower
altitudes the differences between solar minimum and maximum increases. For
nitriles, due to the larger impact of the SC variability on the N2 photolysis, the
differences between solar minimum and solar maximum are larger that those for
hydrocarbons.

It should be kept in mind that the differences in the profiles at low altitudes
would be in principle smaller, due to the mixing of the atmosphere over the
SC period. The impact of solar cycle effects, is higher in the upper atmosphere
where the photolysis rates have large values and hence their effect is rapid.
Moving towards the surface the response of the atmospheric composition to
the solar flux has a larger characteristic time due to the competition between
photochemistry and atmospheric mixing. Furthermore, the differences in the
atmospheric composition induced by the SC variability, has an impact on the
haze production profile that eventually translates to a different radiation field
and vertical temperature profile. These are already included in the presented
profiles and are discussed in the following chapters.
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Figure 4.22: Sensitivity of hydrocarbon species vertical profiles on the solar
cycle. The solid line corresponds to solar average conditions, the dashed to
solar minimum and the dotted to solar maximum.
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Figure 4.23: Sensitivity of nitrile species vertical profiles on the solar cycle. The
solid line corresponds to solar average conditions, the dashed to solar minimum
and the dotted to solar maximum.
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Chapter 5

Haze Production

5.1 Haze pathways

In the previous chapter the results of the model calculations regarding the ver-
tical chemical composition of Titan’s atmosphere were described. The overall
picture is in good agreement with the retrieved abundances from the latest
measurements taken by the instruments of the Cassini/Huygens mission. This
suggests that the model generated haze opacities, based on the suggested path-
ways described in Chapter 3, which affect the solar radiation fluxes responsible
for the photolysis of the species and the vertical temperature profile, provide an
adequate equivalent of the ones found in Titan’s atmosphere. In this chapter, a
description of the contribution of each pathway is presented.

5.1.1 Aromatics

The aromatics family includes both pure hydrocarbon and copolymer structures
(see Fig. 5.1). The polymer structures initiated with the acetylene addition on
phenyl radicals provide the major contribution for this family with a peak at
140 km and a rate of 2.3×10−2 particles cm−3s−1. As discussed in 3.3 also,
the pressure-dependent rate of Wang & Frenklach (1994) has been used for
this reaction, since the stabilized adduct is the one that leads to the formation
of PAH structures. When this rate is compared with the high-pressure limit
rate for the adduct formation reported by Yu et al. (1994) and not with the
total reaction rate, which is pressure independent, it becomes apparent that the
two rates, in the temperature range between 100 and 200 K, characteristic for
Titan’s conditions, are in much better agreement.

The aromatic copolymer structures based on the cyanoacetylene addition on
phenyl radicals have a smaller contribution than the PAH formation pathway.
It peaks at 135 km with a production rate of 3.7×10−4 particles cm−3s−1. The
rate for this reaction was estimated with the pressure-dependent rate for the
acetylene addition. Both the above two aromatic pathways, decrease with alti-
tude due to their pressure dependence. The third aromatic pathway used, that
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Figure 5.1: Haze vertical production profiles from aromatics.

of direct phenyl addition on benzene molecules has a very small contribution,
due to the low abundances for both of the reacting species.

Although benzene formation, as discussed in Chapter 4, still suffers from
large uncertainties in the upper atmosphere, the role of aromatic chemistry in
haze formation based on these pathways is a first step towards an estimation
of their contribution. Since, based on our calculations and those of others,
their contribution is important only in the lower atmosphere, where the model
resulting benzene profile is within the range of latitudinal values reported by
CIRS, we have included them in the total haze production rate.

5.1.2 Polyynes

Polyyne formation is based on C4H2 and C6H2 species in the model description
and proceeds with the addition of C4H and C6H radicals (Fig. 5.2). The main
peak of the total polyyne contribution is situated at 620 km with a production
rate of 9.2×10−4 particles/cm3/s, which is very small compared to the total
column production from all the pathways (Fig. 5.5). This is something which is
expected, as discussed in §2.3.2, due to the decreasing abundance of polyynes
with increasing size of these molecules. Compared to the production profile of
polyynes reported in Wilson & Atreya (2003), the current monomer production
profile is larger due to the increased abundance of C4H2 in my calculations
compared to their profile. On the other hand, my calculated profile is very close
to the lower boundary of the retrieved abundance by INMS, which means that
possibly the contribution of polyynes is slightly larger in the upper atmosphere,
than the one suggested by our calculations. Yet, the total production in this
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Figure 5.2: Haze vertical production profiles from polyynes.

region is dominated by the aliphatic copolymer contribution, which means that
even if the current polyyne production is slightly underestimated, this will not
be significant for the total haze production profile.

5.1.3 Aliphatic copolymers

Aliphatic copolymers are based on the Clarke & Ferris (1997) suggestion for
HC3N/C2H2 copolymers. Based on the pathways use here, their contribution
dominates the total production rate above 300 km with a peak at ∼720 km of
3.1×10−2 particles/cm3/s. The two different pathways included

C3N + C4H2 → polymer
C4H + HC3N → polymer

have comparable contributions, with the first being slightly larger in the upper
atmosphere (Fig. 5.3). The third pathway for this family, based on the

HC3N + C4H3 → polymer

pathway (Lebonnois et al., 2002), has a significantly smaller contribution due
to the pressure dependence of the rate.

The aliphatic copolymer pathways have a main contribution in the upper
atmosphere, which was not present in previous model results. The high alti-
tude production of particles generated by this family is very important in the
model calculations. This is because it provides a significant source of opacity in
the upper atmosphere which is necessary in order to match the observed haze
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Figure 5.3: Haze vertical production profiles from copolymers.

extinction profiles (Tomasko et al., 2005) and as a consequence, the observed
vertical temperature structure. These are discussed in more detail in the next
section.

5.1.4 Pure nitriles

As discussed in 3.3, the nitrile species involved in the pathways of haze formation
are HCN, H2CN, CH2NH, C2H3CN, C2N2 and C4N2. In the upper atmosphere
the nitrile contribution is dominated by the reaction

CN + C2H3CN → polymer

due to the large observed abundance of C2H3CN in this region, while in the
lower atmosphere, the largest contribution comes from the

H2CN + HCN → polymer

pathway (see Fig. 5.4). This qualitative picture is similar to the one suggested
by Wilson & Atreya (2003) although the quantitative details are different due
to the different vertical profiles of the precursor species calculated by the two
models. Our total nitrile contribution in the upper atmosphere peaks at 845
km with a production rate of 6.5×10−3 particles/cm3/s, while Wilson & Atreya
(2003) suggest a peak at about the same region but with more than an order of
magnitude smaller production rate. This is due to the underestimation of the
C2H3CN abundance in the upper atmosphere, in their pre-Cassini model results.
The CN addition mechanism is also important for the case of C4N2, with this
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Figure 5.4: Haze vertical production profiles from pure nitriles.

pathway providing the second most important contribution of the pure nitrile
pathways in the upper atmosphere, after the C2H3CN contribution, although of
significantly smaller magnitude. Due to its small abundance, the C2N2 pathway
has a negligible contribution.

On the other hand, in the lower atmosphere, their suggested contribution
from the H2CN pathway peaks at about 200 km, while the current results sug-
gest a peak significantly lower, at ∼115 km. This difference is probably related
to the different structure of the calculated HCN profiles in this region by the two
models, with my more constant profile below 300 km, providing an enhanced
contribution by this pathway below 200 km. Further, the pathway based on the
the polymerization of CH2NH (along with the acrylonitrile pathway) provides
the second most important nitrile contribution in the lower atmosphere while its
contribution becomes important again in the upper atmosphere, above 1000 km
although the suggested production rate in this region could be overestimated
due to the large abundance suggested by the model calculations for CH2NH,
relative to the observed one.

5.1.5 Haze production profile and the role of GCR

The total vertical production rate, along with the contribution of each family
is presented in Fig. 5.5. From the above description it becomes evident that
there are specific altitude regions where the contribution of each family is im-
portant. In the lower atmosphere, below 300 km, the production is controlled
by the nitrile family along with the aromatics. At higher altitudes, the aliphatic
copolymers dominate the production up to 1000 km, while at even higher levels,
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Figure 5.5: The vertical production profile of haze particles (monomers) accord-
ing to the model calculations and based on the calculated chemical composition.
Each one of the thin lines corresponds to the contribution of a different family
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the nitrile contribution dominates again. Polyynes are found to be of secondary
importance compared to all other families.

This picture of varying production and composition with altitude is a repre-
sentation of the photochemical background of haze formation, under the current
description. Nitriles, are produced at very high altitudes, due to their depen-
dence on the N2 destruction. The last is possible only by high energy UV
photons, which have their maximum deposition above 1000 km based on our
calculations. Hydrocarbon production, which is initiated by methane photoly-
sis, has its maximum at lower altitudes due to the absorption of these species
at longer wavelengths with increasing carbon complexity (CH4 photolysis has
its maximum deposition at ∼800 km, see Figs. 2.8 & A.1 ). Hence, above 1000
km, nitrile pathways dominate haze production, while below the combined con-
tribution of nitriles and hydrocarbons increases. Finally, at lower altitudes pure
hydrocarbons start to have a larger contribution.

At this point it is important to note the significance of GCR impact in
the haze production profile. In particular, H2CN and CH2NH exhibit a large
variation in their stratospheric profile when galactic cosmic rays are included,
with their abundances increasing significantly (Fig. 5.6a). This translates to a
large contribution to the haze production profile in this region from the pathways
that are based on them and explains why the nitrile family starts to become
important again below 300 km. This effect is presented in Fig. 5.6b where the
total vertical production rate for the haze monomers is shown with and without
the GCR contribution. When it is removed, the decrease in the H2CN and
CH2NH stratospheric abundance, practically removes the contribution of nitrile
pathways in the lower atmosphere. From the above, it is clear that the temporal
character of GCR could lead to temporal variations in total haze production.

Under this description, it is evident that the contribution of pure hydrocar-
bon pathways is only significant in the lower atmosphere, through the aromatic
polymer pathway, since the contribution from polyynes is significantly smaller
than that of all other families. Yet, even in the lower atmosphere, the total pro-
duction, when the GCR are included, is dominated by the nitrile pathways. This
small contribution of pure hydrocarbon pathways in the haze vertical produc-
tion, seems to be in keeping with the measurements from the ACP instrument
on board the Huygens probe (Israel et al., 2005). These measurements, as dis-
cussed also in §3.2, provide evidence of nitrogen incorporation in the haze par-
ticles, based on the pyrolysis products of the sampled aerosols. Neglecting the
pathways of pure hydrocarbons in haze formation does not change significantly
the vertical structure of the produced haze particles, since their contribution to
the vertical production profile is in the same region as that of the other path-
ways. The difference will be only in the total haze opacity. For the current
calculations we have included the pure hydrocarbon contribution.

The column production rate from all of the above pathways is 9.0×106

particles/cm2/s, which corresponds to 1.27×10−14 g/cm2/s for the 7.25 Å radius
used for the monomers. This value is within the range 0.5-2×10−14 g/cm2/s,
reported in McKay et al. (2001) from previous photochemical and microphysical
models along with laboratory simulations. Care should be taken when compar-
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Figure 5.6: (a) The impact of GCR on the vertical profiles of CHCN, CH2NH,
and H2CN. Solid lines include the GCR contribution while dashed lines cor-
respond to no GCR impact.(b) GCR have a broad contribution in the haze
vertical production profile in the lower atmosphere. The vertical production
profile shown with the solid line is the same as that in Fig. 5.5, but on a linear
scale. The dashed profile corresponds to the resulting production profile when
GCR are not included. In this case the production in the lower atmosphere is
controlled by the aromatic family. The two profiles converge at higher altitudes
where the impact of GCR is negligible.
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ing results from different works because the size of the monomers used is usually
not the same and this can lead to slightly different results regarding the column
production rate. In addition, the assumed shape of the particles (spherical or
fractal), is known to lead to significantly different results for the column pro-
duction rates, with the fractal aggregates usually requiring larger production
rates than those with spherical shape (McKay et al., 2001). Nevertheless, the
current column production is in good agreement with previous estimates based
on spherical particle calculations. The contribution of each family to the total
column production is presented in Table 5.1 along with the contributions in the
upper (300 - 1500 km) and lower (0 - 300 km) atmosphere.

5.2 Chemical loss to haze

The total number of C, N and H atoms lost in the formation of the initial dimer
and chemical growth to the size of the monomer, beyond which microphysical
growth takes over, is presented in Table 5.1. Due to the dominance of the pure
nitrile and copolymer pathways in the haze production, the total number of
nitrogen atoms lost to the haze is significant. With the column atomic nitrogen
production from N2 destruction being 7.3×108 cm−2s−1 from our calculations,
the loss to haze formation corresponds to ∼40% of the total N production.
The importance of this nitrogen loss was initially suggested by McKay (1996)
who estimated it to be about 12% of the total atomic nitrogen production in
the upper atmosphere, based on the total C & N produced in the photolysis
of CH4 & N2 and assuming a C/N ratio of 4, taken as an average from the
laboratory derived ratios. The current results, which are specifically based on
the chemical loss to haze and not the total production of C and N, suggest C/N
and C/H ratios which are about 1.3 and hence approximately correspond to a
stoichiometric formula of C4H3N3 for the haze particles.

The initial chemical loss for the dimer formation is of significantly smaller
magnitude than the total chemical loss for the growth to the size of the monomer
(see ε factors presented in Table 3.2). This means that, if only the chemical loss
for the formation of the dimer is included in the calculations, there will be
an underestimation of the impact of haze formation in the atmospheric gas
composition. This is presented in Fig. 5.7a, where the vertical profiles of the
main hydrocarbons and nitriles are presented with and without the inclusion of
the chemical loss through the chemical growth of the dimers to the monomer
size. The impact of this process is more important for nitrile species than
hydrocarbons. This is expected since the relative loss of carbon to haze is
smaller than that of nitrogen.

Based on the possible importance of haze formation as a nitrogen sink, Lara
et al. (1999), suggested that the loss of HCN through polymerization, could be
a possible process for the reduction of the stratospheric HCN abundance and
the correct representation of this species along with the C2Hx carbons with
the use of a single eddy mixing profile. They concluded that for the process
to be efficient, a loss rate of the order (3-5)×108 cm−2s−1 was necessary, while
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Figure 5.7: (a) The impact of chemical loss due to haze monomer production
on the vertical profiles of species involved in the pathways. Solid and dashed
lines correspond to the model results with and without the chemical growth
of the initial dimers, respectively. Notice that the HC3N vertical profiles are
multiplied by a factor of 2 for clarity. (b) The impact of haze formation on
the HCN vertical profile for different H2CN + HCN reaction rates. For the
solid line the rate was estimated with the Monks et al. (1993) measured rate for
the reaction C2H3 + HCN rate, while dashed, dotted lines and dashed-dotted
lines correspond to 10−1, 10−2 and 10−3 times the Monks et al. (1993) rate.
Also shown are the CIRS retrieved vertical profiles for equatorial and polar
regions based on limb spectra (Vinatier et al., 2006) and the CIRS mid-latitude
stratospheric abundance based on nadir spectra from (Coustenis et al., 2007).
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Vinatier et al. (2006) reached a similar conclusion regarding the total loss rate
of HCN needed to be used in their calculations to match the CIRS retrieved
vertical profiles of C2H6 and HCN with a single mixing profile.

According to the description provided above, the major HCN loss (and ni-
trogen loss at the same time) due to haze formation is from the

HCN + H2CN → polymer

pathway. Yet, the magnitude of the process depends on the rate used for the
formation of the initial dimer and as discussed in §3.3, the rate for this reaction
is not measured but estimated based on the C2H3 + HCN reaction measured
by Monks et al. (1993). Wilson & Atreya (2003) have used a reduced rate for
this reaction based on their results regarding the C2H3CN and HC3N profile
along with the total haze production generated in their calculations, while in
§3.3 a possible reason for the reduction of this reaction rate was discussed.
Nevertheless, a sensitivity test for the effects of the rate used was performed.
Fig. 5.7b presents the calculated vertical HCN profile from the model for four
different estimations of the ratio

γ =
k(H2CN + HCN)

k(Monks et al. 1993)
(5.1)

ranging between one and a 1000 times smaller rate. From the presented results
it is obvious that the higher the rate of the reaction, the stronger the decrease
in the HCN profile observed. Setting γ to 1, provides a loss rate for the HCN
molecules due to haze production that is sufficient to constrain the calculated
profile within the bounds of the observations in the stratosphere. In terms of
HCN molecules lost, the column rate is 4.2×108 cm−2s−1. Yet, in view of the
over-estimation of the HCN abundance in the upper atmosphere, which leads
to larger fluxes towards the lower atmosphere and the expected reduced rate of
the reaction discussed, γ was kept at 0.1. All results presented so far are for
this value of γ. The increased nitrile loss for increasing values of γ has also an
impact on the resulting C/N ratio which decreases by a factor of 2.5 for γ values
between 10−3 and 1 (Table 5.2).

Changing the rate for the H2CN + HCN reaction changes the total haze
production. Yet, the increase in the monomer production is counter-balanced
by the loss of the precursors. This is presented in Fig. 5.8. There the model
calculated column production of particles due to this pathway is presented along

Table 5.2: Variation of C/N and C/H ratios for different values of the γ ratio
along with the column production rate (CPR) from all included pathways in
10−14gcm−2s−1.

γ 10−3 10−2 10−1 1 No Chem. Loss, γ=10−1

C/N 2.98 1.78 1.28 1.18 1.34
C/H 3.87 1.91 1.29 1.17 1.32
CPR 0.24 0.50 1.27 1.97 1.62
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Figure 5.8: Variation of column haze production through the H2CN + HCN
pathway (squares), HCN mixing ratio at 200 km (triangles) and haze opacity
at 530 nm (circles) for different values of the ratio γ. All values have been
normalized to unity for γ=10−3.

with the resulting HCN mole fraction at 200 km and haze column opacity at
530 nm, for different values of the γ ratio. All values have been normalized to
unity for γ=10−3. The chemical loss of HCN resulting from the above reaction
constrains the increase in haze production. As γ increases from 10−3 to 1, the
column production increases by a factor of ∼ 30, while the HCN mole fraction
at 200 km decreases by 0.45. At the same time, because the increase in the
production is located in the lower atmosphere, the change in the resulting haze
opacity is minimal (for γ=1 the ratio of the opacities is ∼1.3). This happens
because the large down-welling fluxes present in the lower atmosphere force the
particles to flow fast towards the surface where they are irreversibly lost.

The above picture would be much different without the inclusion of the
chemical loss in the growth of the dimers to the monomer size. As discussed
above, the chemical loss due to the dimer formation is significantly smaller
than the total chemical loss due to the haze production. Hence, if the latter
is not included, the increased production will not be constrained by the loss
of the precursors and the total haze produced will be too large to match the
observed geometric albedo. Previous results from Wilson & Atreya (2003, 2004)
do not specifically mention the inclusion of this process in their calculations
although their HCN vertical profiles seems to be in agreement with the observed
stratospheric abundances.
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Figure 5.9: Vertical profiles of haze monomer production for solar average (solid
line), solar minimum (dashed line) and solar maximum (dotted line) conditions.

5.3 Solar cycle effects

At shown in §4.3, the SC induces changes in the species vertical profiles. This
variability of the gas composition has a direct impact in the haze monomer
production . In Fig. 5.9 the vertical haze production at solar average, solar
minimum and solar maximum conditions is presented. The variation of the
monomer production is more prominent in the upper atmosphere with the pro-
duction being larger at solar maximum than at solar minimum. This variability
is mainly due to changes in the nitrile species vertical profiles over the SC. As
discussed previously, the impact of the SC is larger on the nitrile compared
to hydrocarbon species due to the stronger variation of the N2 photolysis rate
relative to methane’s. In terms of column production, the model suggests an
increase of about 60% from minimum to maximum relative to the column pro-
duction at average solar conditions.
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Chapter 6

Haze Opacity &
Atmospheric Structure

Having provided a description of the atmospheric chemical composition and of
the pathways used to generate the haze particles, this chapter describes the
results of the microphysical evolution of the haze monomers to the haze opacity
and the impact of the latter on the observed geometric albedo and temperature
structure. The last two observational parameters are used as validation data
for the correctness of the atmospheric simulation.

6.1 Haze radiative properties

Using the previously described production profile for the haze particles, the
microphysical part of the model provides a description for the evolution of the
monomers to the observed particle size in Titan’s atmosphere. The produced
size distribution along with the resulting optical properties of the haze layer
generated with the use of Mie theory are described in this section and are
validated against the retrieved haze optical properties from the Cassini/Huygens
mission and the observed geometric albedo.

6.1.1 Size distribution

The microphysical evolution of the produced monomers leads to the production
of bigger size particles, the final size of which is constrained only by the elec-
trostatic repulsion among them. The charging rate of the particles was kept
constant during the calculations at 25 e−/µm. Typical values for the charging
rate, from previous microphysical models, range between 20 and 30 e−/µm. Dif-
ferences originate from the use of different shape particles, different production
regions and different monomer sizes.

Based on the sensitivity analysis performed for this parameter, the above
value gave the best results regarding the agreement between the model and

181
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Figure 6.1: Calculated geometric albedo for different values of the charging rate
between aerosol particles.

measured geometric albedo, while at the same time provided a spectral varia-
tion for the haze column opacity that is consistent with that observed by the
DISR instrument (Tomasko et al., 2005), discussed later on. Higher (lower)
values for the charging rate, constrain the final average size of the particles to
smaller (bigger) values, which for a certain wavelength, decreases (increases)
their efficiency factors, based on Mie theory. Hence, by decreasing the charging
rate we increase the scattering of the aerosol particles and in this way enhance
the geometric albedo above 0.6 µm, where the particles are mostly scattering
rather than absorbing (Fig. 6.1). The size distribution of the produced particles
is presented in the contour plot of Fig. 6.2.

Since the model generates the population for each size particle, an optically
effective radius at each altitude can be calculated. This average size of particles
corresponds to the size that has the maximum effect in the radiation transfer
calculations and is weighted according to the surface, Si, of each particle, i:

Reff =
∑

i niriSi∑
i niSi

=
∑

i nir
3
i∑

i nir2
i

. (6.1)

The resulting effective radius is presented also in Fig. 6.2 along with the range
of values retrieved for this parameter by the Voyager measurements (Rages &
Pollack, 1983). Below 200 km, Reff approaches a constant value of 0.2 µm
which is the lower limit value retrieved by these measurements. In addition this
limiting optically effective size for the particles is identical with the equivalent
sphere radius suggested by McKay et al. (2001) based on calculations performed
with fractal particles.
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Figure 6.2: Contour plot of the model size distribution for the haze particles.
Size is in microns and number density is in cm−3. The dashed line corresponds
to the optically effective average radius for this distribution of sizes and the
rectangle gives the range of values for the effective size of the particles retrieved
by Rages & Pollack (1983) from the Voyager I measurements.
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6.1.2 Opacity and structure

Using the Khare et al. (1984) measurements for the refractive index, the opac-
ity of the produced particles can be calculated with the use of Mie theory. The
above measurements for the refractive index extend from UV to the IR and are
the only ones published that cover such a long interval of the spectrum, which
explains their use by all radiation transfer models so far. The application of a
scaling factor to the spectral variation of this refractive index was found to be
necessary in order to obtain a reasonable match to the spectrally resolved geo-
metric albedo and the vertical temperature structure McKay et al. (1989). These
scaling factors are used for the shortwave and thermal infrared haze properties
involved in the radiation transfer. In the shortwave, the scaling controls the
absorptivity of the particles and hence the match of the geometric albedo below
0.6 µm, where the refractive index shows significant absorption, and through
this absorption the extent of the temperature rise in the stratosphere. In the
thermal infrared it affects the efficiency of the cooling due to emission from the
aerosol particles and hence directly the temperature structure. McKay et al.
(1989) suggested a set of scaling factors (4/3 for solar and 1/2 for thermal),
which were retrieved based on an optimum match to the observed geometric
albedo using spherical aerosol particles. Using their values the agreement for
the temperature and geometric albedo is significantly improved and hence are
adopted in the calculations. In other microphysical models in which fractal
particles are used, a larger scaling has to be considered in order to match the
geometric albedo (e.g. 2 - 2.3 for the solar spectrum as in Rannou et al. (2003)).
Fig. 6.3 presents a sensitivity test of the modelled geometric albedo on the solar
scaling factor. Small variations on the scaling have an important impact on the
modelled albedo, hence its value can be well constrained from the observations.
The impact on the temperature profile is presented in a following section.

The produced haze particles are assumed to be irreversibly lost to the surface
through deposition. Yet, if no other loss process is included, large opacities are
maintained in the lower atmosphere in a steady state. A parameter that affects
the flow of the particles in this region is the mixing profile used. If the particles
are assumed to be mixed with the same eddy coefficient as the gas molecules,
then the resulting flux of particles towards the surface is small and the haze
opacity builds up in the lower atmosphere. This is significantly different from
that measured by the DISR instrument on board the Huygens probe and also
much larger than the opacity necessary to match the geometric albedo and the
vertical temperature structure. Previous radiation transfer models have also
noticed this problem and solved it by applying a cut-off in the haze extinction
profile in order to match the observed geometric albedo. The shape and magni-
tude of this reduction varies among different models, between total removal of
the haze opacity below a certain altitude (McKay et al., 1989; Tomasko et al.,
1997) or decreased opacity in a certain region (Rannou et al., 2003). But the
latest results of the DISR instrument have shown that the haze extends down
to the surface with a rather constant opacity below 100 km.

In view of these results a different approach, that of an increased mixing
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Figure 6.3: Impact of solar scaling factor for haze refractive index on the mod-
elled geometric albedo.

coefficient for the haze particles below the stratopause relative to the one used
for the gas species, was applied. This allows the particles to flow faster towards
the surface where they are irreversibly lost. The mixing profile for the haze
particles above the stratopause is considered to be the same as for the rest
of the chemical species in the model. The magnitude of the mixing below
the stratopause was increased until a good match to the geometric albedo was
obtained. After scaling the mixing in this way we realized that the resulting
mixing profile between 300 and 100 km was very close to the mixing profile
obtained assuming an altitude dependence that follows the inverse square root
of the density (ρ−1/2) scaled to the mixing magnitude at 300 km. Due to
the close agreement between the vertical mixing profile needed to match the
geometric albedo and the scaling suggested by the above dependence it was
adopted in the calculations. This approach for the scaling of the mixing profile
of the particles was suggested by previous microphysical models (Rannou et al.
(2003) and references therein), although the magnitude of the mixing coefficient
varies among models.

Below 100 km the eddy mixing profile derived with the above process shows
a sharp decrease due to the increase in the density below that level, which
is related to the sharp decrease in the temperature observed in this region.
Allowing for such a mixing profile still results in a haze opacity which is too
large. Hence, the mixing was increased in the lower 80 km, relative to that
following ρ−1/2. The eddy mixing profile used in the calculations is presented
in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: The eddy mixing profile used for the aerosol particles. The solid line
corresponds to the mixing profile used for the gas species, while the dotted line
presents the mixing profile assuming an altitude dependence that follows the
ρ−1/2 law starting at 300 km. The dashed line presents the final mixing profile
used for the haze particles, where in the lower 100 km the mixing magnitude
has been increased in order to enhance the loss of the particles to the surface.

This increased flux towards the surface sink is just a simulation of one loss
process taking place in Titan’s atmosphere. In the lower atmosphere below
the stratopause, hydrocarbons and nitriles condense and are removed from the
atmosphere. Cloud formation has been observed in specific locations on Ti-
tan’s disk as discussed in §1.2.6, while Rannou et al. (2006) have shown that
the production of clouds using the haze particles as nucleation sites, is possible
in certain latitudinal regions, similar to the ones where clouds are observed.
Hence, the condensation of atmospheric gases with the consequent cloud forma-
tion acts as a sink for the haze particles, which could explain the haze opacity
in this region. Applying a large eddy mixing coefficient is just a way of repre-
senting this loss, by making the particles flow faster towards the surface sink.
Further, the larger eddy mixing profile assigned for the haze particles in the
lower atmosphere, below the stratopause, compared to that for the gas species,
is found to be necessary irrespective of the value assumed for the γ parameter
(Eq. 5.1). The results presented in Table 5.2 correspond to the eddy mixing
profile shown in Fig. 6.4.

The resulting column haze opacity is presented in Fig. 6.5 and compared
with the measured values retrieved by the DISR instrument (Tomasko et al.,
2005). It must be kept in mind that the latter correspond to the location where
the probe descended, while the model results correspond to the disk-average
opacity that is necessary to provide a good match to the geometric albedo and
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Figure 6.5: The column absorption (dashed line) and extinction (solid line)
opacity for the produced haze particles based on the model calculations, along
with the measured extinction by the DISR instrument on board the Huygens
probe (Tomasko et al., 2005). The particles were considered to attain a spherical
shape (Mie particles) and the refractive index required for the calculation of the
efficiencies was taken from the laboratory simulations of Khare et al. (1984).

a realistic temperature profile corresponding to global average conditions. The
model calculations suggest that a smaller total haze opacity than the measured
one is more appropriate in order to match the observations. The measured
column opacity by DISR at 750 nm, is 70% larger than the one retrieved by
matching the observed geometric albedo (Fig. 6.7). Nevertheless, the measured
spectral variation of the opacity between 531 and 938 nm, is similar to that of
the model based on the refractive index assumed (Khare et al., 1984) and the
charging rate value used in the calculations.

The DISR measurements have also provided results regarding the vertical
variation of the haze opacity. The extinction profiles measured cover the above
reported range and a comparison between the locally measured and disk-average
model profiles, is presented in Fig. 6.6, for four wavelengths. Similar results were
obtained for other wavelengths given by DISR. Although the DISR extinction
profiles were retrieved assuming the particles to have a fractal structure, the
resulting opacity is not depended on the shape of the particles. The DISR
instrument measures the variation in the radiation intensity between layers of
the atmosphere and hence retrieves the opacity necessary for the reproduction
of this variation with altitude. Whether the particles are of spherical or frac-
tal shape, this will have an impact on the resulting number density and size
distribution of the particles.

The vertical variation of the opacity derived by the model calculations based
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which are characteristic of the Huygens probe descent location.
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on the suggested pathways is very close to that observed by the DISR mea-
surements. The copolymer contribution in the upper atmosphere is mainly
responsible for the production of particles, the evolution of which provides the
opacity in the region above 300 km. Without the contribution from this family
the haze structure would be significantly different with smaller extinction val-
ues. At lower altitudes the cumulative contribution from aromatics and nitriles
produces the observed opacity, which is constrained by the enhanced mixing
applied.

At higher altitudes the model-derived extinction profiles decrease faster than
the observed profiles. This is the manifestation of dynamical effects, which be-
come important in this region leading finally to the production of the observed
detached haze layers. Under the current picture of haze formation, it is evident
that the chemical composition of the detached haze layer will be mostly affected
by the copolymer family than by the nitriles/aromatics, which are formed fur-
ther below. This could lead to different optical properties for the particles
formed in this region compared to the optical properties of the final particles in
the lower atmosphere. Such a qualitative picture was obtained also by Rannou
et al. (2000) in their investigation of the detached haze optical properties.

6.1.3 Geometric & surface albedo

The agreement between model and observed geometric albedo is an important
validation requirement, since it provides a picture for the whole atmospheric
structure and composition. Different energy photons reach different altitudes of
the atmosphere, hence the spectrally resolved geometric albedo depends on the
haze structure, the chemical composition and the surface albedo. The model
geometric albedo is presented in Fig. 6.7 where it is compared with measure-
ments from HST in the UV region between 1800 and 3300 Å (McGrath et al.,
1998), the Neff et al. (1984) (0.35 - 1.05 µm) and Karkoscka (1994) (0.30 -1.0
µm) measurements in the visible and near infrared, along with the Negrão et
al. (2006) (0.8 - 2.5 µm), Geballe et al. (2003) (2.9 - 3.5 µm) and Coustenis
et al. (2003)(2.6 - 4.8 µm) measurements in the above intervals. Also in the
lower panel of Fig. 6.7, the corresponding lowest altitude at which photons at
each wavelength reach inside the atmosphere is presented. This is calculated in
terms of the effective optical depth:

τeff = τ
√

(1− ω)(1− ωg) (6.2)

with ω the single scattering albedo and g the asymmetry factor. The effec-
tive optical depth, τeff, provides a better estimate for the penetration depth of
photons inside the atmosphere since it includes the contribution of the forward
scattered photons (Rannou et al., 2003).

The agreement between the model and observed geometric albedo in the UV
region is significantly improved compared to previous radiation transfer mod-
els that used haze opacities derived for spherical particles. The reason for this
better agreement is the more complete description of the atmospheric composi-
tion in the radiation transfer calculations, with the inclusion of the absorption
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Figure 6.7: Top panel: Observed and modelled geometric albedo of Titan’s
atmosphere. References for the observations can be found in the text and in Ta-
ble 1.2. Dashed and solid lines at similar wavelengths correspond to the leading
and trailing hemispheres, respectively. Bottom panel: depth of penetration of
photons inside the atmosphere.
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Figure 6.8: Spectral variation of the surface albedo used in the model. The
circle at 3 µm is from Coustenis et al. (2006), while filled and empty triangles
correspond to the surface albedo values from Lellouch et al. (2004) for the
leading and trailing sides of Titan, respectively.

cross sections of all the photodissociated species used in the photochemical de-
scription. The altitude of penetration for UV photons decreases with increasing
wavelength. Photons with energies below 100 nm are absorbed at altitudes
above 1000 km, while between 100 and 200 nm the altitude of penetration ex-
hibits a sharp decrease, reaching about 135 km at 200 nm. Between 200 and 300
nm the altitude of penetration has a small plateau. This is also observed in the
geometric albedo in this region, which is approaching a constant value although
measurements suggest that there is a steady decrease of the observed geometric
albedo towards smaller wavelengths (McGrath et al., 1998). This could be an
indication of missing gas absorption by species not included in the calculations,
or of increased absorptivity of the haze particles in this spectral region, but
most likely a signature of the contribution of the detached haze layer.

In the visible part of the spectrum the model provides a very good match to
the observed geometric albedo. In this region the opacity is mainly controlled
by haze absorption, which decreases as we move to larger wavelengths. Hence
the altitude of penetration has an equivalent drop. In the region of 0.64 µm, the
calculated geometric albedo, matches very well the observed minimum due to
methane absorption. This is a common characteristic for spherical haze particles
in contrast to fractal. The correct fit of the geometric albedo in the visible part
of the spectrum, where the particles are mainly absorbing suggests a correct
representation of the main haze layer by the model haze structure.
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Figure 6.9: The model surface albedo (thick solid line) inside the methane win-
dows in the range 1.0 - 2.5 µm, compared to the values retrieved by Negrão et al.
(2006) (thin solid and dotted line for the leading and trailing side, respectively.)
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At longer wavelengths, the spectrum is characterized by the strong minima
produced by the methane absorption bands. The contribution of haze, which is
mostly scattering now, mainly controls the magnitude of the geometric albedo
inside and on the sides of the methane windows that correspond to the peaks.
Inside the windows, photons can reach the surface where the reflected flux de-
pends significantly on the surface albedo. The spectral variation of surface
reflectivity used is shown in Fig. 6.8. and is in between the surface albedos re-
ported by Negrão et al. (2006), in the interval 1.06 to 2.12 µm (see Fig. 6.9), for
the leading and trailing sides of Titan’s atmosphere. As discussed in §A.1.3, the
Boudon et al. (2004) line-by-line absorption coefficients for methane in the near
IR above 1.54 µm have been used, like in Negrão et al. (2006). This explains the
agreement between the surface albedo values presented here and the ones re-
ported by the latter authors, compared to previous results (Griffith et al., 2003)
based on different absorption calculations for methane. At longer wavelengths
the values for the surface albedo were constrained to be close to those reported
by Coustenis et al. (2006) at 3 µm and Lellouch et al. (2004) at 5 µm.

6.2 Atmospheric structure

Having provided a description of the haze optical properties generated by the
model calculations based on the photochemical description of the atmosphere
and the suggested pathways of haze formation, the resulting atmospheric struc-
ture that also controls the above processes is presented here. The calculated
vertical temperature structure and atmospheric density are validated against
the retrieved values by the CIRS (Cassini) and HASI (Huygens) measurements.

The resulting temperature profile, based on the above description of haze
production and evolution, is presented in Fig. 6.10 for the lower (a) and upper
(b) atmosphere. For comparison the retrieved vertical temperature profiles from
HASI (F.Ferri, private communication) and CIRS (R. Achterberg and B. Con-
rath, personal communication) are given. The bundle of CIRS profiles present
the variation of the temperature structure at different latitudes from pole to
pole. As discussed in Chapter 1, the variation of the temperature is rather
small, only a few degrees for most latitudes until we start to move towards the
winter pole where the stratopause temperature increases and the stratosphere
below cools. This is related to the seasonal variation of the atmospheric struc-
ture that enhances the production of haze particles in the winter pole and hence
produces this temperature variation. At higher altitudes, above the stratopause,
the temperature profiles converge again, indicating that the atmosphere above is
well mixed. It is important to note the different location for the stratopause and
the stratospheric temperatures retrieved by the two instruments. The in situ
measurements of HASI (which correspond to a specific path of descent through
Titan’s atmosphere by the Huygens probe) suggest a hotter stratosphere com-
pared to the average temperature retrieved by CIRS as described by the overlap
of the mid-latitude and equatorial profiles in Fig. 6.10.a. The location of the
stratopause for HASI is at about 250 km with a temperature slightly above
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185 K, while the CIRS profile provides a higher stratopause situated at 320 km
with a few degrees colder temperature (at equatorial regions). The differences
between the profiles derived by the two instruments have yet to be explained.
The calculated vertical profile, which corresponds to global average conditions,
provides an intermediate temperature structure between the observed profiles.
It is in better agreement with the HASI profile in the lower atmosphere where
it follows it closely up to ∼ 170 km. Above that region it provides a colder
stratopause of about 182 K but located at 280 km in the same region as the
HASI profile. At higher altitudes the model temperature drops more slowly
compared to the HASI and approaches the converging CIRS profiles above 375
km (Fig 6.10.b).

In the troposphere, as was shown by McKay et al. (1989), the greenhouse
effect from the collision induced absorption controls the temperature structure.
The thermal window in the region between 400 and 600 cm−1 which is controlled
by the N2-H2 and H2-CH4 collision induced absorption, controls the thermal
flux that can escape from the surface and troposphere to space. Hence, the
correct simulation of the hydrogen budget affects the atmospheric temperature.
In the lower atmosphere the H2 mole fraction is constant. According to the
calculations, increasing the H2 mole fraction from 1×10−3 to 2×10−3 leads to
an increase in the surface temperature by about 1/2 a degree. The convective
region of the simulated atmosphere is constrained to the first 5 km with the
lapse rate being 1.26 K/km. This is very close to the one (∼ 1.1K/km retrieved
from the observed temperature profiles from CIRS and HASI (§2.2.4).

The rapid increase of the temperature profile above the tropopause, depends
mainly on the structure of the haze extinction profile (and the methane abun-
dance) and hence on the correct representation of the main haze layer by the
model. Above the stratopause, IR cooling by methane, acetylene and ethane
defines the extent of the temperature drop. The scaling factors applied on the
refractive index of the particles also have an important effect on the tempera-
ture structure. This is presented in Fig. 6.11. Starting with the nominal values,
(1.33 for solar and 0.5 for thermal) the presented temperature profiles report
the sensitivity of the thermal structure for smaller or bigger values. These pro-
files are only radiativelly converged and not photochemically, meaning that the
impact of the varied temperature structure on the chemical composition and
haze structure has not been included. The thermal scaling has a large impact
on the temperature profile, providing a temperature increase of 40 K when the
changing from 1 to 0.1. The solar scaling has a smaller impact on the temper-
ature structure, increasing it by ∼5 K when increased from 1. to 1.6. Yet, as
discussed previously the impact on the geometric albedo is more sensitive to the
solar scaling parameter and allows a better constraining for its value.

The current calculations do not include corrections due to non-LTE effects.
In the upper atmosphere, the HCN profile controls the thermospheric cooling
due to transitions in the rotational degrees of freedom, which are in LTE under
the conditions found in Titan’s thermosphere (Yelle, 1991). Heating is provided
by the UV photodissociation of the atmospheric species. As was shown, the
model-generated HCN profile is above the measured abundance in the upper
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Figure 6.10: Calculated vertical temperature profile and the retrieved tempera-
ture profiles of the HASI (Huygens) and CIRS (Cassini) instruments presented
with dashed and dotted lines, respectively. In the lower atmosphere(a), the
model agrees better with the HASI observed profile and provides a stratopause
located at 280 km. In the upper atmosphere (b), above 375 km, the calculated
profile converges with the majority of the CIRS measurements that constitute
the thicker solid line, which represents overlapping of many profiles from mid-
latitude and equatorial regions.
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Figure 6.11: Sensitivity of vertical temperature profile on the scaling factors of
the haze particles for solar (upper panel) and thermal (lower panel) wavelengths.
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atmosphere, where the effect of the HCN cooling has its maximum impact.
This means that the modelled temperature profile is colder than what it should
be if the HCN abundance was correctly reproduced. This underestimation of
the temperature is also presented in Fig. 6.10.b with the dashed-dotted line,
where we have set an upper limit in the radiation transfer calculations for the
calculated HCN mole fraction based on the derived values from the INMS mea-
surements (2×10−4, Vuitton et al. 2006a). The increase in the temperature is
located above 900 km having reached a maximum of ∼5 K above 1200 km. This
temperature difference did not provide any significant changes to the vertical
profiles of the species in this region.

As discussed above, the model profile corresponds to a global average tem-
perature structure. The observed profiles include the contribution of dynamical
effects that produce variations in the vertical temperature structure. The lat-
itudinal transport induced by the Hadley circulation allows the haze particles
to remain in the atmosphere for a longer time until they are deposited in the
polar regions, where the circulation fluxes attain a descending character. In our
model we only simulate the vertical motion of the particles and hence we do not
take into consideration this effectively smaller settling velocity of the particles,
when viewed in a 1D picture. On the other hand, the observed oscillations in
the vertical temperature structure of the upper atmosphere by the HASI instru-
ment, suggest the presence of significant transient wave effects which are not
simulated by the model.

Another validation parameter is the vertical profile of the mass density. This
was measured by the HASI instrument on board the Huygens probe during its
descent inside Titan’s atmosphere (Fulchignoni et al., 2005). The measured
and modelled vertical profiles for this quantity are presented in Fig. 6.12. Mass
density depends on the vertical temperature structure, which defines the at-
mospheric density, and the chemical composition of the atmosphere. From the
surface up to about 800 km the modelled and observed density and pressure
profiles are very close. Above that level the divergence between the simulated
and observed temperature profiles leads to divergence in the mass density.

6.3 Solar cycle effects

In §5.3 it was shown that the 11-year SC variability has an impact on the vertical
haze production, due to the changes induced in the species vertical profiles. The
haze structures that are eventually produced at solar minimum and maximum
conditions are different and this has an impact on the geometric albedo and
vertical temperature structure.

At solar maximum the haze production is increased due to the enhancement
of nitrile production for this condition. As a result the optical depth of the haze
structure is increased and this leads to an enhancement of the heating induced
from the absorption of solar radiation by the particles. This is presented in
Fig.6.13. The increased haze opacity, leads to a rise in the temperature above
the stratopause up to the mesopause, while the atmosphere below is cooled since
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Figure 6.12: The model vertical mass density and pressure profiles (dashed
lines) compared with the observed profiles (solid lines) by the HASI instrument
on board the Huygens probe (Fulchignoni et al., 2005).
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Figure 6.13: Impact of solar cycle variability on the calculated temperature
structure.The solid line corresponds to solar average conditions, the dashed to
solar minimum and the dotted to solar maximum.
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less photons reach as deep in the atmosphere as for the solar average case. In fact
the location of the stratopause is affected also with its altitude moving upwards
by about 20 km from solar average to solar maximum conditions. In the upper
atmosphere, the increased solar flux, induces an increase in the heating of the
atmosphere from the absorption of atmospheric gases at short wavelengths were
the SC variability has a major effect. It should be mentioned that non-LTE
corrections would have an effect on the magnitude of the temperature variation
at these altitudes. The results are reversed for solar minimum conditions but
the magnitude of the temperature changes is smaller.

For the geometric albedo the impact of the SC is presented in Fig. 6.14. The
calculated albedo at solar maximum is smaller than the one for solar average
conditions for wavelengths below 0.6 µm and larger for bigger wavelengths.
This is due to the optical properties of the haze particles which are strongly
absorbing up to 0.6 µm and scattering at longer wavelengths (Fig. 3.1). This is
more prominent when viewed in terms of the difference of the albedos between
solar maximum and minimum relative to the solar average condition. As for
the case of the vertical temperature structure, the impact of the SC is large for
solar maximum than for solar minimum.
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Figure 6.14: The effect of solar variability in the calculated geometric albedo
due to the induced changes in the haze production (upper panel). The difference
between solar maximum and solar minimum relative to the average conditions
shows more clearly that the SC has a spectral signature with the difference
changing sign as the particles change from absorbing to scattering (lower panel).
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Chapter 7

Discussion & Conclusions

7.1 Discussion

The one-dimensional picture of Titan’s atmospheric processes presented in this
work has provided a realistic representation of the mean vertical atmospheric
structure and composition. The haze pathways used provide a haze production
profile which can reproduce the observed aerosol structure by the DISR mea-
surements. At the same time, the interaction of the calculated haze structure
with the radiation field provides a vertical temperature profile which is in very
good agreement with observations, while the very good agreement between the
model spectrally resolved geometric albedo and the observed one, suggests a
realistic representation of radiation transfer through Titan’s atmosphere. The
solar fluxes calculated by the model, along with the temperature structure, drive
the photochemical and thermochemical evolution of the simulated species, for
most of which the model provides reasonably good vertical profiles compared
with the observations. Under this self-consistent picture where each process is
linked to the others, a more complete representation of Titan’s atmosphere has
been presented and the effect of the coupling between different processes has
been investigated.

7.1.1 Haze pathways and chemical loss

Amongst the pathways included in the description of the photochemical produc-
tion of the haze particles, nitriles and copolymers have the most important role.
Copolymers have a dominant contribution in the upper atmosphere and are the
main source for the opacity above the stratopause, which is necessary for the
correct reproduction of the vertical temperature structure. When the impact
of the galactic cosmic rays is included, nitriles contribute mainly in the lower
atmosphere and are of secondary importance in the radiation transfer since the
particles formed in this region are quickly lost to the surface. If the contribution
of the GCR is removed, the haze production in the lower atmosphere is signifi-
cantly reduced and is then controlled by the aromatics. The contribution from
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polyynes at all altitudes and under all conditions, is significantly smaller than
that of the other families. Hence, under the current description the omission of
pure hydrocarbon pathways from the haze production, in accordance with the
results of the ACP instrument, would not change the produced haze structure
significantly. This altitude-dependent chemical composition of the haze parti-
cles is in agreement with the observed variation of the detached haze optical
properties relative to the ones of the main haze layer, as reported by Rannou et
al. (2000), although in the current calculation, a single refractive index for all
altitudes was used.

The chemical loss of atmospheric gases through the formation of the haze
monomers, is found to be important for the vertical profiles of the precursor
species involved in the haze pathways used. The chemical growth of the initial
dimer formed, to the size of a monomer, beyond which the particles become
larger by their mutual coagulation, has the largest impact on the chemical com-
position. The increased contribution of hydrocarbon-nitrile copolymers and
pure nitriles relative to the pure hydrocarbon pathways in the haze production
results in a significant loss for nitrogen in all forms of nitrile species involved in
the pathways.

The profiles of HCN, HC3N and C2H3CN are reduced in the stratosphere,
although the magnitude of this reduction depends mainly on the assumed rate
for the reaction H2CN + HCN. An important conclusion from the current work
regarding this rate is that its variation, although affects significantly the HCN
abundance and the total haze production in the stratosphere, has a very small
impact on the resulting haze opacity. The calculated C/N and C/H ratios
suggest a stoichiometric formula of C4H3N3 for the haze particles.

7.1.2 N2 dissociative photoionization and nitriles

Another sensitivity test from this work is the new dissociative ionization scheme
for N2 suggested by the work of Nicolas et al. (2003). Compared to previous
suggestions that favored the production of ground state neutral and ionized
nitrogen atoms for wavelengths smaller than 510 Å, the latter measurements
suggest that the neutral atoms are in their excited state. The effect of this is to
produce significantly larger CH3CN abundance compared to the observed. For
other species, such as HCN, CH2NH, C2H6 and C2H2 the effect is smaller.

7.1.3 Heterogeneous chemistry

The current work has provided more insight into the effects of heterogeneous
processes on the surface of aerosol particles. The scavenging of atomic hydrogen
and its conversion to molecular hydrogen by aerosols results in a H2 vertical pro-
file closer to that retrieved by INMS in the upper atmosphere. It also produces
a vertical diacetylene profile that is in much better agreement with the CIRS
retrieved profiles. Further, it affects the radiation transfer; first, directly due
to the higher abundance of diacetylene, and secondly indirectly, since C4H2 is
a very important precursor for haze production based on the copolymer family.
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Another important process is the increased thermal opacity inside the thermal
window between 400 and 600 cm−1 because of H2-N2 and H2-CH4 collision-
ally induced absorption that arises from increased H2 abundance. This allows
less of the thermal radiation to escape to space and hence increases the surface
temperature. It is clear that heterogeneous processes affect the temperature,
radiation field, photochemistry and haze production.

7.1.4 The role of methyl radicals

Methyl radicals play an important role in the photochemical evolution of the at-
mosphere. As discussed in the previous sections, their recombination defines the
production of C2H6, while reaction with atomic nitrogen is the main production
mechanism for HCN and CH2NH. In addition, their photolysis is a significant
source of 1CH2 that affects the rest of the hydrocarbon chemistry. Hence vari-
ations in the abundance of CH3 will have an impact on all of the above species.
Both hydrogen cyanide and methyleneimine are overestimated by the model in
the upper atmosphere. The model ethane (along with argon) profile is used for
the retrieval of the eddy mixing profile, which depends on the methyl radical
abundance.

Methyl radicals, like atomic hydrogen, can react heterogeneously with hydro-
gen atoms on the surface of the aerosol particles to form CH4. If this process
is of comparable efficiency with that observed for the conversion of H to H2,
the population of CH3 radicals would be reduced with the process having its
maximum effect in the region between 300 and 600 km, as observed for atomic
hydrogen. This is the region were the eddy mixing profile is controlled by ethane.
The possible reduction of the methyl radical by a heterogeneous process would
lead to a decrease in ethane production within this region and hence to a differ-
ent characteristic life time for this species relative to the one given in Fig. 4.1.
Hence, variations in the eddy mixing profile would occur, while the reduced CH3

abundance will have a photochemical effect on those species directly affected by
it.

7.1.5 Solar cycle effects

The temporal variability induced by the 11-year solar cycle affects the species
photolysis rates. This eventually produces variations in the species vertical
profiles which were found to be stronger for nitrile species compared to hydro-
carbons. This variability is further imparted in the haze production that was
found to increase by ∼60% between solar minimum to solar maximum relative
to solar average conditions. As a result of the enhanced haze opacity the tem-
perature profile changes with an increase of the temperature and the geometric
albedo is significantly affected.
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7.2 Conclusions

A 1D radiative / convective - photochemical - microphysical model to study the
formation of Titan’s haze from the chemical species formed in its atmosphere has
been developed. The model results were validated against recent Cassini/Huygens
mission measurements and other ground-based and space-borne observations.
The model generates the radiation field, atmospheric composition, haze struc-
ture, geometric albedo and temperature/density structure in a self consistent
manner.

More specifically, ethane and argon, along with methane escape to space,
were used to constrain the eddy mixing coefficient for the gaseous species, while
a separate eddy mixing coefficient for the haze particles was applied. The use of
two different profiles was found to give better results with regard to the agree-
ment between model and observed gaseous species vertical profiles of abundance
and haze properties. Yet, the increased mixing profile assumed for the haze par-
ticles is just one way for constraining the produced haze abundance to the value
that is necessary for the correct reproduction of the geometric albedo. The phys-
ical interpretation of this approach has to be clarified with further investigation.
Possibly the loss of haze particles as nucleation sites upon which cloud forma-
tion can proceed can produce the same effect as the increased flow towards the
surface sink applied here. Further, the latitudinal transport of particles could
effectively act in the same way, depositing the particles in the polar regions.
On the other hand this could also signify some lack in our understanding of the
chemical processes that define haze formation in Titan’s atmosphere.

The model calculations include the effects of the heterogeneous chemistry
on aerosol surfaces that convert atomic hydrogen to molecular hydrogen. The
resultant H2 profile is found to be closer to the INMS measurements, while the
vertical profile of the diacetylene formed, which is controlled by atomic hydrogen
and the retrieved mixing profile, is found to be closer to that of the CIRS profile
when this heterogenous chemistry is included. Both of these species play an
important role in the radiative transfer; H2 in collisionally induced absorption
in the thermal infrared, and C4H2 in haze production based on the copolymer
family.

Further, the photochemistry of methyleneimine in Titan’s atmosphere have
been investigated and included for the first time in photochemical model.

The pathways of haze formation included, reveals a new second major peak
in the vertical profile of haze production rate between 500 and 900 km. This
peak is produced by the copolymer family used and has important ramifications
for the vertical atmospheric temperature profile and geometric albedo. In par-
ticular, the existence of this second peak determines the vertical profile of haze
extinction. The model results regarding the haze extinction have been compared
with the DISR retrieved profiles and are found to be in very good agreement,
given that our results represent global mean values whereas the DISR represent
profiles from the descent site of the Huygens probe. If this second peak is ab-
sent, then the model haze extinction profiles would decrease more rapidly above
100 km than indicated by the DISR measurements. Further, this peak controls
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the atmospheric temperature decrease above 300 km.
The model temperature profile is found to be in agreement with the HASI

measurements in the lower atmosphere below the stratopause. The latter, based
on the calculations is placed at 280 km. Above 375 km, the calculated tem-
perature profile agrees better with the mid-latitude CIRS profiles. At higher
altitudes, where the profiles from all latitudes begin to converge, the simulated
and observed profiles are in agreement.

Finally, the model geometric albedo, which represents an integration of ra-
diative processes in Titan’s atmosphere is in very good agreement with the
observations. The peaks in the near infrared are primarily controlled by haze
scattering and surface albedo, whilst the troughs are determined by methane
absorption. The matching of the model peaks and troughs with the observa-
tions lends further support to the coupling of Titan’s photochemistry to haze
formation performed here.
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Epilogue

The scientific investigation of the atmospheric processes in Titan’s atmosphere
described in this thesis, has provided a new insight into specific issues defining
Titan’s atmosphere. Answers and new suggestions have been given regarding the
most intriguing aspect of the atmosphere: the pathways leading to the produc-
tion of the observed haze structure from the complex photochemical background.
The outcomes of this investigation were validated against the observed vertical
temperature structure, spectrally resolved geometric albedo and atmospheric
chemical composition as these have been inferred from the latest measurements
performed by the Cassini/Huygens mission. The self-consistent approach which
was followed has provided a comprehensive representation of the complex inter-
action between the main atmospheric processes, which can now be applied to
any planetary atmosphere.

Yet, as was discussed previously, the issues addressed here are but a small
fraction of our questions that we would like to answer about Titan’s atmosphere
and more generally the way atmospheric and geological processes define the
evolution of a planetary atmosphere. Although the Huygens mission has ended,
the Cassini mission is still ongoing and its success will probably guarantee the
missions extension beyond the scheduled end in 2008. The data that are being
gathered are making Titan more and more familiar by the day, illuminate our
knowledge, amaze us with its resemblance to our home planet and excite us
with new, never before seen aspects of planetary formation and evolution.

But, this is not the end of our quest. The planetary scientific community,
buoyant by the success of the Cassini/Huygens mission and the new picture
of Titan revealed, is planning for another space mission. This will bring us
back in Titan with a new orbiter around Titan along with an aerial probe,
probably a balloon, which will be able to float around at different latitudes and
longitudes and gather information. This will provide a better, in situ insight
regarding the surface composition and properties, the methane reservoir, the
possibility of a sub-surface ocean, lake formation, haze particle formation, the
atmospheric dynamics, the seasonal variability and many other issues that need
to be understood.
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Appendix A

Light Interaction with
Matter

The radiation transfer process is based on the interaction of the radiation (Elec-
tromagnetic) field with matter. When a beam of light interacts with a medium
it is attenuated in two ways. In the first interaction, part of the energy of the
incident beam is transferred by the medium and transformed to other kinds of
energy, mainly heat. This is what we call absorption and is present whether
the medium is made of one or many materials, whether it contains small or big
particles or whether the structure of the medium is random or not (for example
a crystalline structure). In any of the above cases the absorption will be present
and the variation of the medium’s properties will only affect how weak or strong
the attenuation of the incident beam will be.

The second interaction of light with matter is that of scattering which occurs
whenever light transverses a medium with varying optical properties. When an
incident beam reaches a ‘surface’ that defines a limit between two regions with
different optical properties, part of the beam is radiated to directions different
from the original. Pure scattering doesn’t include any energy transformation.
The integral of energy radiated in all directions is equal to the energy of the
initial beam. The attenuation here is regarded only with respect to the energy
left in the direction of the incident radiation. In the case of the atmosphere
the importance of scattering is decisive in the way we observe our surrounding
environment. All the light our eyes receive away from a source of light (e.g.
the Sun) comes from radiation scattered by the atoms, molecules, aerosols and
other particles of the atmosphere. This scattered radiation is responsible for
the blue color of the morning sky, the rainbow and the halos in order to name
few of the optical phenomena in the atmosphere produced by scattering.

In order to take into account the total attenuation of the beam, due to both
scattering and absorption, the term extinction is used, which is defined as:

Extinction = Absorption + Scattering

The relative importance of the above two procedures depends mainly on the
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optical properties of the medium and the relative ratio between the size of the
scattering centers and the wavelength of the incident radiation. In the usual
case where the scattering centers are considered to have spherical shape the
scattering properties are calculated in terms of the size parameter x, defined as:

x =
2πr

λ
(A.1)

where, r is the radius of the scattering center and λ the wavelength of the
incident radiation.

In order to describe the scattering problem with more tangible means, certain
parameters have been introduced. Consider the scattering from a particle of
arbitrary shape. The last is characterized by its geometric cross section, σ,
that depends only on the shape the particle has (its geometrical shadow), and
three more effective cross sections, one for every basic procedure (absorption,
scattering & extinction). The cross section for scattering, σsca, is an area such
that the total energy of the scattered wave in all directions is equal to the
energy of the incident wave falling on this area. In a similar way, the cross
section for absorption, σαbs, refers to the energy absorbed in the particle and the
cross section for extinction, σext describes the total attenuation of the incident
energy. Since the total attenuation is due to the combined effect of absorption
and scattering, the conservation of energy requires that:

σext = σabs + σsca (A.2)

The dimensionless parameters:

Qsca = σsca

σ
Qabs = σabs

σ with Qsca + Qabs = Qext

Qext = σext

σ

(A.3)

are called the efficiency factors for scattering, absorption and extinction respec-
tively and are the ones that are usually used.

A.1 Absorption

The spectral variation of the absorption cross section in the UV region for most
of the species used in the calculations are presented in Fig. A.1. At these wave-
lengths the absorption originates from the electronic transitions of the electrons
in the atoms and molecules, which are induced by the high energy UV photons.
The presence of unsaturated bonds with increasing size of the molecules allows
them to absorb at increasingly longer wavelengths as shown in the plots. The
units of cross sections can vary between different descriptions and laboratory
measurements and are summarized in Table A.1.

As we move towards longer wavelengths in the near IR and thermal IR,
the radiation excites the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom of the
molecules. In these wavelengths the effects of pressure and temperature start
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Figure A.1: UV cross sections for the main hydrocarbon and nitrile species in
Titan’s atmosphere. The spectral extent of UV absorption cross section of the
different species depends on the structure of the molecules and the presence
of different type of bond structures that give rise to certain absorption bands.
Notice the shift to larger wavelengths for larger species with increasing number
of unsaturated bonds in the lower right figure.
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Table A.1: Different units for the absorption coefficient found in the literature.
Volume Molecular Mass S.T.P.

Units cm−1 cm2 cm2/g (cm-Amagat)−1

to have a significant impact on the absorption properties of the species and has
to be included in the calculations. Further, the use of spectroscopic data is
necessary for the calculation of the absorption cross sections.

A.1.1 Spectroscopic data

Spectroscopic databases (such as HITRAN or GEISA a.o.) provide a number
of spectroscopic parameters, which are valuable for the theoretical calculation
of molecular transmittances. For a given molecule and its isotopes, the data-
base contains information for all the known transitions it can proceed to. The
parameters necessary for the calculation of a molecule’s absorption coefficient
are:

• The position of each transition, ν0 (cm−1), that corresponds to the en-
ergy of the photon emitted or absorbed by the molecule in the transition
between two quantum states.

• The spectral line intensity of the transition, S0 (cm−1/(molecule cm−2)).
From radiation transfer theory the line intensity for a rotational/vibrational
transition is given by:

S0 =
hνnn′

c

nn′

N
(1− gnnn′

gn′nn
)Bnn′ (A.4)

where h is the Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, n and n′ refer to the
lower and upper state respectively, N is the molecular number density, nn

and nn′ are the populations of each state, g are statistical weights which
take into consideration the electronical, vibrational, rotational and nuclear
degrees of freedom of the molecule and Bnn′ is the Einstein coefficient
(cm3/(ergs s2)) for induced absorption. For LTE conditions the population
of each state is defined by the Boltzmann statistics, which means that the
line strength is temperature dependent.

• The air-broadened halfwidth at half maximum (HWHM), γair(cm−1/atm),
of the line that depends on the temperature and pressure conditions.

With the above data the calculation of the monochromatic absorption coeffi-
cient, kν (molecule−1cm−2), at a specific wavenumber, ν, due to a single tran-
sition, ν0, is straightforward, and it will be given by:

kν=S0f(ν − ν0)
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where f(ν − ν0) is the line shape function (cm). The total contribution to
wavenumber ν from all the transition lines, ν0, will then be:

kν =
∑
ν0

S0f(ν − ν0) (A.5)

The spectroscopic databases usually provide data that correspond to stan-
dard temperature and pressure conditions (Tref = 297 K and Pref = 1 atm).
This means that for different conditions, corrections to the line intensities and
halfwidths must be performed before the calculation of the absorption coeffi-
cient. In order to correct for temperature variations in the line strength we
need to know the dependence of the statistical weight and state populations on
it. Based on the condition of LTE, the Boltzmann distribution provides this
information:

gnnn′

gn′nn
= exp(−c2νnn′/T ) (A.6)

and
nn′

N
=

gnexp(−c2En/T )
Q(T )

(A.7)

In the above, c2 = hc/kB , with kB the Boltzmann constant and En the energy
of the lower state which is also provided in the HITRAN database. Q(T ) is the
total partition function of the molecule that is given by the usual expression:

Q(T ) =
∑

n

gnexp(−c2En/T ) (A.8)

Substituting the above in the line strength equation we get:

S0 =
hνnn′

c

gnexp(−c2En/T )
Q(T )

(1− exp(−c2νnn′/T ))Bnn′ (A.9)

From the last result it is clear that the temperature dependence of the line
intensity relatively to a reference temperature will have the form:

S0(T ) = S0(T )
Q(Tref )
Q(T )

exp(−c2En/T )
exp(−c2En/Tref )

(1− exp(−c2νnn′/T ))
(1− exp(−c2νnn′/Tref ))

(A.10)

In the last expression all parameters necessary for the calculations are directly
provided from the database. Q(T) can calculated using the Gamache et al.
(1990) parametrization which approximates the partition function as a third
order polynomial on temperature:

Q(T ) = a + bT + cT 2 + dT 3 (A.11)

where the constants depend on the molecule/isotope under consideration. Typ-
ical values of the parameters for simple molecules are given in Table A.2.

The effects of pressure and temperature on the halfwidth are described in
the form:

γ(p, T )pref = (
Tref

T
)η(γair(pref , Tref )(p− ps) + γself (pref , Tref )ps) (A.12)
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Table A.2: Partition function parameters for simple molecules (Gamache et al.,
1990)

Molecule
Parameter

a b c d
14N2 7.3548E-01 7.86628-01 -1.82828-06 6.8772E-09
12C16 -4.8544 3.4530E-01 5.4835E-05 -6.0682E-08
16Ol2 -2.1995 9.67518-01 -8.0827E-04 2.80408-06
H12C14N -9.7107E-01 2.9506 -1.6077E-03 6.11488-06
14N14Nl6O -9.529l 1.5719E+0l -1.20638-02 5.37818-05
H12C12CH 2.5863 l.l921 -7.928lE-04 4.62258-06

In the above ps is the partial pressure of the absorbing molecule, γself is the
self broadening halfwidth of the transition line and η is a constant. The last
two parameters are also included in the HITRAN database. A typical value for
η is 1/2 which is coming from collision theory. For most cases γair À γself and
if the molecule under consideration is a minor species then ps ¿ p. Then the
above expression takes the more simple form:

γ(p, T ) = γair(pref , Tref )(
Tref

T
)η p

pref
(A.13)

Finally the position of the line center for a specific transition can be affected
from the pressure conditions. The database provides this information also, in
the form of a pressure shift parameter, δ (cm−1/atm):

ν
′
nn′ = νnn′ + δ(pref )p (A.14)

A.1.2 Spectral line profiles

The shape of a spectral line depends upon the temperature and pressure condi-
tions under which the molecule is excited. The natural broadening of the line
profile, due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, is very small compared to
the broadening induced by the thermal motion of the molecules (Doppler broad-
ening) and the interactions between them (collision broadening). The last two
processes have a dominant role in the atmospheric line profiles.

At low pressure conditions, the mean free path of the atmospheric molecules
attains large values due to the small number of collisions allowed by the low
density. In this case, and depending on the atmospheric temperature structure,
the thermal velocities of the molecules can reach significant values in order to
induce observable Doppler shifts to the line profiles. Under thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions the distribution of molecules with velocity between v
and v+dv is described by the Maxwellian distribution:

f(v)dv =
1√
πV

e−
v2

V 2 dv (A.15)
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with V being the most probable speed of the distribution, given by:

V =

√
2RT

µ
(A.16)

with T the atmospheric temperature, R the universal gas constant and µ the
mean molecular weight. Including the Doppler shift:

v− v0 = v0
v

c
(A.17)

one can readily derive the functional form of the Doppler line profile:

fD(u) =
1√
π

e−u2
(A.18)

with u = (ν − ν0)/γD and γD the Doppler line shift, (related to the Doppler
width by bD = γD

√
(ln2)) given by:

γD =
ν0

c

√
2RT

µ
(A.19)

From the above it becomes obvious that the Doppler profile is independent of
the ambient pressure and that for each molecule, the resulting line profile will
depend on the ambient temperature. Table A.3 presents the γD/ν0 ratios at
180 K, for the important species involved in Titan’s thermal radiation transfer.

As the pressure increases the number of collisions between molecules rises
rapidly. The effect of this is to broaden the line profile giving rise to absorption
wings which can extend over a large distance from the center of the line. The
line shape under these conditions is described by the Lorentzian profile that
results from the solution of the Scrödinger equation:

fL(ν − ν0) =
bL

π

1
(ν − ν0)2 + b2

L

(A.20)

where, bL is the Lorentz width of the line. In terms of the unit-less line center
distance, u, introduced above, the Lorentz profile can be given in the form:

fL(u) =
α/π

u2 + α2
(A.21)

Table A.3: Characteristic Doppler widths relative to the line center for impor-
tant species in the thermal radiation transfer of Titan’s atmosphere.

Species γD/(ν0

√
T )× 10−7 γD/ν0 × 10−6, T=180K

CH4 1.075 1.442
HCN 0.8275 1.110
C2H6 0.7851 1.053
C2H4 0.8126 1.090
C2H2 0.8433 1.131
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Figure A.2: Upper Panel: Normalized Doppler and Lorentzian profiles with a
mixing parameter of 1. Lower Panel: Doppler profile (dashed line) along with
different mixing parameter Voigt profiles.
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Table A.4: References for the methane absorption coefficients at different regions
of the spectrum.

Spectral Range (nm) Data
5.6 - 51 Au et al. (1993)
52 - 125 Kameta et al. (2002)
126 - 152 Lee et al. (2001)
400 - 1000 Karkoscka (1994)
1000 - 1520 Irwin et al. (2006)

1520 - thermal IR Boudon et al. (2004)

with α the Doppler to Lorentz line width ratio, know also as the mixing para-
meter:

α =
bL

γD
(A.22)

The collision broadening depends both in pressure and temperature through
the line width (see eq. A.13). At far distances from the center of the lines the
real profiles start to diverge from the theoretical description provided by the
Lorentzian profile and corrections that depend on the absorbing/emitting atom
or molecule have to be included.

In order to have a general description of the line profiles, a common approach
between modelers is to use the Voigt profile which depending on the input para-
meters (u and α) approaches the Doppler or Lorentz limit. It is the convolution
of a Doppler shifted Lorentz profile with a Doppler profile, integrated over all
the possible range of velocities:

fV (u) =
1

αD
√

π
H(α, u) (A.23)

with H(α, u) the Voigt function:

H(α, u) =
α

π

∫ +∞

−∞

e−v2

(u− v)2 + α2
dv (A.24)

A.1.3 Methane coefficients

Methane has a broad absorption spectrum which extends from UV to thermal
infrared. Table A.4 provides the references for the data used at different regions
of the spectrum. Due to the large number of vibrational and rotational modes
the thermal and near IR spectrum exhibit a strong spectral structure. The
methane absorption coefficients in this part of the spectrum are derived from
laboratory measurements (band models) and theoretical calculations.

In band models the measured transmission under certain conditions is aver-
aged over bands of certain width ∆ν

t̄ =
1

∆ν

∫
tνdν (A.25)
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with tν = exp(−kνm). The conditions prevailing in Titan’s atmosphere require
the measurement of the absorption properties of methane at low temperatures
and large pathlengths. In the current work the Irwin et al. (2006) transmissions
have been used in the spectral region between 1 and 1.54 µm. These are based
on the Sihra et al. (1998) low temperature and the Strong et al. (1993) large
pathlengths transmission measurements which were fitted with a Goody-Voigt
band model. In such a treatment the transmission, t, of a path is expressed as:

t = exp


−2mk

′
ν̄(T )

∞∫

0

V (x, α)
1 + mδk

′
ν̄(T )V (x, α)/(γ0

D

√
T )

dx


 (A.26)

with m the absorber amount, δ the mean line spacing, k
′
ν̄(T) the mean ab-

sorption coefficient over the resolution of the band model (10 cm−1), γ0
D the

mean Doppler line-width at a reference temperature T0 (296 K) defined as
γ0

D = γD/
√

T and V(x,y) the Voigt function but defined in such a way so it
is 1/

√
π times the Voigt function presented in A.24. The parameter α is the

mixing parameter, which, in terms of the reference conditions T0 and P0 (taken
at 1 atm) can be given as

α =
bL

γD
=

b0
L

γ0
D

P

P0

√
T0

T

(
q +

(1− q)
SFB

)
(A.27)

In the above b0
L the mean Lorentz line-width at the reference temperature, q

is the mole fraction and SFB the self-to-foreign broadening ratio. The mean
absorption coefficient kν̄(T) was assumed to vary with temperature as

k
′
ν̄ = βkν̄(T, E1) + (1− β)kν̄(T, E2) (A.28)

where

kν̄(T, Ei) = kν̄0

(
T0

T

)1.5

exp
(

hc

kB
Ei

(
1
T0
− 1

T

))
(A.29)

with E1 and E2 the two lower state energies and hc/kB=1.439. This para-
meterization that takes into account the two lower state energies instead of
the E1 only, improves the accuracy of the fits regarding the temperature de-
pendence (Sromovsky et al., 2006). Parameter β ranges between 0 and 1 and
in the current calculations it was set to 0.5 based on the results of (Irwin et
al., 2006). The band parameterizations (http://www.atm.ox.ac.uk/user/irwin/)
provide the values for kν̄0, δ/b0

L, b0
L/γ0

D, E1, E2 and SFB with which the cal-
culation of transmission for different amounts, pressures and temperatures can
be readily performed.

At larger wavelengths (λ > 1.54 µm) the Boudon et al. (2004) line strengths
that describe the methane absorption properties are used, assuming Voigt line
profiles. At the far wings of the lines, the Hartmann et al. (2002) laboratory
derived parameterizations have been used. These describe the divergence of
the line profile from the theoretical expectations in terms of a multiplicative
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correction factor, χ, that depends upon the distance ν−ν0 from the line center,
ν0. The latter can be summarized as:

χ(ν) =





1 |ν − ν0| < 26cm−1

8.72 exp(−ν−ν0
12 ) 26cm−1 < |ν − ν0| < 60cm−1

0.0684 exp(−ν−ν0
393 ) |ν − ν0| > 60cm−1

(A.30)

Following the description presented in Section A.1.1 the calculation of the
methane absorption coefficients was performed for different temperatures and
pressures.

A.1.4 Correlated k-distribution coefficients

In the near-IR radiation transfer calculations, the band model formulation can
not be used for inhomogeneous layers and layers with scattering properties,
such as the ones addressed in Titan’s atmosphere. The reason for that is that
the transmission for a specific pathlength which is characterized by layers of
different properties can not be estimated with the product of the individual
transmissions and neither the use of scaling approximations, such as the Curtis-
Godson one, can be applied since the source function is highly variable over each
band interval. The latter approach is only applicable in the thermal radiation
transfer where the Plank function is approximately constant over each band
interval. A solution to the scattering problem was provided within the frame of
the k-distribution method (for a more detailed description look in Goody and
Yung (1989) an references therein).

Under this approach the average transmission within a band interval can be
equivalently given by

t̄(m) =

∞∫

0

f(k) exp(−km)dk (A.31)

with f(k) the k-distribution. The physical meaning of this distribution is that
f(k)dk describes the frequency domain of the band interval that is occupied by
absorption lines having absorption coefficients between k and k+dk. From a
different point of view the average band transmission is equal to the Laplace
transformation of the k-distribution. If f(k) is known, then any function aver-
aged over the band domain ∆ν

Ḡ(m) =
1

∆ν

∫
G(k)dk (A.32)

can be equivalently calculated with the use of the spectral function, as:

Ḡ(m) =

∞∫

0

f(k)G(k)dk (A.33)
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Figure A.3: Example of correlated k-distribution coefficients and correspond-
ing transmissions for different pressure and temperature conditions for 3 wave-
lengths.
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With the common formulation of band models (equation A.25) any information
of the spectral variation of the absorption coefficient inside each band is lost
due to the averaging. The advantage of the k-distribution method is that it
conserves the information of the spectral variation within each band during the
averaging. This allows the use of this method for scattering problems in which
the source function is highly variable inside each band domain. In practical
calculations the integral on the k-distribution can be approximated with a finite
series of N terms:

t̄(m) =
N∑

i=1

f(ki)δki exp(−kim) (A.34)

The issue of non-homogeneous layer can be further addressed with the use
of the correlated k-distribution. In this approach the cumulative distribution
function of the initial k-distribution is used:

g(k) =

k∫

0

f(k
′
)dk

′
(A.35)

Substituting g(k), the average transmission at each band interval can be ex-
pressed as:

t̄(m) =

1∫

0

exp(−k(g)m)dg (A.36)

or equivalently approximated with the sum:

t̄(m) =
N∑

i=1

exp(−kim)∆gi (A.37)

where the g domain is divided in N fractions with widths ∆gi and ki is the aver-
age absorption coefficient in that fraction. The N number of points used in the
integration and the fractions ∆gi can be define from numerical quadrature tech-
nics such as the Gaussian-Legendre integration. In the current calculation an
8-point quadrature approximation was used. The abscissae gi and the gaussian
weights ∆gi are given in Table A.5.

Comparison of the latter equation with A.25, shows that for a homogeneous
layer the ν/∆ν and g variables are interchangeable. For a non-homogeneous
path that is divided into M homogeneous layer, the transmission is:

t̄(m) =
∫

exp


−

M∑

j=1

kν,jδmj


 d(ν/∆ν) (A.38)

The advantage of the correlated k-distribution approach is that there is a good
correlation of transmissions calculated from A.38 and that assuming the

t̄(m) =

1∫

0

exp


−

M∑

j=1

kj(g)δmj


 dg (A.39)
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Table A.5: Eight-point Gaussian quadrature abscissae & weights
Abscissae Weight

1 0.019855 0.050614
2 0.101667 0.111191
3 0.237234 0.156853
4 0.408283 0.181342
5 0.591717 0.181342
6 0.762766 0.156853
7 0.898333 0.111191
8 0.980145 0.050614

for the strong and weak absorption features of the various layers. This means
that the ν/∆ν - g interchangeability holds also for non-homogeneous paths.
Hence, the same intervals ∆gi can be used for different atmospheric layers
for which only the g(k) functions have to be calculated. An example of the
correlated k-distribution coefficients used in the model calculations is given in
Fig. A.3. Note the monotonic variation of the k-coefficients with g, as implied
by the cumulative distribution.

A.1.5 Collision induced absorption (CIA)

In the high pressure condition found in Titan’s troposphere the rapid collision
between the main molecules, N2, CH4 and H2 induce temporal dipole moments
and allow these molecules to absorb in the IR. In order to include this important
source of opacity in the calculations, one needs to know the bimolecular absorp-
tion coefficients for each colliding pair. These have been theoretical calculated
for different temperatures by A. Borysow and colleges for each of the possible
pairs found in Titan’s atmosphere (Table A.6). An example for the spectral
contribution of each pair is given in Fig. A.4.

These were used for the calculation of the absorption coefficients at different
temperatures which were tabulated in matrixes and used for the calculation of
the CIA in the model. The opacity due to CIA within an atmospheric layer of
width ∆z can be calculated as:

τ = kAB
nA

nL

nB

nL
∆z. (A.40)

Table A.6: CIA pairs and references
Pair Reference

N2-N2 Borysow & Frommhold (1986a)
N2-H2 Borysow & Frommhold (1986b)

N2-CH4 Borysow & Tang (1993)
H2-CH4 Borysow & Frommhold (1986c)

CH4-CH4 Borysow & Frommhold (1987)
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Figure A.4: Collision induced absorption coefficients at 90 K for each pair in-
cluded in the model calculations

where kAB is the collision induced absorption coefficient of each pair A-B in
cm−1A−2, nA and nB are the number densities for each molecule of the pair
and nL is the Loschmidt number. This can be further simplified to give:

τ = kAB

(
T0

T

)2 (
p

p0

)2

fAfB∆z (A.41)

where T0 and p0 are the standard temperature and pressure and xA and fB are
the mole fraction of each species of the pair.

A.2 Scattering

Light as an ElectroMagnetic wave can be fully described by three vectors; the
electric field, E, the magnetic field, H and the direction of propagation of the
wave, k. The two first form an orthogonal set with the third in a way that:

k̂ × ⇀

E = c
⇀

B

where k̂ is the unit normal in the direction of propagation and c the velocity
of light in the medium. Since from the equations of Maxwell there is a direct
relationship between E and H for arbitrary direction of propagation, we can in
our description of the scattering phenomena, to restrict ourselves only in the
electric vector, E.
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Figure A.5: Scattering geometry

In order to visualize the procedure, observe Fig. A.5. The incident light
is thought as a plane wave approaching the scattering particle from below.
The surrounding medium is taken homogenous; as the wave front reaches the
surface of the particle, the change in the properties of the medium (in other
words the change of the index of refraction) causes a decrease in the amplitude
of the incident plane wave and the production of an outgoing spherical wave,
the scattered wave, in distances large compared to the size of the particle and
the wavelength. If we choose to observe the scattered spherical wave in a certain
direction - the line of sight - the angle θ between the direction of incidence and
the direction where we observe is called the scattering angle. The plane defined
by the above two directions is the reference plane.

The equations of Maxwell provide a linear relationship between the incident
and the scattered waves. The incident plane wave has a characteristic form
described by:

u0 = e−ikz+iωt (A.42)

with k = 2π/λ, the wave number. The outgoing spherical wave has a charac-
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teristic form of the kind 1:

u = S(θ, ϕ)
eikr+iωt

ikr
(A.43)

where S(θ,φ) is the amplitude function of the scattering particle, expressing
the dependence of the spherical wave on the scattering and azimuthal angles
and r the distance from the scattering center. The amplitude function depends
only on the shape and the medium of the particle. From the above two, the
connection between the incident and the scattered wave will have the form:

u = S(θ, ϕ)
eikr+ikz

ikr
u0 (A.44)

In the general case of an elliptically polarized wave, the electric field of the
incident plane wave can be described as:

⇀

E0 = El
0 l̂ + Er

0 r̂ (A.45)

where l̂ and r̂ are unit vectors parallel and perpendicular to the plane of reference
in a way that:

r̂ × l̂ = k̂′ (A.46)

and k̂′ the unit normal in the direction of the line of sight for the outgoing
spherical wave (Fig A.6). Since the plane of reference depends on the line of
sight the r̂ and l̂ vectors will change according to the direction of observation.

The generalization of the above relation between the incident and the scat-
tered electric field components for an elliptically polarized electric vector will
be:

1Here we assume that the scattered radiation has the same frequency with the incident
(coherent scattering). Hence the wave numbers of the incident and scattered radiation are the
same.

Figure A.6: Electric field vectors in scattering geometry
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(
El

Er

)
=

e−ikr+ikz

ikr

(
S2 S3

S4 S1

) (
El

0

Er
0

)
(A.47)

where the matrix on the right hand is the amplitude scattering matrix and, as
the scattering function, depends only on the properties of the scattering particle
and its orientation in space. It should be pointed out that the knowledge of the
scattering matrix for a particular particle provides all the necessary information
for the calculation of the properties of the scattered and propagating wave.

In certain cases the scattering matrix can take a simple form that leads to
analytical solutions applicable to atmospheric scattering problems. Such one is
that of a spherical and homogeneous scatterer (Mie Scattering). The limit of
this case for very small particles is the Rayleigh scattering. Due to addressed
symmetry, the S3 and S4 components of the matrix are zero and the S1 and S2

depend only on the scattering angle θ. Hence, the relation between the incident
and scattered components of the electric field takes the form:

(
El

Er

)
=

e−ikr+ikz

ikr

(
S2 0
0 S1

)(
El

0

Er
0

)
(A.48)

Under this simplified form it is possible to derive analytical solutions for the
scattered electric field components. Further, in order to have a description of
the way the scattered radiation is distributed in all angles around the particle,
the phase function is used, which for spherical symmetry takes the simple form:

P (θ) ∼ 1
2
(i1(θ) + i2(θ)) (A.49)

where i1(θ) = |S1(θ)|2 and i2(θ) = |S2(θ)|2. In the calculation of the phase
function a normalizing multiplication factor must be considered in order to
make sure that the integral in all angles (θ, φ) will give 4π (energy conservation
in all directions).

A.2.1 Rayleigh scattering

For very small particles such as molecules and atoms, the induced electric field
is approximately constant and equal to the external field, −→E0. In this case the
scattered radiation is that of the induced dipole moment, −→M , which relates to
the polarizability tensor, α that depends on the properties of the scattering
matter, through: −→

M = α
−→
E0 (A.50)

Under these conditions, the electric field at large distances compared to the
size of the scattering center can be analytically calculated. In the special case
of spherical symmetry, the polarizability becomes a scalar quantity and the
scattering matrix takes the form:

(
S2 0
0 S1

)
= ik3a

(
cosθ 0

0 1

)
(A.51)
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Figure A.7: Angle distribution of Rayleigh scattered radiation

This explains the symmetric variation of the scattered radiation with the
scattering angle, θ (see Fig. A.7):

P (θ) = (1 + cos2(θ)) (A.52)

For molecules for which the spherical symmetry does not apply a correction
factor must be included. This is the depolarization factor, ∆ that can be read-
ily measured for different species. In terms of a scattering cross section, the
Rayleigh solution finally yields:

σR =
32π3

3λ4
α2δ (A.53)

with
δ =

6 + 3∆
6− 7∆

(A.54)

The scalar polarizability can be calculated from:

a =
(n− 1)

N
(A.55)

with N the atoms or molecules per unit volume and n the refractive index of
the scattering matter that in principle is wavelength dependent. The latter can
be given in the form (Allen, 1976):

n− 1 = A(1−B/λ2)) (A.56)
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Table A.7: Rayleigh Scattering parameters for species found in Titan’s at-
mosphere.

Species A ×10−5 B ×10−3 ∆ ×100 δ
H2 13.58 7.52 0.9 1.015
N2 29.06 7.7 3.6 1.063

NH3 37.00 12.0 1.0 1.017
CH4 44.30 0 2.0×10−3 1.000
C2H2 4.5 1.079
C2H4 2.9 1.050
C2H6 0.9 1.015
C3H6 2.9 1.050
C3H8 1.1 1.019
C4H10 1.2 1.020
C6H6 4.2 1.074
H2O 2.0 1.034
CO 32.7 8.1 3.2 1.055
CO2 43.9 6.4 7.2 1.131

with A and B constants that depend on the atom or molecule (see Table A.2.1).
Replacing the above, the Rayleigh scattering cross section for an atom or mole-
cule can be given from:

σR(cm2) = 4.577× 10−21 δ

λ4
A(1 +

B

λ2
) (A.57)

A.2.2 Mie scattering

G. Mie in 1908 and independently P. Debye in 1909 were the first to provide
the solution for the problem of scattering in the case of a spherical and homoge-
nous scatterer. The solution of the Maxwell’s equations with the appropriate
boundary conditions for the scattering problem of a sphere with radius α and
refractive index m, will provide an analytic form for the S1(θ) and S2(θ).

For a periodic field with a circular frequency ω and without charges and
currents, the Maxwell’s equations can take the form:

∇ · ⇀

E = 0 ∇× ⇀

E = ikm2
⇀

E

∇ · ⇀

H = 0 ∇× ⇀

H = −ik
⇀

H

where m is the complex index of refraction:

m = n + in′ (A.58)

The real part of the refractive index defines the propagating velocity of the wave
through the medium and the imaginary part the medium’s absorbing properties.
The far field solution (meaning the scattered field solution for distances much
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greater than the radius of the sphere) of the above equations, gives the following
results for the form of the S1(θ) and S2(θ):

S1(θ) =
∞∑

n=1

2n+1
n(n+1) [anπn(cos θ) + bnτn(cos θ)]

S2(θ) =
∞∑

n=1

2n+1
n(n+1) [bnπn(cos θ) + anτn(cos θ)]

(A.59)

where

an =
ψ′n(y)ψn(x)−mψn(y)ψ′n(x)
ψ′n(y)ξn(x)−mψn(y)ξ′n(x)

bn =
mψ′n(y)ψn(x)− ψn(y)ψ′n(x)
mψ′n(y)ξn(x)− ψn(y)ξ′n(x)

(A.60)

and
πn(cos θ) = 1

sin θ P 1
n(cos θ)

τn(cos θ) = d
dθ P 1

n(cos θ)
(A.61)

In the above:

• P 1
n(cos θ)is the associated Legendre polynomial.

• ψn, ξnare the Ricatti-Bessel functions which relate with the Bessel func-
tions as:

ψn(z) = z · jn(z) =
√

πz
2 Jn+ 1

2
(z)

ξn(z) = z · h(2)
n (z) =

√
πz
2 H

(2)

n+ 1
2
(z)

withjn(z), h(2)
n (z) the spherical Bessel functions, Jn+ 1

2
(z),H(2)

n+ 1
2

the half
integer order Bessel functions and z complex. The prime denotes the first
derivative with respect to the argument.

• x = kα and y=mx

In this solution the medium outside the sphere was taken to be vacuum (m=1).
In the case that this is not true and the surrounding medium has an index of
refraction m1 (real) and the sphere m2 (complex) the same solution still holds
but with the corrections:

m → m1

m2
, k → m2k (A.62)

The efficiency factors have a straightforward relation with the elements of
the scattering matrix. For the case of spherical, homogeneous particles the
results of Mie’s theory provide the following formula:

Qext =
2
x2

∞∑
n=1

(2n + 1)Re(an + bn) (A.63)

Qsca =
2
x2

∞∑
n=1

(2n + 1)(|an|2 + |bn|2) (A.64)
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Figure A.8: Scattering efficiencies as a function of the size parameter for different
absorption properties.

In radiation transfer calculations the relative proportions of the forward to the
backward scattered radiation is needed and is described by the asymmetry fac-
tor, g. The last in the frame of Mie theory can be given by:

g =
4

χ2Qsca

∞∑
n=1

n(n + 2)
n + 1

<(ana∗n+1 + bnb∗n+1) +
2n + 1

n(n + 1)
<(anb∗n) (A.65)

Finally the polarization, P , of the scattered wave with respect to the scattering
angle is given by:

P =
i1(θ)− i2(θ)
i1(θ) + i2(θ)

(A.66)

Using the above analytical solution for the case of a spherical scatterer and with
the aid of the modern computers it is possible to compute the efficiency factors
and the other parameters described above. The series in the infinite sums need
to be extended up to terms of the order of [x] to have reliable results.

In Fig. A.8 the efficiency factors for scattering is plotted for the case of a
complex refractive index with n = 1.4 and four possible values of n′. What
can be readily observed for small values of the imaginary part of the refractive
index is the rapid increase of Qsca for values of the size parameter between 0
and 5 and the waveform for bigger x, which slowly disappears as n′ increases.
The waveform results from the interference of light travelling through the sphere
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Figure A.9: The variation of the three efficiency factors with the size parameter
for different imaginary refractive index.

(transmition) and light passing by the sphere (diffraction). The ripples which
are observed for small n′’s comes from edge phenomena around the sphere.
As n′ is increases, Qsca decreases and the above two characteristics disappear
gradually. In the case that n′ = 0, Qa is zero and hence Qsca=Qext. For very
big values of the size parameter we see that the extinction coefficient reaches
asymptotically the value 2 which can be proved by taking in to account the
properties of EM waves for large values of the size parameter.

Fig. A.9 presents, the three efficiency coefficients plotted for two cases of the
refractive index as a function of the phase lag between the wave passing through
the diameter of the sphere and the wave not intercepting the sphere:

ρ =
2πm

λ
2a− 2π

λ
2a = 2x |m− 1| (A.67)

As before, the increase of the imaginary part of the refractive index leads to the
rise of Qabs and the vanish of any maxima and minima.

Fig. A.10 presents the phase functions for refractive indexes corresponding
to two different wavelengths of water vapor. At 3µm H2O is highly absorbing
as it can be seen from the value of the imaginary part of the refractive index,
while at 5µm the absorptivity is significantly decreased. In the same time the
real part of the refractive index exhibits a much smaller variation. It can be
deduced from the figures that as the radius of the scattering particle increases
the angle distribution becomes increasingly more complex for both wavelengths
(see also Fig. A.11), while the increase of the particle’s absorptivity, smooths
out the strong angle variability for the same value of the size parameter. In all
cases it is prominent the very strong forward scattering peak at θ=0 and the less
intense backward peak, the relative ratio of which increases with increasing size.
This last characteristic is also shown in Fig. A.12 which presents the variation
of the asymmetry factor, g, with the size parameter for different values of the
refractive index.
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Figure A.10: Phase function of water vapor at two different wavelengths and
for different size spheres.
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Figure A.11: Polar view of phase functions for H2O at 3µm for two different
size particles. Notice the radial log scale.
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Appendix B

Multiple Scattering
Solution for Inhomogeneous
Layers

Inside an inhomogeneous atmosphere, such as Titan’s, multiple scattering has
a very important role in the radiation transfer process. A solution of this prob-
lem has been initially provided with the aid of the Eddington approximation
described in Shettle & Weinman (1970). The problem is addressed with the di-
vision of the inhomogeneous atmosphere into homogeneous layers within which
its possible to obtain analytical solutions for the two-boundary problem. An im-
provement to the approach was the δ-Eddington method for highly anisotropic
phase functions (Joseph et al., 1976).

Here, the δ-Eddington approximation is used for the simplification of the
radiation transfer equation in terms of a numerical second-order ordinary differ-
ential equation method (Vardavas & Taylor, 2007) that provides a significantly
faster solution for each monochromatic radiation transfer calculation compared
to the analytic method suggested by Shettle & Weinman (1970). This efficient
method allows the inclusion of the high resolution pressure grid in the radiation
transfer calculations.

First, the simplified isotropic scattering form of the radiation transfer equa-
tion is discussed and based on this the δ-Eddington method and the way it is
applied in the model are presented.

B.1 Isotropic scattering solution

The transfer equation for diffuse radiation is:

µ
∂Iλ

∂τλ
= −Iλ + Sλ (B.1)
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where Iλ(τλ, µ, φ) is the radiance, Sλ the source function, τλ the extinction
optical depth, µ the zenith and φ the azimuth angle. Using the first three
moments of the radiation field:

Jλ =
1
2

+1∫

−1

Iλdµ,Hλ =
1
2

+1∫

−1

µIλdµ,Kλ =
1
2

+1∫

−1

µ2Iλdµ (B.2)

and the assumption of coherent and isotropic scattering, the transfer equation
can take the following forms

∂Hλ

∂τλ
= −Jλ + Sλ (B.3)

and
∂Kλ

∂τλ
= −Hλ (B.4)

Using Eddington’s approximation, were the zenith dependence of the radiance
is approximated as:

Iλ = αλ + µbλ (B.5)

the three moments of the radiation field take the form:

Jλ = αλ

Hλ = 1
3bλ

Kλ = 1
3α = 1

3Jλ

(B.6)

From Eq. B.6 and B.4:

Hλ = −1
3

∂Jλ

∂τλ
(B.7)

which on substitution in Eq. B.1 results in a second-order differential equation
for the mean radiance Jλ in the form of a diffusion equation

1
3

∂2Jλ(τλ)
∂τ2

λ

= Jλ(τλ)− Sλ(τλ) (B.8)

with the angle-independent source function Sλ for coherent and isotropic scat-
tering given by

Sλ = (1− ωλ)Bλ + ωλJλ (B.9)

where ωλ is the single-scattering albedo. When the expression for the source
function is inserted into the above diffusion equation we get

1
3

∂2Jλ(τλ)
∂τ2

λ

= (1− ωλ)(Jλ(τλ)−Bλ(τλ)). (B.10)

Given appropriate boundary conditions, one can rapidly solve this boundary-
valued problem using a numerical technique such as the Thomas algorithm (e.g.
Vardavas & Taylor (2007)), if one replaces the second derivative by a three-term
finite-differences expression.
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B.2 Anisotropic scattering solution

The scattering phase function, p(ϑ), can be expressed as a series of associated
Legendre polynomials as described in Chandrasekhar (1960). When the Edding-
ton approximation is applied, the integral over µ and φ in the source function
will vanish for all terms of the series except for the first two. Hence the phase
function can be written as (Shettle & Weinman, 1970):

p(ϑ) = 1 + 3g cosϑ. (B.11)

where ϑ is the scattering angle which can be written as:

cosϑ = µµ
′
+ (1− µ2)1/2(1− µ

′2)1/2cos(φ− φ
′
). (B.12)

where µ
′
is the cosine of the incoming zenith direction and µ that of the outgoing

zenith direction. g is the asymmetry factor

g =
1
2

+1∫

−1

p(cosϑ)dcosϑ (B.13)

which is a measure of the scattered radiations anisotropy:

g =





1 forward scattering
0 isotropic or symmetric scattering

−1 backward scattering
(B.14)

For an azimuthally-averaged radiation field, we can average also the phase func-
tion over the incoming azimuthal direction by replacing cos ϑ given by Eq. B.12
to obtain

p(µ, µ
′
) = 1 + 3gµµ

′
. (B.15)

The angle-dependent source function (Vardavas & Taylor, 2007) can now be
expressed as

Sλ(µ) = Seλ + Ssλ + Siλ (B.16)

where the thermal emission source function is

Seλ = (1− ωλ)Bλ (B.17)

the scattering source function is

Ssλ(µ) =
ωλ

2

∫ 1

−1

p(µ, µ
′
)Iλ(µ

′
)dµ

′
(B.18)

and the source function for the incoming direct solar radiation is

Siλ(µ) =
ωλ

4π
p(µ, µo)F

↓
dλ (B.19)

where
F ↓dλ = S¯λe−τλ/µo (B.20)
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is the direct solar flux, at optical depth τλ, normal to the direction of incidence
defined by µo, the cosine of the solar zenith angle. S¯λ is the incoming solar
spectral flux (erg cm−2 s−1 µm−1) at the Earth’s orbit. Note that the phase
function is divided by 4π sr so that Siλ(µ) has units of radiance (erg cm−2 s−1

sr −1 µm−1.
If we take µo positive in the downwards direction (increasing optical depth),

integrate over the incoming direction and use the Eddington approximation
Iλ = Jλ + 3µHλ, Eq. B.5, we get

Sλ(µ) = (1− ωλ)Bλ + ωλ(Jλ + 3gµHλ) +
ωλ

4π
(1 + 3gµµo)F

↓
dλ (B.21)

where Hλ is the second moment of the radiance, Iλ, given in Eq. B.2, but now
defined by

∂Hλ

∂τλ
= −Jλ + Sλ (B.22)

where the angle-averaged source function (first moment of the source function)
is given by

Sλ =
1
2

∫ 1

−1

Sλ(µ)dµ (B.23)

= (1− ωλ)Bλ + ωλJλ +
ωλ

4π
F ↓dλ. (B.24)

The equation of the third moment of the radiance, can now be written

∂Kλ

∂τλ
= −Hλ + Qλ (B.25)

where Qλ is here defined as the second moment of the source function defined
by

Qλ =
1
2

∫ 1

−1

µSλ(µ)dµ (B.26)

= ωλgHλ +
ωλ

4π
gµoF

↓
dλ (B.27)

Since K = J/3, Eq. B.6, we can replace K in terms of J in Eq. B.25 to obtain

1
3

∂Jλ(τλ)
∂τλ

= −αHλ(τλ) + β (B.28)

where

α = 1− ωλg (B.29)

β =
ωλ

4π
gµoF

↓
dλ. (B.30)

We can divide the equation by α and differentiate a second time to obtain the
radiation diffusion equation, , on replacing the derivative of H in terms of J
from Eq. B.28

∂

∂τλ

(
a(τλ)

∂Jλ(τλ)
∂τλ

)
= J(τλ)− S(τλ) +

∂b(τλ)
∂τλ

(B.31)
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where a = 1/3α and b = β/α. For the case of isotropic scattering, g = 0, and
for no incoming solar flux a = 1/3 and b = 0, and so we obtain the radiation
diffusion equation given by Eq. B.10.

If we now substitute for the source function Sλ from Eq. B.16 we get a
second-order differential equation

c1
∂2Jλ

∂τ2
λ

+ c2
∂Jλ

∂τλ
+ c3Jλ + c4 = 0 (B.32)

where

c1 = a(τλ) (B.33)

c2 =
∂aλ

∂τλ
(B.34)

c3 = ωλ − 1 (B.35)

c4 = −c3Bλ − ∂bλ

∂τλ
+

ωλ

4π
F ↓dλ (B.36)

that we can solve rapidly to obtain Jλ as a function of optical depth for each
wavelength, given the boundary conditions at the top of the atmosphere and
at the surface. The upwards and downwards diffuse spectral fluxes at each
atmospheric level can then be calculated from

F ↑λ = π(Jλ − 2Hλ) (B.37)

F ↓λ = π(Jλ + 2Hλ) (B.38)

so that the net downwards diffusive flux is 4πHλ, while the total flux available
for photolysis is 4πJλ + µoF

↓
dλ, so that the enhancement factor for photolysis is

f =
4πJλ + µoF

↓
dλ

µoS¯λ
. (B.39)

H can be computed from

Hλ = −a
∂Jλ(τλ)

∂τλ
+ b. (B.40)

The total downwards flux, F ↓Tλ, comprises the diffuse and direct components

F ↓Tλ = F ↓λ + µoF
↓
dλ (B.41)

and the net downwards flux is

F ↓netλ = F ↓Tλ + F ↑dλ. (B.42)

The surface boundary condition is then

F ↑λ = Rsλ
F ↓Tλ (B.43)
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where Rsλ
is the surface spectral reflectance and both diffuse and direct solar

radiation is diffusely reflected upwards at the surface. Thus the total upwards
flux is equal to the diffuse component, F ↑Tλ = F ↑λ . At the top of the atmosphere
the boundary condition is that there is no incoming diffuse component so F ↓λ =
0. The boundary conditions in terms of Jλ then become

d1
∂Jλ(τλ)

∂τλ
+ d2Jλ + d3 = 0 (B.44)

where for the surface boundary condition

d1 = 2πa(1 + Rsλ) (B.45)
d2 = π(1−Rsλ) (B.46)

d3 = −π2b(1 + Rsλ)−RsλµoF
↓
dλ (B.47)

while for the upper boundary condition

d1 = −2a (B.48)
d2 = 1 (B.49)
d3 = 2b. (B.50)

B.2.1 Enhancement factor for photolysis

The enhancement factor for photolysis is given by

f =
4πJλ + µoS¯λ

µoS¯λ
(B.51)

where µoS¯λ is equal to the incoming radiation at the top of the atmosphere
(TOA). At TOA the boundary condition gives Jλ = −2Hλ so that the upwards
diffusive flux is then equal to 2πJλ. The maximum value for the enhancement
factor for photolysis at TOA is then obtained for a purely scattering atmosphere
which overlays a surface with reflectance Rsλ = 1. Under these conditions the
upwards diffusive flux is equal to the incoming radiation so that 2πJλ = µoS¯λ

and so the maximum value of f at TOA is 3.
Under the above scattering conditions, Jλ becomes constant deep in the at-

mosphere for large scattering optical depths, where the direct component van-
ishes, and given by

Jdeepλ = µoS¯λ

(
1
2π

+
3µo

4π

)
(B.52)

so that the maximum value for f is then attained for µo = 1 and is equal to 5.
We note that the ratio of JTOAλ to Jdeepλ is then

JTOAλ

Jdeepλ
=

2
2 + 3µo

(B.53)

and hence, when µo = 1 the above ratio is 2
5 .
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B.2.2 Delta-Eddington approximation

An improvement to the Eddington method became possible with the δ-Eddington
(Joseph et al., 1976). In this, the phase function included a Dirac delta function
for the forward scattering along with the two term approximation:

p(ϑ) = 2f(1− cosϑ) + (1− f)(1 + 3g cosϑ). (B.54)

This allowed for the improvement of the method’s accuracy for highly asym-
metric phase functions. In the above, f is the fraction of scattered photons in
the forward direction. Assuming that the original phase function that they were
approximating was the Henyey-Greenstein phase function, they obtained f= g2.
The advantage of this approach was that it provided a set of simple transfor-
mations for τ , ω and g which could be used in the Eddington method without
the need for any other changes. These were

τ
′

= (1− ωf) τ

ω′ =
(1− f)ω

1− ωf
(B.55)

g′ =
g

1 + g
.

B.2.3 Inhomogeneous layers

For Titan’s case, a large part of the atmosphere is filled with aerosols. This
makes the composition of the atmosphere highly inhomogeneous since inside
each atmospheric layer the opacity could have contributions from aerosols, gas
molecules and cloud particles each with its one scattering and absorbing prop-
erties. The total extinction optical depth of each layer is:

τ = τaers + τaera + τma + τR (B.56)

where τaers is the aerosol scattering optical depth, τaera is the aerosol absorption
optical depth, τma is that for molecular absorption, and τR is that for Rayleigh
or molecular scattering. The single scattering albedo for each layer is

ω = ωc + ωaer + ωR

ωaer = τaers/τ (B.57)
ωR = τR/τ

where
gω = gaerωaer + gRωR (B.58)

with gaer being the aerosol asymmetry factors with the Rayleigh asymmetry
factor gR = 0.
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GCR impact, 171
Nitrogen sink, 174
Polyynes, 166
Pure Nitriles, 168
Vertical profile, 169

Henyey-Greenstein phase, 245
Heterogeneous chemistry, 138, 152, 204
Homopause, 122, 126

Lapse rate, 41
Lyman-α, 34

Mass density, 197
Methane Escape, 126
Methyl radicals, 127, 205

Photolysis, 128
Recombination rate, 129

Microphysics
Knudsen, Reynolds & Schmidt Num-

bers, 79
Continuity Equation, 75
Diffusion Coefficient, 81
Settling speed, 80
Slip-correction, 81
Volume fractions, 77
Volume ratio grid, 76

Monomer size, 114

Net photochemical production, 153
Non-ideal factor, 37
North South Asymmetry (NSA), 22

Opacity Sources, 38
Collision Induced Absorption, 224
Haze, 186
Methane, 219
Mie Scattering, 230
Rayleigh scattering, 228

Penetration altitude, 189
Photochemistry

CH4 photolysis, 45
N2 photolysis, 44, 204

Photolysis rates, 49
Photolysis

enhancement factor, 243, 244
Pressure Grid, 37

Radiance
second moment, 242
third moment, 242

Radiation diffusion equation, 242
Radiation Transfer, 37

Conduction, 42
Longwave , 40
Shortwave, 39

Refractive index, 105
Geometric albedo, 184
Scaling factors, 184
Temperature, 194

Scattering
isotropic, 240

Seasonal Variability, 22
Solar Cycle, 32
Solar Flux, 34
Source function

angle-dependent, 241
angle-independent, 240
first moment, 242
incoming radiation, 241
scattering, 241
second moment, 242
thermal emission, 241

Spatial Variability, 21
Spectral reflectance, 244
Spectrum Devision, 37
Spherical Geometry, 68
Surface

Albedo, 25, 193
Features, 25

Temperature
Convective adjustment, 42
Model Calculation, 41
Modelled profile, 193
Observations, 13

Thermal window, 39
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Vapor pressure curves, 68
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